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SECTION A - INFORMATION FOR TENDERERS AND GENERAL CONDITIONS 
 

1. Tender Submission 
  

 Sealed tenders are to be addressed to: 

 

 The Children’s Aid Society of Ottawa 

 1602 Telesat Court 

 Gloucester Ont 

 K1B 1B1 

 ATTENTION: Supervisor, Property Management, Confidential 
 

 To be marked: Rooftop Units Replacement 

 

 and are to be received no later than noon on October 9, 2018 

 

Oral, or tenders submitted by facsimile or modifications to this tender document will not 

be considered.  All blank spaces on forms shall be fully filled in.  In addition a tender that 

is conditional, illegible, unbalanced, obscure or contains additions not called for, 

reservations, interlineations, erasures, alterations, or irregularities, of any kind, or that 

does not comply strictly with the terms and conditions of the tender documents will not 

be considered.   

 

Signatures shall be longhand and executed by the principal duly authorized to make 

contracts. 

 

NOTE: A mandatory site meeting will be held on Tuesday, September 25, 2018 @ 1 

p.m. All proponents are asked to meet in the main lobby at 1602 Telesat Court, 

Ottawa. 

     

 

RFT TIMELINES: 

Date of Issue:        September 17, 2018 

Mandatory Site Visit:     September 25, 2018 

Last date for questions:      October 3, 2018 

Closing Date:        October 9, 2018 

Contract Awarded:     October 15, 2018 
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2. Bid Submission Requirements 

 

a. Bonding: Provide a signed Surety to Bond certificate on standard form by a 

bonding company stating intention to bond in accordance with the bonding 

requirements of the Contract Documents and supplementary conditions. 

 

b. Bid Signing: The Bid Form (Section B)  shall be signed by a duly authorized 

signing officer(s) in their normal signatures. Insert the officer’s capacity in which 

the signing officer acts, under each signature. Affix the corporate seal. If the bid is 

signed by officials other than the President and Secretary of the company, or the 

President-Secretary-Treasurer of the company, a copy of the by-law resolution of 

the Board of Directors authorizing them to do so must also be submitted with the 

bid in the bid envelope. 

 

 

c. Addenda: Bidders shall insert in the spaces provided in the Bid Form, the 

addendum numbers of all addenda received by them during the tendering period 

including any bound into the Tender Documents. If no addenda have been 

received, the work “NONE” shall be inserted in the space provided. 

 

 

3. Bid Opening 
 

The Society will open all bids at their offices on 1602 Telesat Court on October 9, 2018. 

The lowest or any bid will not necessarily be accepted. 
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The Society has established the following procedure for handling irregular bids: 

 
 IRREGULARITIES CONTAINED IN BIDS 

 

IRREGULARITY RESPONSE 

Late Bids Automatic rejection not read and returned unopened to 

the bidder. 

Unsealed Envelopes Automatic rejection 

Incomplete, illegible or obscure bids or 

bids which contain additions not called 

for, erasures, alterations, errors or 

irregularities of any kind. 

May be rejected as informal 

Documents, in which all necessary 

Addenda have not been acknowledged. 

Automatic rejection 

Failure to attend mandatory site visit. Automatic rejection 

Failure to include signature of the 

person authorized to bind the 

Tenderer.  

Automatic rejection 

Conditions placed by the Tenderer on 

the Total Contract Price. 

Automatic rejection 

Bids Containing Minor Mathematical 

Errors 

If the amount tendered for a unit price item does not 

agree with the extension of the estimated quantity and 

the tendered unit price, or if the extension has not been 

made, the unit price shall govern and the total price shall 

be corrected accordingly 

If both the unit price and the total price are left blank, 

then both shall be considered as zero. 

If the unit price is left blank but a total price is shown for 

the item, the unit price shall be established by dividing  

the total price by the estimated quantity. 

If the total price is left blank for a lump sum item, it 

shall be considered as zero. 

If the Tender contains an error in addition and/or 

subtraction and/or transcription in the approved tender 

documentation format requested (i.e. not the additional 

supporting documentation supplied), the error shall be 

corrected and the corrected total contract price shall 

govern. 

Tenders containing prices which appear to be so 

unbalanced as to likely affect the interests of the Society 

adversely may be rejected. 
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4. Enquires / Addenda 
 

Questions arising as to the meaning or intent of the tender documents shall be submitted 

in writing to rick.moore@casott.on.ca at least three (3) working days before the tender 

closing.   Answers to questions and any amendments to drawings and specifications will 

be communicated in the form of an addendum to all tenderer’s.  Any such addenda will 

form part of the tender documents. (“Addenda”) 

 

5. Tender Deposit 
  

Not required for this tender. 

 

6. Performance and Payment Security 

 

1. Provide a signed Surety to Bond certificate on CCDC 220 Bid Bond stating 

intention to bond in accordance with the bonding requirements of the Contract 

Documents. 

 

2. Prior to the commencement of work provide to the Owner a performance bond, on 

form CCDC 221 Performance Bond  in an amount equal to 50% of the Contract 

Price, covering the performance of the Contract, including the Contractor’s 

requirements with respect to the correction of deficiencies and the fulfillment of 

all warranties: and 

 

3. A labour and material payment bond, on form  CCDC 222 Labour and Material 

Payment Bond, in an amount equal to 50% of the Contract Price covering 

payment for labour, product or both. 

 

 

7. Tenderer To Investigate 
 

Tenderers are required to submit their tenders upon the following express conditions: 

 

 The tenderer shall examine the contract documents and make personal 

examinations of the site in order to become acquainted with the conditions under 

which the tenderer will be obliged to work. 

 

 The tenderer shall make all the investigations necessary to become thoroughly 

informed regarding all facilities as may be required to execute the work. 

 

 The tenderer shall be wholly responsible for the completeness and accuracy of the 

information obtained by the tenderer’s personal examination and study.  No plea 

mailto:rick.moore@casott.on.ca
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for ignorance of conditions that exist, or that may exist hereafter, or of conditions, 

or difficulties that may be encountered in the execution of the work under this 

contract as a result of failure to make the necessary examinations and 

investigation, or ascertaining the required information will be accepted as an 

excuse for any failure or omission on the part of the Contractor to fulfill in every 

detail all the requirements for the said contract documents, or will be accepted as 

a basis for any claim whatsoever for extra compensation, or for an extension of 

time. 

 

8. Basis for Evaluation of Tenders 
 

The award of this contract, will as a general practice, be made to the Lowest Responsible 

Tenderer, meaning the tenderer who would provide the Society with the desired goods 

and/or services at the Lowest Total Acquisition Cost while meeting all the specifications 

and containing no irregularities or qualifications, by an individual or firm with the 

necessary resources, expertise and /or experience to carry out the contract.  The lowest or 

any tender will not necessarily be accepted, in particular, if only one tender is received.   

 

9. Bidder’s Ability and Experience 
 

Persons or firms submitting bids shall be actually engaged in the type of work required 

by the Drawings and/or specifications and shall be able to refer to work of a similar 

character performed by them.  The tenderer shall, within forty-eight (48) hours of being 

requested in writing by the Supervisor of Property Management to do so, furnish 

evidence satisfactory to the Society of the tenderer’s experience and familiarity with 

work of character specified and the tenderer’s financial ability to execute properly the 

proposed work to completion within the specified time. 

 

10. Availability of funds 
 

Should all tenders received exceed the budgeted limit, the Society reserves the right to 

negotiate with the lowest responsible tenderer. 

 

11. Bid In Force 
 

Price will be guaranteed for 60 days from the bid tender opening. 

 

12. Award and Execution of Contract 
 

The Society will provide written notice to the successful tenderer to advise that the tender 

has been accepted, within five (5) days of the tender opening. 

 

The required documents will be sent to the successful tenderer immediately after 

acceptance.  The tenderer shall execute and return the documents together with the 
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Workplace Safety and Insurance Board Clearance Certificate, Certificate of Liability 

Insurance, List of Subcontractors, and any other required documents, to the Society 

within five (5) working days of receipt. 

 

Failure to return the required documentation within the aforementioned time frame will 

result in the Society awarding the contract to the next qualified tenderer. 

 

13. Contract Commencement and Duration 

 

The Society wishes to take delivery of the Roof Top Units prior to the end of March 

2019. The contractor will be responsible for the delivery, offloading and placing the 

units in a temporary location on site prior to installation after April 1, 2019.  The 

Society will take responsibility for the units, and make a progress payment to the 

contractor upon submission of an invoice. Final installation of the units must be 

completed prior to the end of May 2019. 

 

Shop drawing submission – October 29, 2018 

Shop drawing review by Engineer – November 5, 2018 

Purchase Order issued to Roof Top Unit manufacturer – November 7, 2018 

Delivery of Roof Top Units to site by March 13, 2019 

 

14. Changes in Work 
 

The Society, without invalidating the agreement, may make such changes by altering, 

adding to or deducting from the work, the contract price and other related terms being 

adjusted accordingly, as may be agreeable to both parties.   

 

15. Payment 
 

The Contractor will provide an invoice to the Society upon completion of the work, or 

part thereof as approved by the Society. Payment will be made 30 days following receipt 

of the invoice and upon satisfactory review of the Contract Administrator. 

           

16. Assignment 
 

The contractor shall not assign the whole or any part of the contract arising from this 

tender without the prior written consent of the Society.  This agreement will be binding 

upon the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. 

 

17. Permits 
 

The Contractor will be required to obtain and pay for any permits required for the 

execution of the work and pay all legal fees required as incidental to the work generally. 
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18. Workers’ Rights 
 

The Contractor will abide by the hours of work and minimum wage rates for occupations 

involved in accordance with the regulations of the Department of Labour or other 

appropriate legislation of the Province of Ontario, or the Government of Canada. 
 

19. Employment Standards Act 
 

The Contractor will review the Employment Standards Act of Ontario to ensure and 

understand that all obligations and requirements will be fulfilled if awarded the tender 

including any successor employer’s obligations as may be applicable. 

 

20. Protection and Occupational Health and Safety 
 

 The Contractor shall be solely responsible for safety at the place of work 

and for compliance with the rules, regulations and practices required by the 

applicable construction Health and Safety legislation including the Occupational 

Health and Safety Act of Ontario and shall be responsible for initiating, 

maintaining and supervising all safety precautions and programs in connection 

with the performance of the work.  The Contractor agrees to save harmless the 

Society from any actions or damages as a result of the successful Contractor’s 

failure to comply with the said legislation. 
 

 The Contractor shall provide the Society with the name of the individual 

responsible for administering the Contractor’s health and Safety program 

 

 The Contractor, by executing this Contract, acknowledges that the 

Contractor is an Employer and the constructor within the meaning of those words 

pursuant to the provisions on Ontario’s Occupational Health and Safety Act. 

 

 The Contractor will report to the Society and jurisdictional authorities, any 

accident or incident involving the Contractor, Society, or public involving injury 

to personnel or damage to property arising from the Contractor’s execution of the 

work. 

 

 The Contractor will include all provisions of this contract in any 

agreement with Subcontractors, and hold the Subcontractors equally responsible 

for safe and competent performance of the work. 

     

 The Contractor will be responsible to take all necessary steps to protect 

personnel (workers, visitors, public, etc.) and property from any harm during the 

course of the contract.  Work procedures and equipment will be in accordance 

with all legislated standards. 
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21. Workplace Safety and Insurance Board 
 

 The Contractor must obtain and forward to the Society, a Certificate of 

Clearance from the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board.  This certificate must 

be provided with the contract documents prior to commencement of any work in 

relation to this contract.  The Contractor shall pay to the Board all assessments 

and levies owing to the Board in respect to this contract and any unpaid 

assessments or levies shall be the sole responsibilities of the Contractor. 

 

 The Society reserves the right to request an up-to-date Certificate of 

Clearance indicating good standing with the Board at any time during the contract 

period. 

 

 Upon termination of the contract and before a final payment is made, the 

Contractor must once again submit evidence of good standing with the Workplace 

Safety and Insurance Board.  

         

22. Liability Insurance 
 

The Contractor shall maintain during the term of the contract, Comprehensive General 

Liability Insurance subject to limits of not less than $2,000,000 inclusive per occurrence 

for bodily injury, death and damage to property including loss of use thereof.  The 

Comprehensive General Liability Insurance shall include insurance for: 

a) premises and operations liability; 

b) product or completed operations liability; 

c) written contractual liability; 

d) cross liability 

e) contingent employer’s liability; 

f) personal injury liability arising out of false arrest, detention or imprisonment of 

malicious prosecution; libel, slander or defamation of character; invasion of 

privacy; wrongful eviction and wrongful entry; 

g) liability with respect to non-owned licensed motor vehicles; 

  

 The Society shall be added as an additional insured under the policy. 

 

The Contractor shall indemnify and save harmless the Society against any liability, 

however caused, with respect to the performance of the Contractor’s duties listed herein. 

 

The Contractor shall maintain during the term of the contract insurance with respect to 

owned licensed motor vehicles subject to a limit of not less than $2,000,000 inclusive per 

occurrence for bodily injury, death and damage to the property of others. 

 

A Certificate of Insurance satisfactory to the Society shall be provided prior to the 

commencement of the work and thereafter as required. 
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The policy(ies) shown above shall not be cancelled, permitted to lapse or materially 

changed unless the Insurer notifies the Children’s Aid Society in writing at least (30) 

days prior to the effective date of cancellation, expiry or change. The insurance policy 

will be in a form and with a company which are, in all respects, acceptable to the 

Children’s Aid Society of Ottawa. 
 

23. Fidelity Insurance  
 

The Contractor shall carry a commercial crime policy which extends the insuring 

agreement to include the Society as a third party.  The limit of liability under this policy 

shall not be less than $20,000.00 of Employee Dishonesty Coverage - Form A (or 

equivalent).  

      

      23. Security Clearances  

 

The Contractor shall provide the Society with all information required for an Internal 

Records Check for each employee.   The Contractor shall ensure that no employee will be 

present on the site until the Society has confirmed with the Contractor that the employee 

has received their clearance.  The Society reserves the right to reject any of the 

Contractor’s employees it finds unsuitable and the Contractor will provide immediate 

replacements.  

 

      24. Sub-Contractors 

 

The contractor shall provide the Society with a complete employee list of all proposed 

Subcontractors who may be working at any location covered by this contract. All sub-

contracted labour must satisfy the requirements of Section 23. 

 

25. Guaranteed Services 

 

The Contractor agrees to redo, at his expense, any work that has not been done to the 

specifications listed herein. This work will be completed within 3 days of receipt of 

written notice of default.  Failure to do so will result in Property Management having the 

work done and appropriate charges deducted from the contractors invoice.  It is 

understood that should the Contractor be required to redo any work the doing of same 

will not in any way compromise the service requirements specified. 

 

All damage to the property caused by the Contractor, his agents, or his employees, 

however caused, is the direct responsibility of the Contractor.  The property is to be 

restored to its original condition at the expense of the Contractor within 3 working days 

of notification by the Society.  In the event that property cannot be restored within 3 days, 

the Contractor shall notify the Society in writing stating the details and schedules of said 

restoration. 
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26. Failure to Perform / Cancellation 

 

If the Contractor shall fail to commence work within ten calendar days after being so 

instructed by the Society, or if at any time the work is not executed or not being executed 

to the satisfaction of the Society and in all respects in strict conformity with the contract 

which nonconformity is not rectified within 3 days of receipt of written notice of default 

thereof by the Society, the Society shall have the full right and power, at its discretion, to 

take the contract, or any part or parts thereof specified in the said notice, out of the hands 

of the Contractor and the Society may either award the contract to any other person or 

persons with or without it being re-tendered or may employ workers and provide all 

necessary materials, or may take such others steps as it may consider necessary or 

advisable in order to secure and complete the said contract and the Contractor in every 

case shall be liable for all damages, expenditures and additional costs of the contract 

which may be incurred by reason thereof. 

 

27. Liens 
 

Payment for work completed or materials supplied shall not become due until the 

Contractor, if requested, has filed with the Society satisfactory proof that all accounts for 

labour and materials furnished by third parties have been paid.  If any claim arises after 

all payments have been made, the Contractor shall refund to the Society any monies that 

the latter maybe compelled to pay in discharging such claim, including all costs 

incidental thereto. 

 

The Society shall have the right to retain, out of monies payable by the Society to the 

Contractor under this contract any amounts paid to discharge the said claim for lien and 

for all costs incidental thereto. 
 

28. Third Party Claims 
 

The Society shall have the right to retain, out of any monies payable by the Society to the 

Contractor under this contract, the total amount from time to time outstanding of all 

damage claims by third parties arising out of the Contractor’s responsibilities under this 

contract which have not been settled by the Contractor or the Contractor’s insurers.  For 

this purpose, a claim shall be considered settled if a payment has been made to and 

accepted by the claimant and a complete release obtained from the claimant or if the 

claim has been fully investigated and a complete denial of liability has been made to the 

claimant. 
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29. Bankruptcy or Insolvency 
 

If the Contractor becomes bankrupt, either by way of assignment of by way of a receiving 

order, of if the Contractor becomes insolvent, the Society may, at its option, immediately 

employ another Contractor to complete the contract and the Society shall have a claim 

against the Contractor or its estate for any additional cost over and above the original 

contract price, necessary to complete the contract and to remedy any defects. 
 

 

30. Bribery and Collusion 
 

Should a tenderer or any of their agents give or offer any gratuity to or attempt to bribe 

any member of the Society, or attempt to commit fraud, the Society shall be at liberty to 

reject the tenderer’s submission or cancel the contract forthwith, and to rely upon the 

sureties as provided for. 

The tenderer acknowledges that no person, firm or corporation other than the one whose 

signature or of whose proper officers and seal is attached below, has any interest in this 

bid. 

 

The tenderer further acknowledges that their bid is made without any connection, 

knowledge, comparison of figures or arrangements with any other company, firm or 

person making a bid for the same work and is in all respects fair and without collusion or 

fraud. 

 

31. Dispute Resolution 
 

In cases of dispute as to whether or not a product or service meets the accepted terms of 

the agreement, the joint decision of the Director of Finance and Administration or their 

successor and the Supervisor of Property Management or their successor shall be final 

and binding on all parties. 
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Form of Tender for Stipulated Price Contract 

 

for 

 

Rooftop Units Replacement 

 

1602 Telesat Court 
 

 

 

 

 

THE CHILDREN’S AID SOCIETY OF OTTAWA 
 

c/o  Supervisor, Property Management 

1602 Telesat Court 

Gloucester, Ontario K1B 1B1 
          

 

 

 

 

I/We have examined and reviewed the Information for Tenderers and General Conditions, (pages 

3 - 14), the conditions on the site, the Specifications and Details as applicable to the tender and 

all Addenda thereto, as acknowledged hereinafter: 

 

for: Rooftop Units Replacement – 1602 Telesat Court, Ottawa 

 

and thereby offer to furnish all materials, plant and labour for the proper completion of the entire 

work in all trades as planned and specified, and in accordance with the foregoing specifications 

and Addenda for the sum of: $…………………… 
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1.  SCHEDULE OF PRICES: 

 

Item Description Amount (+HST) 

A. Contract Price  

 

 TOTAL Tender Price: $                                       + HST  
  

 

 

2.    I/We acknowledge receipt of the following Addenda and have included for the           

requirements thereof in my/our tender.  (Insert number and date of Addenda, if any.) 

 

  Addendum # 1 dated:                                                        

 

  Addendum # 2 dated:                                                        

 

  Addendum # 3 dated:                                                        

 

3.     If this tender is accepted, I/we will execute the Form of Agreement within five (5) working 

days of being notified to do so in writing by the Society.  

 

4.    I/We have completed the Schedule of Prices and have indicated the Total Tender Price  

 

5.     I/We permit the Society to contact the following in order to provide our past performance 

record.  References of other contracts comparable in scope and dollar value are as follows:  

 

   Project             Value               Contact Person & Phone Number 

 

1.                                                                                                                       

2.                                                                                                                       

3.                                                                                                                       
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Name of Tenderer:                                                            

 

Address:                                                           

                                                             

                                                             

Phone:                                                              

 

Email address:                                                                       

 

 

                                                                                                                                                        

Authorized Signature      Witness 

(If signing on behalf of a limited company, 

I have the authority to bind the corporation) 

 

                                                                                                                                                        

Name        Witness 

 

                                                                                                                                                        

Title         

 

(Affix corporate seal here) 
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Section C 

 

 

Form of Agreement 
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Form of Agreement 

 

 

The standard CCDC-2, 2008 stipulated price contract will be used as the form of 

contract for this project. A copy of the CCDC-2, 2008 is available at the local 

construction association if the bidder is not familiar. 
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Section D 

 

 

 

 

Specifications 

 

and 

 

Details 



"ISSUED FOR TENDER" 

 

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION 

 

FOR 

 

ROOFTOP UNIT REPLACEMENT 

1602 TELESAT COURT, OTTAWA ON 

 

 

 

WSP PROJECT NO.: 1816997-000 

September 2018 
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Section 20 05 01  Supplementary Mechanical Bid Form 
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Section 20 05 10  Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods 

Section 20 05 30  Variable Frequency Drives 

Section 20 05 35  Demolition and Revision Work 

Section 20 05 50  Testing, Adjusting and Balancing 

Section 20 05 55  Firestopping and Smoke Seal Systems 

DIVISION 22 PLUMBING 
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Section 23 11 23  Natural Gas Piping System 

Section 23 30 00  HVAC Air Distribution 

Section 23 41 00  Air Filters and Accessories 

Section 23 74 17  Roof Mounted Air Handling Units 

DIVISION 25 INTEGRATED AUTOMATION 

Section 25 05 05  Automatic Control Systems 

 

DIVISION 26 ELECTRICAL  

Section 26 00 10  Electrical Work General Instructions  

Section 26 05 00 Basic Electrical Materials and Methods 

Section 26 05 19 Low Voltage Cables 

Section 26 05 26 Grounding and Bonding 

Section 26 20 00 Electric Service and Distribution 
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PROJECT NAME: ________________________________________________ 

WSP PROJECT NUMBER: ________________________________________________

The following Supplementary Mechanical Bid Form is submitted by: 

.........................................................................................................................................................
(Bidding Company)

.........................................................................................................................................................
(Street Address or P. O. Box No.)

.........................................................................................................................................................
(City, Province and Postal Code)

Dated …………………………………………………. and which is an integral part of the Bid Form. 

In accordance with Instructions to Bidders, we provide the Supplementary Mechanical Bid Form. We 
understand that the information provided shall be considered an integral part of the Bid Form and shall be 
completed in full. Submit Supplementary Mechanical Bid Form at same time as Bid Closing.

Supplementary Bid Form Signature:

......................................................................................................
(Signature of Authorized Representative)

.......................................................................................................
(Print Name)

.......................................................................................................
(Title)
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LIST OF PROPOSED MANUFACTURERS 

We submit, herein, typed, or neatly printed, the names of the manufacturers upon whose products our 
Bid Price is based. 

We understand that the first manufacturer specified for any product is the manufacturer upon whose product 
the design is based. We further understand that if we indicate a manufacturer other than the manufacturer 
whose product is the basis of the design, we are responsible for ensuring that the product supplied is 
equivalent in quality, performance, and size to the base design product, and that any additional costs 
incurred as a result of use of such products will be borne by us. Acceptance of non-base specified 
manufacturers with respect to their equivalency shall be at Consultant and Owner’s discretion.

ROOFTOP AIR HANDLING UNITS (carried as part of the contractors submitted price)

Manufacturer / Model Number

Price $_____________________

Delivery ______________________  weeks
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1 GENERAL

1.01 REFERENCES

.1 Front end specification documents apply to and are a part of this Section.

1.02 APPLICATION

.1 This Section specifies requirements that are common to Mechanical Divisions work 
Sections and it is a supplement to each Section and is to be read accordingly. Where 
requirements of this Section contradict requirements of front end specification documents, 
conditions of front end specification documents to take precedence.

.2 Be responsible for advising product vendors of requirements of this Section. 

1.03 DEFINITIONS

.1 "concealed" – means hidden from normal sight in furred spaces, shafts, ceiling spaces, 
walls and partitions.

.2 "exposed" – means work normally visible, including work in equipment rooms, service 
tunnels, and similar spaces.

.3 "finished” - means when in description of any area or part of an area or a product which 
receives a finish such as paint, or in case of a product may be factory finished.

.4 “provision” or "provide" (and tenses of "provide") – means supply and install complete.

.5 "install" (and tenses of "install") – means secure in position, connect complete, test, adjust, 
verify and certify.

.6 "supply" – means to procure, arrange for delivery to site, inspect, accept delivery and 
administer supply of products; distribute to areas; and include manufacturer’s supply of any 
special materials, standard on site testing, initial start-up, programming, basic 
commissioning, warranties and manufacturers’ assistance to Contractor.

.7 "delete" or "remove" (and tenses of "delete" or “remove”) – means to disconnect, make safe, 
and remove obsolete materials; patch and repair/finish surfaces to match adjoining similar 
construction; include for associated re-programming of systems and/or change of 
documentation identifications to suit deletions, and properly dispose of deleted products off 
site unless otherwise instructed by Owner and reviewed with Consultant.

.8 "barrier-free" – means when applied to a building and its facilities, that building and its 
facilities can be approached, entered and used by persons with physical or sensory 
disabilities in accordance with requirements of local governing building code.

.9 "BAS" – means building automation system; "BMS" – means building management system; 
"FMS" – means facility management system; and “DDC” means direct digital controls; 
references to "BAS", "BMS", "FMS" and “DDC” generally mean same.

.10 "governing authority" and/or "authority having jurisdiction" and/or "regulatory authority" 
and/or "Municipal authority" – means government departments, agencies, standards, rules 
and regulations that apply to and govern work and to which work must adhere.
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.11 "OSHA" and "OHSA" – stands for Occupational Safety and Health Administration and 
Occupational Health and Safety Act, and wherever either one is used, they are to be read 
to mean local governing occupational health and safety regulations that apply to and govern 
work and to which work must adhere, regardless if Project falls within either authority's 
jurisdiction.

.12 "Mechanical Divisions" – refers to Divisions 20, 21, 22, 23, 25 and other Divisions as 
specifically noted, and which work as defined in Specifications and/or on drawings is 
responsibility of Mechanical Contractor, unless otherwise noted.

.13 "Electrical Divisions" – refers to Divisions 26, 27, 28 and other Divisions as specifically 
noted, and which work as defined in Specifications and/or on drawings is responsibility of 
Electrical Contractor, unless otherwise noted.

.14 "Consultant" – means person, firm or corporation identified as such in Agreement or 
Documents, and is licensed to practice in Place of the Work, and has been appointed by 
Owner to act for Owner in a professional capacity in relation to the Work.

.15 Wherever words "indicated", "shown", "noted", "listed", or similar words or phrases are used 
in Contract Documents they are understood, unless otherwise defined, to mean product 
referred to is "indicated", "shown", "listed", or "noted" on Contract Documents.

.16 Wherever words "reviewed", "satisfactory", "as directed", "submit", or similar words or 
phrases are used in Contract Documents they are understood, unless otherwise defined, to 
mean that work or product referred to is "reviewed by", "to the satisfaction of", "submitted 
to", etc., Consultant.

1.04 DOCUMENTS

.1 Documents for bidding include but are not limited to issued Drawings, Specifications and 
Addenda.

.2 Specification is arranged in accordance with CSI/CSC 50 Division Sections MasterFormat. 

.3 Drawings and Specifications are portions of Contract Documents and identify labour, 
products and services necessary for performance of work and form a basis for determining 
pricing. They are intended to be cooperative. Perform work that is shown, specified, or 
reasonably implied on the drawings but not mentioned in Specification, or vice-versa, as 
though fully covered by both.

.4 Review Drawings and Specifications in conjunction with documents of other Divisions and, 
where applicable, Code Consultant’s report. 

.5 Unless otherwise specifically noted in Specifications and/or on Drawings, Sections of 
Mechanical Divisions are not intended to delegate functions nor to delegate work and supply 
of materials to any specific trade, but rather to generally designate a basic unit of work, and 
Sections are to be read as a whole.

.6 Drawings are performance drawings, diagrammatic, and show approximate locations of 
equipment and connecting services. Any information regarding accurate measurement of 
building is to be taken on site. Do not scale Drawings, and do not use Drawings for 
prefabrication work.
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.7 Drawings are intended to convey the scope of work and do not show architectural and 
structural details. Provide, at your cost, offsets, fittings, transformations and similar products 
required as a result of obstructions and other architectural and/or structural details but not 
shown on Drawings.

.8 Locations of equipment and materials shown may be altered, when reviewed by Consultant, 
to meet requirements of equipment and/or materials, other equipment or systems being 
installed, and of building, all at no additional cost to Contract. 

.9 Specification does not generally indicate specific number of items or amounts of material 
required. Specification is intended to provide product data and installation requirements. 
Refer to schedules, Drawings (layouts, riser diagrams, schematics, details) and 
Specification to provide correct quantities. Singular may be read as plural and vice versa.

.10 Be responsible for reviewing starter, MCC, VFD, and motor specification requirements prior 
to Bid submission. Confirm and coordinate exact scope of work and responsibility of work 
between Mechanical Divisions and Electrical Divisions.

.11 Drawings and Specifications have been prepared solely for use by party with whom 
Consultant has entered into a contract and there are no representations of any kind made 
by Consultant to any other party.

.12 In the case of discrepancies between the drawings and specifications, documents will 
govern in order specified in “General Conditions”, however, when scale and date of 
drawings are same, or where discrepancy exists within specification, most costly 
arrangement will take precedence.

1.05 METRIC AND IMPERIAL MEASUREMENTS

.1 Generally, both metric and imperial units of measurement are given in Sections of 
Specification governed by this section. Measurement conversions may be generally "soft" 
and rounded off. Confirm exact measurements based on application. Where measurements 
are related to installation and onsite applications, confirm issued document measurements 
with applicable local code requirements, and/or as applicable, make accurate 
measurements onsite. Where significant discrepancies are found, immediately notify 
Consultant for direction.

1.06 EXAMINATION OF DOCUMENTS AND SITE

.1 Carefully examine Documents and visit site to determine and review existing site conditions 
that will or may affect work, and include for such conditions in Bid Price.

.2 Report to Consultant, prior to Bid Submittal, any existing site condition that will or may affect 
performance of work as per Documents. Failure to do so will not be grounds for additional 
costs.

.3 Upon finding discrepancies in, or omissions from Documents, or having doubt as to their 
meaning or intent, immediately notify Consultant, in writing.
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1.07 WORK STANDARDS 

.1 Where any code, regulation, bylaw, standard, contract form, manual, printed instruction, 
and installation and application instruction is quoted it means, unless otherwise specifically 
noted, latest published edition at time of submission of Bids adopted by and enforced by 
local governing authorities having jurisdiction. Include for compliance with revisions, 
bulletins, supplementary standards or amendments issued by local governing authorities.

.2 Where regulatory codes, standards and regulations are at variance with Drawings and 
Specification, more stringent requirement will apply unless otherwise directed by Owner and 
reviewed with Consultant.

.3 Supplementary mandatory specification and requirements to be used in conjunction with 
project include but are not limited to following:

.1 Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI);

.2 Air Movement and Control Association (AMCA);

.3 American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI);

.4 American National Standards Institute (ANSI);

.5 American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc., 
(ASHRAE);

.6 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME);

.7 American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM);

.8 American Water Works Association (AWWA);

.9 Associated Air Balance Council (AABC);

.10 Building Industry Consulting Services, International (BICSI);

.11 Canadian Gas Association (CGA);

.12 Canadian General Standards Board (CGSB);

.13 Canadian Standards Association (CSA);

.14 Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers Association of Canada (EEMAC);

.15 Electrical Safety Authority (ESA);

.16 Electronic Industries Association (EIA);

.17 Factory Mutual Systems (FM);

.18 Illuminating Engineering Society (IES);

.19 Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE);

.20 International Standards Organization (ISO);
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.21 Manufacturers Standardization Society of the Valve and Fittings Industry, Inc. (MSS);

.22 National Building Code of Canada (NBC);

.23 National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA);

.24 National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB);

.25 National Fire Protection Association (NFPA);

.26 National Standards of Canada;

.27 NSF International;

.28 Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA);

.29 Ontario Building Code (OBC);

.30 Ontario Electrical Safety Code (OESC);

.31 Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors' National Association (SMACNA);

.32 Technical Standards and Safety Authority (TSSA);

.33 Thermal Insulation Association of Canada (TIAC);

.34 Underwriters’ Laboratories of Canada (ULC);

.35 Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS);

.36 Material Safety Data Sheets by product manufacturers;

.37 local utility inspection permits;

.38 Codes, standards, and regulations of local governing authorities having jurisdiction;

.39 additional codes and standards listed in Trade Sections;

.40 Owner’s standards.

.4 Where any governing Code, Regulation, or Standard requires preparation and submission 
of special details or drawings for review they are to be prepared and submitted to 
appropriate authorities. Be responsible for costs associated with these submittals.

.5 Unless otherwise specified, install equipment in accordance with equipment manufacturer’s 
recommendations and instructions, and requirements of governing Codes, Standards, and 
Regulations. Governing Codes, Standards, and Regulations take precedence over 
manufacturer’s instructions. Notify Consultant in writing of conflicts between Contract 
Documents and manufacturer's instructions.

.6 Work is to be performed by journeyperson tradesmen who perform only work that their 
certificates permit, or by apprentice tradesmen under direct on site supervision of 
experienced journeyperson tradesman. Journeyperson to apprentice ratio is not to exceed 
ratio determined by the Board as stated in Ontario College of Trades and Apprenticeship 
Act or local equivalent governing body in Place of the Work.
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.7 Journeyperson tradesmen are to have a copy of valid trade certificates available at site for 
review with Consultant at any time.

.8 Experienced and qualified superintendent is to be on-site at times when work is being 
performed.

.9 Protect existing areas above, below and adjacent areas of Work from any debris, noise, or 
interruptions to existing services to satisfaction of Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 
Maintain in operation existing services to these areas to allow Owner to continue use of 
these areas. If services that are required to be maintained run through areas of renovations, 
provide necessary protection to services or reroute, in coordination with Owner and 
Consultant. Include for required premium time work to meet these requirements.

.10 Work being performed within occupied spaces and work affecting surfaces adjacent to 
occupied spaces may need to be performed after regular business hours. For areas where 
spaces are used by Owner on a 24 hours basis or over various hours, coordinate hours of 
work with Owner on a regular basis to suit Owner’s schedule. Execute work at times 
confirmed with and agreed to by Owner and reviewed with Consultant, so as not to 
inconvenience Owner’s occupation or in any way hinder Owner’s use of building. Include 
for required premium time work to meet these requirements.

.11 Coordinate work inspection reviews and approvals with governing inspection department to 
ensure construction schedule is not delayed. Be responsible for prompt notification of 
deficiencies to Consultant and submission of reports and certificates to Consultant.

.12 Properly protect equipment and materials on site from damage and defacement due to 
elements and work of trades, to satisfaction of Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 
Equipment and materials are to be in new condition upon Substantial Performance of the 
Work. 

.13 Mechanical piping system work, including equipment, must comply in all respects with 
requirements of local technical standards authorities and CSA B51, Boiler, Pressure 
Vessels and Pressure Piping Code. Where required, mechanical work products are to bear 
a CRN number.

.14 Electrical items associated with mechanical equipment are to be certified and bear stamp 
or seal of a recognized testing agency such as CSA, UL, ULC, ETL, etc., or bear a stamp 
to indicate special electrical utility approval.

1.08 PERMITS, CERTIFICATES, APPROVALS AND FEES

.1 Contact and confirm with local authorities having jurisdiction including utility providers, 
requirements for approvals from such authorities. Obtain and pay for permits, certificates, 
and approvals required to complete Work.

.2 Be responsible for ensuring that authorities having jurisdiction which require on-site 
inspection of work, have ample notification to perform inspection, with sufficient lead time 
to correct deficiencies in a manner that will not impede schedule of completion of Work. If 
any defect, deficiency or non-compliant is found in work by inspection, be responsible for 
costs of such inspection, including any related expenses, making good and return to site, 
until work is passed by governing authorities.

.3 Obtain and submit to Consultant, approval/inspection certificates issued by governing 
authorities to confirm that Work as installed is in accordance with rules and regulations of 
local governing authorities and are acceptable.
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.4 Include in each copy of operating and maintenance instruction manuals, copies of approvals 
and inspection certificates issued by regulatory authorities. 

1.09 WORKPLACE SAFETY

.1 Comply with requirements of Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) 
regarding use, handling, storage and disposal of hazardous materials. Submit WHMIS 
MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheets) for products where required, and maintain one copy 
at site in a visible and accessible location available to personnel. 

.2 Comply with requirements of Occupational Health and Safety Act and other regulations 
pertaining to health and safety, including worker’s compensation/insurance board and fall 
protection regulations. When working in confined spaces, comply with requirements of 
Occupational Health and Safety Act - Ontario Regulation 632, "Confined Spaces" and any 
other applicable Ministry of Labour requirements.

.3 If at any time during course of existing building work, hazardous materials other than those 
identified in Documents and pertaining to Project Scope of Work, are encountered or 
suspected that were not identified as being present and which specific instructions in 
handling of such materials were not given, cease work in area in question and immediately 
notify Consultant. Comply with local governing regulations with regards to working in areas 
suspected of containing hazardous materials. Do not resume work in affected area without 
approval from Owner and reviewed with Consultant.

1.10 PLANNING AND LAYOUT OF WORK

.1 Base installation layout, design, terminations, and supply of accessories, on Contract 
Documents with specific coordination with reviewed shop drawings.

.2 Plan, coordinate, and establish exact locations and routing of services with affected trades 
prior to installation such that services clear each other as well as other obstructions. 

.3 Do not use Contract Drawing measurements for prefabrication and layout of piping, sheet 
metal work and such other work. Locations and routing are to generally be in accordance 
with Contract Drawings, however, prepare layout drawings for such work. Use established 
bench marks for both horizontal and vertical measurements. Confirm inverts, coordinate 
with and make allowances for work of other trades. Accurately layout work, and be entirely 
responsible for work installed in accordance with layout drawings. Where any invert, grade, 
or size is at variance with Contract Drawings, notify Consultant prior to proceeding with 
work.

.4 Carry out alterations in arrangement of work that has been installed without proper 
coordination, study, and review, even if in accordance with Contract Documents, in order to 
conceal work behind finishes, or to allow installation of other work, without additional cost. 
In addition, make necessary alterations in other work required by such alterations, without 
additional cost.

.5 Shut-off valves, balancing devices, air vents, equipment and similar products must be 
located for easy access for servicing and/or removal. Products which do not meet this 
location requirement are to be relocated to an accessible location at no additional cost.

.6 Be responsible for making necessary changes, at no additional cost, to accommodate 
structural and building conditions that were missed due to lack of coordination.
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1.11 PHASING

.1 Include for scheduling, coordination, and construction phasing to suit project as specified in 
Division 01. Review exact phasing requirements with Owner prior to start of Work.

.2 Phasing and scheduling of Work is required in order to maintain existing building operations. 
Include costs (including costs for "off hours" work) for scheduling, co-ordination, and 
construction phasing to suit this project as specified in Division 01 and on drawings. Review 
phasing requirements with Owner prior to start of Work.

1.12 COORDINATION OF WORK

.1 Review Contract Documents and coordinate work with work of each trade. Coordination 
requirements are to include but not be limited to following:

.1 requirements for openings, sleeves, inserts and other hardware necessary for 
installation of work;

.2 wiring work required for equipment and systems but not specified to be done as part 
of mechanical work, including termination points, wiring type and size, and any other 
requirements.

.2 Ensure materials and equipment are delivered to site at proper time and in such assemblies 
and sizes so as to enter into building and be moved into spaces where they are to be located 
without difficulty.

.3 Wherever possible, coordinate equipment deliveries with manufacturers and/or suppliers so 
equipment is delivered to site when it is required, or so it can be stored within building, 
subject to available space as confirmed with Owner and reviewed with Owner, and 
protected from elements.

.4 Ensure proper access and service clearances are maintained around equipment, and, 
where applicable, access space for future equipment removal or replacement is not 
impeded. Comply with code requirements with regards to access space provision around 
equipment. Remove and replace any equipment which does not meet this requirement.

.5 Where work is to be integrated, or is to be installed in close proximity with work of other 
trades, coordinate work prior to and during installation.

1.13 PRODUCTS

.1 Be responsible for ordering of products (equipment and materials) in a timely manner in 
order to meet project-scheduling timelines. Failure to order products to allow manufacturers 
sufficient production/delivery time to meet project-scheduling timelines is an unacceptable 
reason to request for other suppliers or substitutions.

.2 Provide Canadian manufactured products wherever possible or required and when quality 
and performance is obtainable at a competitive price. Products are to be supplied from 
manufacturer’s authorized Canadian representative, unless otherwise noted. Unless 
otherwise specified, products are to be new and are to comply with applicable respective 
Canadian standards. References to UL listings of products to include requirements that 
products are to be also Underwriters Laboratories of Canada (ULC) listed for use in Canada. 
Products are to meet or exceed latest ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 90.1 standards, as applicable. 
Do not supply any products containing asbestos materials or PCB materials.
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.3 Systems and equipment of this Project are to be "State of the Art" and be most recent and 
up to date series/version of product that is available at time of shop drawing review process. 
Products that have been stored or "on shelf" for an extended period of time will not be 
accepted. Software is to be of latest version available and be provided with updates 
available at time of shop drawing review process. Systems are to be designed such that its 
software is backwards compatible. Future upgrades are not to require any hardware 
replacements or additions to utilize latest software.

.4 Products scheduled and/or specified have been selected to establish a performance and 
quality standard, and, in some instances, a dimensional standard. In most cases, base 
specified manufacturers are stated for any product specified by manufacturer’s name and 
model number. Where acceptable manufacturers are listed, first name listed is base 
specified company. Bid Price may be based on products supplied by any of manufacturers’ 
base specified or named as acceptable for particular product. If acceptable manufacturers 
are not stated for a particular product, base Bid Price on product supplied by base specified 
manufacturer.

.5 Documents have been prepared based on product available at time of Bidding. If, after 
award of Contract, and if successful manufacturer can no longer supply a product that meets 
base specifications, notify Consultant immediately. Be responsible for obtaining other 
manufacturers product that complies with base specified performance and criteria and 
meets project timelines. Proposed products are subject to review and consideration by 
Consultant and are considered as substitutions subject to a credit to Contract. In addition, 
if such products require modifications to room spaces, mechanical systems, electrical 
systems, etc., include required changes. Such changes are to be submitted in detail to 
Consultant for review and consideration for acceptance. There will be no increase in 
Contract Price for revisions. Above conditions supplement and are not to supersede any 
specification conditions with regards to substitutions or failure to supply product as per 
issued documents.

.6 Listing of a product as "acceptable" does not imply automatic acceptance by Consultant 
and/or Owner. It is responsibility of Contractor to ensure that any price quotations received 
and submittals made are for products that meet or exceed specifications included herein.

.7 If products supplied by a manufacturer named as acceptable are used in lieu of base 
specified manufacturer, be responsible for ensuring that they are equivalent in performance 
and operating characteristics (including energy consumption) to base specified products. It 
is understood that any additional costs (i.e. for larger starters, larger feeders, additional 
spaces, etc.), and changes to associated or adjacent work resulting from provision of 
product supplied by a manufacturer other than base specified manufacturer, is included in 
Bid Price. In addition, in equipment spaces where equipment named as acceptable is used 
in lieu of base specified equipment and dimensions of such equipment differs from base 
specified equipment, prepare and submit for review accurately dimensioned layouts of 
rooms affected, identifying architectural and structural elements, systems and equipment to 
prove that equipment in room will fit properly meeting design intent. There will be no 
increase in Contract Price for revisions.
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.8 In addition to manufacturer’s products base specified or named as acceptable, other 
manufacturers of products may be proposed as substitutions to Consultant for review and 
consideration for acceptance, listing in each case a corresponding credit for each 
substitution proposed. However, base Bid Price on products base specified or named as 
acceptable. Certify in writing to Consultant that proposed substitution meets space, power, 
design, energy consumption, and other requirements of base specified or acceptable 
product. It is understood that there will be no increase in Contract Price by reason of any 
changes to associated equipment, mechanically, electrically, structurally or architecturally, 
required by acceptance of proposed substitution. Consultant has sole discretion in 
accepting any such proposed substitution of product. Indicate any proposed substitutions 
in areas provided on Bid Form. Do not order such products until they are accepted in writing 
by Consultant.

.9 Indicate in Supplementary Mechanical Bid Form, name of proposed manufacturer for 
ROOFTOP AIR HANDLING UNIT. Names of proposed manufacturer must be one of the 
names stated as acceptable in the specification, unless prior approval from Owner has been 
given for use of products by other manufacturers. Submit to Consultant for review as 
directed.

.10 Where products are listed as "or approved equal", certify in writing that product to be used 
in lieu of base specified product, at least meets space, power, design, energy consumption, 
and other requirements of base specified product and is equivalent or better than base 
specified product. When requested by Consultant, provide full design detail drawings and 
specifications of proposed products. Acceptance of these "or approved equal" products is 
at sole discretion of Consultant. It is understood that there will be no increase in Contract 
Price by reason of any changes to associated equipment, mechanically, electrically, 
structurally or architecturally, required by acceptance of approved equal product. There 
must be no increase in Contract price due to Consultant’s rejection of proposed equivalent 
product.

.11 Whenever use of product other than base specified product is being supplied, ensure 
corresponding certifications and product information (detailed catalogue and engineering 
data, fabrication information and performance characteristics) are submitted to Consultant 
for review. Failure of submission of these documents to Consultant in a timely manner to 
allow for review will result in base specified product to be supplied at Consultant’s discretion, 
at no additional cost to Contract. 

.12 Products supplied by a manufacturer/supplier other than a manufacturer listed as 
acceptable may be considered for acceptance by Consultant if requested in writing with full 
product documentation submitted, a minimum of 10 working days prior to Bid closing date.

.13 Any proposed changes initiated by Contractor after award of Contract may be considered 
by Consultant at Consultant’s discretion, with any additional costs for such changes if 
accepted by Owner and reviewed with Consultant, and costs for review, to be borne by 
Contractor.

.14 Whenever use of product other than based specified products or named as acceptable is 
being supplied, time for process of submission of other products and Consultant's review of 
products will not alter contract time or delay work schedule.

1.14 SHOP DRAWINGS

.1 At start-up meeting, review with Consultant products to be included in shop drawing 
submission. Prepare and submit list of products to Consultant for review.
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.2 Submit electronic copies of shop drawings unless otherwise directed by Consultant. 
Coordinate exact requirements with Consultant. 

.3 Submit for review, drawings showing detail design, construction, and performance of 
equipment and materials as requested in Specification. Submit shop drawings to Consultant 
for review prior to ordering and delivery of product to site. Include minimally for preparation 
and submission of following, as applicable:

.1 product literature cuts;

.2 equipment data sheets;

.3 equipment dimension drawings;

.4 system block diagrams;

.5 sequence of operation;

.6 connection wiring schematic diagrams;

.7 functionality with integrated systems.

.4 Each shop drawing or product data sheet is to be properly identified with project name and 
product drawing or specification reference. Shop drawing or product data sheet dimensions 
are to match dimension type on drawings.

.5 Where any item of equipment is required by Code or Standard or By-Law to meet a specific 
energy efficiency level, or any other specific requirement, ensure this requirement is clearly 
indicated on submission.

.6 Ensure proposed products meet each requirement of Project. Endorse each shop drawing 
copy "CERTIFIED TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL REQUIREMENTS". Include 
company name, submittal date, and sign each copy. Shop drawings that are received and 
are not endorsed, dated and signed will be returned to be resubmitted.

.7 Consultant to review shop drawings and indicate review status by stamping shop drawing 
copies as follows:

.1 "REVIEWED" or "REVIEWED AS NOTED" (appropriately marked) – If Consultant’s 
review of shop drawing is final, Consultant to stamp shop drawing;

.2 "RETURNED FOR CORRECTION" – If Consultant’s review of shop drawing is not 
final, Consultant to stamp shop drawing as stated above, mark submission with 
comments, and return submission. Revise shop drawing in accordance with 
Consultant’s notations and resubmit.

.8 Following is to be read in conjunction with wording on Consultant’s shop drawing review  
stamp applied to each and every shop drawing or product data sheet submitted:
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"THIS REVIEW BY CONSULTANT IS FOR SOLE PURPOSE OF ASCERTAINING 
CONFORMANCE WITH GENERAL DESIGN CONCEPT. THIS REVIEW DOES NOT 
MEAN THAT CONSULTANT APPROVES DETAILED DESIGN INHERENT IN SHOP 
DRAWINGS, RESPONSIBILITY FOR WHICH REMAINS WITH CONTRACTOR.  
CONSULTANT’S REVIEW DOES NOT RELIEVE CONTRACTOR OF RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN SHOP DRAWINGS OR OF CONTRACTOR’S 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR MEETING REQUIREMENTS OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. BE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR DIMENSIONS TO BE CONFIRMED AND CORRELATED AT JOB 
SITE, FOR INFORMATION THAT PERTAINS SOLELY TO FABRICATION PROCESSES 
OR TO TECHNIQUES OF CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION, AND FOR 
COORDINATION OF WORK OF SUB-TRADES."

.9 Submit each system and each major component as separate shop drawing submissions. 
Submit together, shop drawings for common devices such as devices of each system are 
to be submitted together.

.10 Obtain shop drawings for submission from product manufacturer’s authorized 
representatives and supplemented with additional items specified herein.

.11 Do not order product until respective shop drawing review process has been properly 
reviewed with Consultant.

.12 Where extended warranties are specified for equipment items, submit specified extended 
warranty with shop drawing submittal.

.13 Applicable mechanical equipment has been selected to meet energy efficiency 
requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 90.1, Energy Standards for Buildings, and shop 
drawings/product data submittals for such equipment are to indicate compliance with this 
Standard or they will be returned for correction and re-submittal.

1.15 EQUIPMENT LOADS

.1 Supply equipment loads (self-weight, operating weight, etc.) to Consultant, via shop drawing 
submissions, prior to construction.

.2 Where given choice of specific equipment, actual weight, location and method of support of 
equipment may differ from those assumed by Consultant for base design. Back-check 
equipment loads, location, and supports, and include necessary accommodations.  

1.16 OPENINGS

.1 Prior to leaving site at end of each day, walk through areas of work and check for any 
openings, penetrations, holes, and/or voids created under scope of work of project, and 
ensure that any openings created under scope of work have been closed off, fire-stopped 
and smoke-sealed. Unless otherwise directed by Owner and reviewed with Consultant, do 
not leave any openings unprotected and unfinished overnight.

1.17 SCAFFOLDING, HOISTING AND RIGGING 

.1 Unless otherwise specified or directed, supply, erect and operate scaffolding, rigging, 
hoisting equipment and associated hardware required for work, and subject to approval 
from Owner and reviewed with Consultant.

.2 Use scaffolds in such a manner as to interfere as little as possible with work of other trades.
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.3 Do not place major scaffolding/hoisting equipment loads on any portion of structure without 
approval from Owner and reviewed with Consultant. No supports, clips, brackets or similar 
devices are to be welded, bolted or otherwise affixed to any finished member or surface 
without approval from Owner and review with Consultant.

.4 Immediately remove from site scaffolding, rigging and hoisting equipment when no longer 
required.

1.18 CHANGES IN THE WORK

.1 Whenever Consultant proposes in writing to make a change or revision to design, 
arrangement, quantity or type of work from that required by Contract Documents, prepare 
and submit to Consultant for review, a quotation detailing proposed cost for executing 
change or revision.

.2 Quotation is to be a detailed and itemized estimate of product, labour, and equipment costs 
associated with change or revision, plus overhead and profit percentages and applicable 
taxes and duties.

.3 If overhead and profit percentages are not specified in front end specification documents, 
but allowable under Contract as reviewed with Consultant prior to contract signing, then 
allowable maximum percentages for overhead and profit are to be 10% and 5% 
respectively.

.4 Unless otherwise specified in front end specification documents , following additional 
requirements apply to all quotations submitted:

.1 when change or revision involves deleted work as well as additional work, cost of 
deleted work (less overhead and profit percentages but including taxes and duties) is 
to be subtracted from cost of additional work before overhead and profit percentages 
are applied to additional work;

.2 material costs are not to exceed those published in local estimating price guides;

.3 mechanical material labour unit costs are to be in accordance with Mechanical 
Contractors Association of America Labor Estimating Manual, less 30%;

.4 electrical material labour unit costs are to be in accordance with National Electrical 
Contractors Association Manual of Labor Units at difficult level, less 30%;

.5 costs for journeyperson and apprentice labour must not exceed prevailing rates at time 
of execution of Contract and must reflect actual personnel performing work;

.6 cost for site superintendent must not exceed 10% of total hours of labour estimated for 
change or revision, and change or revision must be such that site superintendent’s 
involvement is necessary;

.7 costs for rental tools and/or equipment are not to exceed local rental costs;

.8 overhead percentage will be deemed to cover quotation costs other than actual site 
labour and materials, and rentals;

.9 quotations, including those for deleted work, to include a figure for any required change 
to Contract time.
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.5 Quotations submitted that are not in accordance with requirements specified above will be 
rejected and returned for re-submittal. Failure to submit a proper quotation to enable 
Consultant to expeditiously process quotation and issue a Change Order will not be grounds 
for any additional change to Contract time. 

.6 Make requests for changes or revisions to work in writing to Consultant and, if accepted by 
Owner, Notice of Change to be issued.

.7 Do not execute any change or revision until written authorization for the change or revision 
has been obtained from Consultant.

1.19 PROGRESS PAYMENT BREAKDOWN

.1 Prior to submittal of first progress payment draw, submit a detailed breakdown of work cost 
to assist Consultant in reviewing and approving progress payment claims.

.2 Payment breakdown is subject to Owner’s approval and Consultant’s review. Progress 
payments will not be processed until an approved breakdown is in place. Breakdown is to 
include one-time claim items such as mobilization and demobilization, insurance, bonds (if 
applicable), shop drawings and product data sheets, commissioning including testing, 
adjusting and balancing, system testing and verification, and project closeout submittals.

.3 Indicate equipment, material and labour costs for site services (if applicable) and indicate 
work of each trade in same manner as indicated on progress draw.

1.20 NOTICE FOR REQUIRED FIELD REVIEWS

.1 Whenever there is a requirement for Consultant to perform a field review prior to 
concealment of any work, to inspect/re-inspect work for deficiencies prior to Substantial 
Performance of the Work, for commissioning demonstrations, and any other such field 
review, give minimum 5 working days' notice in writing to Consultant.

.2 If Consultant is unable to attend a field review when requested, arrange an alternative date 
and time.

.3 Do not conceal work until Consultant advises that it may be concealed.

.4 When Consultant is requested to perform a field review and work is not ready to be 
reviewed, reimburse Consultant for time and travel expenses.

1.21 PRELIMINARY TESTING

.1 When directed by Consultant, promptly arrange, pay for, and perform site tests on any piece 
of equipment or any system for such reasonable lengths of time and at such times as may 
be required to prove compliance with Specification and governing Codes and Regulations, 
prior to Substantial Performance of the Work. 

.2 When, in Consultant’s opinion, tests are required to be performed by a certified testing 
laboratory, arrange and pay for such tests.

.3 These tests are not to be construed as evidence of acceptance of work, and it is agreed 
and understood that no claim for delays or damage will be made for injury or breakage to 
any part or parts of equipment or system due to test where such injuries or breakage were 
caused by faulty parts and/or workmanship of any kind. 
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.4 When, in Consultant’s opinion, tests indicate that equipment, products, etc., are defective 
or deficient, immediately remove such equipment and/or products from site and replace 
them with acceptable equipment and/or products, at no additional cost.

1.22 MAINTAINING EQUIPMENT PRIOR TO ACCEPTANCE

.1 Maintain equipment in accordance with manufacturer's instructions prior to start-up, testing 
and commissioning.

.2 All filters are to be new upon Substantial Performance of the Work. This is in addition to any 
spare filters specified.

1.23 CLEANING

.1 During construction, keep site reasonably clear of rubbish and waste material resulting from 
work on a daily basis to the satisfaction of Owner and Consultant. Before applying for a 
Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work, remove rubbish and debris, and be 
responsible for repair of any damage caused as a result of work.

.2 Clean equipment and devices installed as part of this project.

1.24 RECORD AS-BUILT DRAWINGS

.1 Drawings for this project have been prepared on a CAD system using AutoCAD software of 
release version reviewed with Consultant. For purpose of producing record "as built" 
drawings, copies of Contract Drawings can be obtained from Consultant.

.2 As work progresses at site, clearly mark in red in a neat and legible manner on a set of 
bound white prints of Contract Drawings, changes and deviations from routing of services 
and locations of equipment shown on Contract Drawings, on a daily basis. Changes and 
deviations include those made by addenda, change orders, and site instructions. Use notes 
marked in red as required. Maintain white print red line as-built set at site for exclusive use 
of recording as-built conditions, keep set up-to-date at all times, and ensure set is always 
available for periodic review. As-built set is also to include the following:

.1 dimensioned location of inaccessible concealed work;

.2 locations of control devices with identification for each;

.3 location of concealed services terminated for future extension and work concealed 
within building in inaccessible locations.

.3 Before applying for a Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work, update a clean 
copy of Contract Drawing set in accordance with marked up set of "as-built" white prints 
including deviations from original Contract Drawings, thus forming an "as-built" drawing set. 
Submit "as-built" site drawing prints to Consultant for review. Make necessary revisions to 
drawings as per Consultant’s comments, to satisfaction of Consultant.

.4 Use final reviewed "as-built" drawing set to provide CAD files of drawings thus forming true 
"as-built" set of Contract Drawings. Identify set as "Project Record Copy". Load digital 
copies of final reviewed by Consultant as-built drawings onto USB type flash drive. Provide 
2 complete sets of "as-built" drawings on separate USBs. Submit "as-built" sets of white 
prints and USBs to Consultant.
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.5 Submitted drawings are to be of same quality as original Contract Drawings. CAD drawing 
files are to be compatible with AutoCAD software release version confirmed with 
Consultant.

.6 Unless otherwise noted in front end specification documents, failure to maintain accurate 
record drawings will incur additional 5% holdback on progress claims until drawings are 
brought up to date to satisfaction of Owner and reviewed with Consultant.

1.25 OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS 

.1 For each item of equipment for which a shop drawing is required (except for simple 
equipment), supply minimum 1 hard copy and 2 USB copies of project specific, indexed, 
equipment manufacturers' operating and maintenance (O&M) instruction data manuals. 
Review exact quantity of manuals with Consultant. Consolidate each copy of data in an 
identified hard cover three "D" ring binder. Each binder to include:

.1 front cover: project name; wording – "Mechanical Systems Operating and Maintenance 
Manual"; and date;

.2 introduction sheet listing Consultant, Contractor, and Subcontractor names, street 
addresses, telephone and fax numbers, and e-mail addresses;

.3 equipment manufacturer's authorized contact person name, telephone number and 
company website;

.4 Table of Contents sheet, and corresponding index tab sheets;

.5 copy of each "REVIEWED" or clean, updated "REVIEWED AS NOTED" shop drawing 
or product data sheet, with manufacturer’s/supplier’s name, telephone and fax 
numbers, email address, company website address, and email address for local 
source of parts and service; when shop drawings are returned marked "Reviewed As 
Noted" with revisions marked on shop drawing copies, they are to be revised by 
equipment supplier to incorporate comments marked on "Reviewed" shop drawings 
and a clean updated copy is to be included in operating and maintenance manuals;

.6 operating data as follows:

.1 pressure test reports, and certificates issued by governing authorities;

.2 description of each system and its controls;

.3 control schematics for equipment/systems including building environmental 
controls;

.4 wiring and connection diagrams;

.5 if applicable, BAS architecture and all required operating data;

.6 description of operation of each system at various loads together with reset 
schedules and seasonal variances;

.7 operation instruction for each system and each component;

.8 description of actions to be taken in event of emergencies and/or equipment 
failure;
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.9 valve tag schedule, and flow diagrams to indicate valve locations.

.7 maintenance data as follows:

.1 operation and trouble-shooting instructions for each item of equipment and each 
system;

.2 schedules of tasks, frequency, tools required, and estimated task time;

.3 recommended maintenance practices and precautions including warnings of any 
maintenance practice that will damage or disfigure equipment/systems;

.4 complete parts lists with numbers.

.8 performance data as follows:

.1 equipment and system start-up data sheets;

.2 equipment performance verification test results, and final commissioning report;

.3 final testing, adjusting and balancing reports.

.9 copies of warranties;

.10 items requested specifically in Section Articles.

.2 Generally, binders are not to exceed 75 mm (3") thick and not to be more than 2/3 full.

.3 Operating and maintenance instructions are to relate to job specific equipment supplied 
under this project and related to Owner’s building. Language used in manuals is to contain 
simple practical operating terms and language easy for in-house maintenance staff to 
understand how to operate and maintain each system.

.4 Before applying for a Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work, assemble one 
copy of O & M Manual and submit to Consultant for review prior to assembling remaining 
copies. Incorporate Consultant's comments into final submission.

.5 Provide 2 digital copies of contents of operating and maintenance manuals and load onto 
separate USB type flash drives and submit to Consultant. Prepare digital copies using 
version of Adobe Acrobat Portable Document Format or equal as reviewed with Consultant 
and enhanced with bookmarks and internal document links.

.6 Owner reserves the right to holdback $5,000 of contractor price until O&M have been 
reviewed and deemed to be acceptable.

1.26 COMMISSIONING

.1 After successful start-up and prior to Substantial Performance of the Work, commission the 
mechanical work. Commissioning work is the process of Contractor demonstrating to Owner 
and Consultant, for purpose of final acceptance, by means of successful and documented 
functional performance testing, that systems and/or subsystems are capable of being 
operated and maintained to perform in accordance with requirements of Contract 
Documents, as further described below.
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.1 Retain services of a testing, adjusting, and balancing agency to perform testing and 
balancing of mechanical system air/fluid flows and capacities, prior to operational 
performance testing. Refer to Section entitled Testing, Adjusting and Balancing.

.2 Test, adjust and operate equipment and systems after start-up but before functional 
performance testing, to confirm operations are in accordance with requirements of 
Contract Documents. Verify modes and sequences of control and monitoring, 
interlocks, and responses to emergency conditions. Complete commissioning data 
sheets to document successful operational performance testing.

.3 Repeat successful operational performance testing with completed commissioning 
data sheet documentation in the presence of Consultant and Owner to validate and 
verify equipment and systems are complete in all respects, function correctly, and are 
ready for acceptance.

.4 Submit final commissioning data sheets, TAB reports as specified in Section entitled 
Testing, Adjusting and Balancing, project closeout documents, and other required 
submittals.

1.27 WARRANTY

.1 Unless otherwise specified in Divisions 00 and 01, warrant mechanical work to be in 
accordance with Contract Documents and free from defects for a period of 1 year from date 
of issue of a Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work.

.2 Where equipment includes extended warranty period, e.g., 5 years, first year of warranty 
period is to be governed by terms and conditions of warranty in Contract Documents, and 
remaining years of warranty are to be direct from equipment manufacturer and/or supplier 
to Owner. Submit signed and dated copies of extended warranties to Consultant.

.3 Warranty to include parts, labour, travel costs and living expenses incurred by 
manufacturer’s authorized technician to provide factory authorized on-site service.

.4 Repair and/or replace any defects that appear in Work within warranty period without 
additional expense to Owner. Be responsible for costs incurred in making defective work 
good, including repair or replacement of building finishes, other materials, and damage to 
other equipment. Ordinary wear and tear and damage caused wilfully or due to 
carelessness of Owner’s staff or agents is exempted.

.5 Do not include Owner deductible amounts in warranties.

.6 Visit building during warranty period with Owner representatives. Owner to organize these 
visits. At these meetings, Owner representatives are to review performance of systems. If 
performance is satisfactory, then no further action needs to be taken. If unsatisfactory, then 
correct deficiencies, as directed by Owner representatives, to satisfaction of Owner's 
representatives. These site visits to occur:

.1 once during 1st month of building operation;

.2 once during 3rd month of building operation;

.3 once between 4th and 10th month in a season opposite to 1st and 3rd month visits.
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1.28 PROJECT CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

.1 Prior to application for Substantial Performance of the Work, submit required items and 
documentation specified, including following:

.1 Operating and Maintenance Manuals;

.2 as-built record drawings and associated data;

.3 extended warranties for equipment as specified;

.4 final commissioning report and TAB report;

.5 other data or products specified.

1.29 INSTRUCTIONS TO OWNER

.1 Train Owner’s designated personnel in aspects of operation and maintenance of equipment 
and systems as specified. Demonstrations and training are to be performed by qualified 
technicians employed by equipment/system manufacturer/supplier. Supply hard copies of 
training materials to each attendee.

.2 Unless where specified otherwise in trade Sections, minimum requirements are for 
manufacturer/suppliers of each system and major equipment, to provide minimum two 
separate sessions each consisting of minimum 4 hours on site or in factory training (at 
Owner’s choice), of Owner’s designated personnel (for up to 6 people each session), on 
operation and maintenance procedures of system.

.3 For each item of equipment and for each system for which training is specified, prepare 
training modules as specified below. Use Operating and Maintenance Manuals during 
training sessions. Training modules include but are not limited to:

.1 Operational Requirements and Criteria – equipment function, stopping and starting, 
safeties, operating standards, operating characteristics, performance curves, and 
limitations;

.2 Troubleshooting – diagnostic instructions, test and inspection procedures;

.3 Documentation – equipment/system warranties, and manufacturer’s/supplier’s parts 
and service facilities, telephone numbers, email addresses, and the like;

.4 Maintenance – inspection instructions, types of cleaning agents to be used as well as 
cleaning methods, preventive maintenance procedures, and use of any special tools;

.5 Repairs – diagnostic instructions, disassembly, component removal and repair 
instructions, instructions for identifying parts and components, and review of any spare 
parts inventory.

.4 Before instructing Owner’s designated personnel, submit to Consultant for review 
preliminary copy of training manual and proposed schedule of demonstration and training 
dates and times. Incorporate Consultant’s comments in final copy.

.5 Obtain in writing from Consultant list of Owner’s representatives to receive instructions. 
Submit to Consultant prior to application for Certificate of Substantial Performance of the 
Work, complete list of systems for which instructions were given, stating for each system:
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.1 date instructions were given to Owner’s staff;

.2 duration of instruction;

.3 names of persons instructed;

.4 other parties present (manufacturer’s representative, consultants, etc.).

.6 Obtain signatures of Owner’s staff to verify they properly understood system installation, 
operation and maintenance requirements, and have received operating and maintenance 
instruction manuals and "as-built" record drawings.

.7 Submit to Consultant, copy of electronic version of training materials loaded on USB flash 
drive. Include in operating and maintenance manuals submission.

.8 Provide a custom video in DVD format that details on site systems and equipment 
operations and includes following:

.1 professional videographer on site to capture training session; use wireless lavalier 
microphone to capture crystal clear audio of trainer in association with video footage; 
edit video to remove unnecessary footage;

.2 DVD to include custom site specific system/equipment screens that outline key 
information about system/equipment and devices used on site only;

.3 DVD to also include custom site specific video that details programming procedures in 
conjunction with a voiceover from on-site technician;

.4 DVD created with a main menu screen and authored with chapters to allow operator 
to access specific areas of training instantly.

.9 Supply minimum quantity of 3 copies of DVDs for each system/equipment. 

.10 Owner reserves the right to hold back $2,000 of contractor price until satisfactory training is 
provided (at sole discretion of owner).

1.30 FINAL INSPECTION

.1 Submit to Consultant, written request for final inspection of systems. Include written 
certification that:

.1 deficiencies noted during job inspections have been completed;

.2 field quality control procedures have been completed;

.3 systems have been tested and verified, balanced and adjusted, and are ready for 
operation;

.4 maintenance and operating data have been completed and submitted to, reviewed with 
Consultant and accepted by Owner;

.5 tags and nameplates are in place and equipment identifications have been completed;

.6 clean-up is complete;
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.7 spare parts and replacement parts specified have been provided and acknowledged 
by Consultant;

.8 as-built and record drawings have been completed and submitted to and reviewed with 
Consultant and accepted by Owner;

.9 Owner’s staff has been instructed in operation and maintenance of systems;

.10 commissioning procedures have been completed.

2 PRODUCTS 

NOT USED

3 EXECUTION

NOT USED

END OF SECTION
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1 GENERAL 

1.01 REFERENCE

.1 Division 00 and Division 01 apply to and are a part of each Mechanical Division Section.

1.02 APPLICATION

.1 This Section specifies products, criteria and characteristics, and methods and execution 
that are common to one or more Sections of Mechanical Divisions. It is intended as a 
supplement to each Section and is to be read accordingly.

1.03 SUBMITTALS

.1 Submit weight loads for rooftop units.

.2 Submit samples of materials and any other items as specified in Sections of Mechanical 
Divisions.

.3 Submit a list of equipment identification nameplates indicating proposed wording and sizes.

.4 Submit a list of pipe and duct identification colour coding and wording.

.5 As specified in Part 2 of this Section, submit a spare belt set, tagged and identified, for each 
belt driven piece of equipment.

.6 Submit any other submittals specified in this Section or other Sections of Mechanical 
Divisions.

2 PRODUCTS

2.01 FIRESTOPPING AND SMOKE SEAL MATERIALS

.1 Firestopping and smoke seal system materials for mechanical penetrations through fire 
rated construction are specified in Section entitled Firestopping and Smoke Seal Systems 
and work is to be included as part of mechanical work.

2.02 WATERPROOFING SEAL MATERIALS

.1 Modular, mechanical seal assemblies consisting of interlocking synthetic rubber links 
shaped to continuously fill annular space between pipe and pipe sleeve or wall opening, 
assembled with stainless steel bolts and pressure plates and designed so when bolts are 
tightened the links expand to seal the opening watertight. Select seal assemblies to suit 
pipe size and sleeve size or wall opening size.

.2 Acceptable products are:

.1 Thunderline Corp. (Power Plant Supply Co.) "LINK SEAL" Model S-316;

.2 The Metraflex Co. "MetraSeal" type ES.
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2.03 PIPING HANGERS AND SUPPORTS

.1 Pipe hanger and support materials, including accessories, are to be, unless otherwise 
specified, in accordance with Manufacturers Standardization Society (MSS) Standard 
Practice Manual SP-58, Pipe hangers and Supports-Materials, Design and Manufacture, 
and where possible, MSS designations are indicated with each product specified below. 

.2 for piping on existing roof – Roof Top Blox, prefabricated portable pipe support system 
components to suit pipe, complete with required accessories including bases, galvanized 
structural steel frames, and galvanized steel pipe hangers and supports conforming to MSS 
SP-58;

2.04 EQUIPMENT BELT DRIVES

.1 ANSI/RMA Standard V-belt type rated at minimum 1.5 times motor nameplate rating, and 
in accordance with following requirements:

.1 belts are to be reinforced cord and rubber, and multiple belts are to be matched sets;

.2 sheaves are to be cast iron or steel, secured to shafts with removable keys unless 
otherwise specified, standard adjustable pitch (± 10% range) for motors under 10 HP, 
fixed pitch type with split tapered bushing and keyway for motors 10 HP and larger, 
and, if required, replaced as part of mechanical work to suit system air/water quantity 
testing and balancing work;

.3 motor slide rail adjustment plates are to allow for centre line adjustment.

.2 Supply a spare belt set (tagged and identified) for each belt drive and hand to Owner upon 
Substantial Performance of the Work.

2.05 EQUIPMENT DRIVE GUARDS AND ACCESSORIES

.1 For V-belt drives – removable, 4-sided, fully enclosed, galvanized sheet steel guards to 
OHSA standards, cleaned, factory primed and painted with yellow equipment enamel, 
complete with a 2-piece full length hinged front panel to permit belt maintenance or 
replacement without removing guard, and 40 mm (1-½") diameter tachometer openings at 
each shaft location.

.2 For flexible couplings – removable "U" shaped galvanized steel guards to OHSA Standards 
with a 2.3 mm (3/32") thick frame and expanded mesh face.

.3 For unprotected fan inlets and outlets – unless otherwise specified, removable 20 mm (¾") 
galvanized steel wire mesh with galvanized steel frames, all to OHSA Standards.

2.06 ELECTRIC MOTORS

.1 Unless otherwise specified, motors are to conform to NEMA Standard MG1, applicable 
IEEE Standards, and applicable CSA C22.2 Standards, and are to meet NEMA standards 
for maximum sound level ratings under full load. Confirm motor voltages prior to ordering.

.2 Efficiency of 3-phase motors 1 HP and larger is to be in accordance with CAN/CSA C390 
or IEEE 112B.
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.3 Unless otherwise specified, motors ½ HP and larger are to be totally enclosed, fan cooled, 
3-phase, T-frame, squirrel cage continuous duty induction motors suitable for voltages 
indicated on Drawings, NEMA Design "B" for normal starting torque or Design "C" for high 
starting torque as required by the application, each complete with Class "B" insulation, a 
1.15 service factor at 40°C ambient temperature, grease lubricated open ball bearings with 
grease fittings to permit re-lubrication without dismantling motor, a cast iron frame with cast 
iron feet where required, cast iron end bracket and precision machined bearing fit, and 
balanced carbon steel shaft assembly with die-cast aluminum rotor windings.

.4 Explosion-proof 3-phase motors are to be totally enclosed fan cooled motors in accordance 
with CSA C22.2 No. 145, generally as specified above for standard 3-phase motors but 
suitable for use in Class 1 Group D hazardous locations and with a 1.0 service factor at 
40°C (105°F) ambient temperature.

.5 Motors for equipment with variable frequency drives are to be generally as specified above 
but inverter duty type to NEMA Standard MG-1 Part 31, quantified by CSA for operation 
from a variable frequency drive of type specified, and complete with Class "H" insulation. 
Motors are to be equipped with AEGIS, or approved equal, shaft grounding ring system to 
protect bearings from damage by diverting harmful shaft voltages and bearing currents to 
ground.

.6 Motors for equipment which is scheduled or specified with a corrosion resistant coating or 
constructed from corrosion resistant materials are to be factory coated with a primer and 
epoxy paint finish.

.7 Acceptable manufacturers are:

.1 TECO-Westinghouse Motors (Canada) Inc.;

.2 Canadian General Electric;

.3 Baldor Electric Co.;

.4 U.S. Electrical Motors;

.5 Weg Electric Corp.;

.6 Marathon Electric;

.7 Toshiba Corp.;

.8 Leeson Canada.

2.07 MECHANICAL WORK IDENTIFICATION MATERIALS

.1 Equipment nameplates are to be minimum 1.6 mm (1/16") thick 2-ply laminated coloured 
plastic plates, minimum 12 mm x 50 mm (½" x 2") for smaller items such as damper motors 
and control valves, minimum 25 mm x 65 mm (1" x 2-½") for equipment, and minimum 50 
mm x 100 mm (2" x 4") for control panels and similar items. Additional requirements are as 
follows:

.1 unless otherwise specified or required, each nameplate is to be white, complete with 
bevelled edges and black engraved wording to completely identify equipment and its 
use with no abbreviations;
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.2 wording is generally to be as per drawings, i.e. Fan EF-1, and is to include equipment 
service and building area/zone served, but must be reviewed prior to engraving;

.3 supply stainless steel screws for securing nameplates in place;

.2 Identification wording and colours for pipe identification materials are to be as follows:

PIPE SERVICE IDENTIFICATION 
COLOUR

LEGEND

natural gas to Code to Code, c/w pressure

natural gas vent to Code to Code

.3 Duct identification is to be custom made Mylar stencils with 50 mm (2") high lettering to 
accurately describe duct service, i.e. "AHU-1 SUPPLY", complete with a directional arrow, 
and coloured ink with ink pads and roller applicators. Ink colour is generally to be black but 
must contrast with lettering background.

3 EXECUTION

3.01 GENERAL PIPING AND DUCTWORK INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS

.1 Install pipes parallel to building lines and to each other.

.2 Neatly group and arrange exposed work.

.3 Locate work to permit easy access for service or maintenance as required and/or applicable. 
Locate valves, dampers and any other equipment which will or may need maintenance or 
repairs and which are to be installed in accessible construction so as to be easily accessible 
from access doors. Where valves, dampers and similar piping or ductwork accessories 
occur in vertical services in shafts, pipe spaces or partitions, locate accessories at floor 
level.

.4 Make connections between pipes of different materials using adapters suitable for 
application. Provide cast brass dielectric type adapters/unions at connections between 
ferrous and copper pipe.

.5 Comply with equipment and material manufacturer's installation instructions unless 
otherwise specified herein or on drawings, and unless such instructions contradict 
governing codes and regulations.

.6 Carefully clean ducts, pipe and fittings prior to installation. Temporarily cap or plug ends of 
pipe, ducts and equipment which are open and exposed during construction.

.7 Inspect surfaces and structure prepared by other trades before performing work. Verify 
surfaces or structure to receive work has no defects or discrepancies which could result in 
poor application or cause latent defects in installation and workmanship. Report defects in 
writing. Installation of work will constitute acceptance of such surfaces as being satisfactory.

.8 Any ferrous piping that exhibits in excess of 5% surface rust, either inside or outside or both, 
is to be wire brush cleaned to bare metal and coated with suitable primer. Steel pipe, fittings 
and accessories are to be free of corrosion and dirt when work is complete or prior to being 
concealed from view. Where dirt is evident, clean piping prior to being concealed.
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.9 For factory applied finishes, repaint or refinish surfaces damaged during shipment and 
installation. Quality of repair work is to match original finish. This requirement also applies 
to galvanized finishes.

.10 Unless otherwise specified and except where space limitations do not permit, piping elbows 
are to be long radius. Eccentric reducers are to be installed with straight side at top of piping.

3.02 PIPE JOINT REQUIREMENTS

.1 Do not make pipe joints in walls or slabs.

.2 Ream piping ends prior to making joints.

.3 Properly cut threads in screwed steel piping and coat male threads only with Teflon tape or 
paste, or an equivalent thread lubricant. After pipe has been screwed into fitting, valve, 
union, or piping accessory, not more than 2 pipe threads are to remain exposed.

.4 Site bevel steel pipe to be welded or supply mill bevelled pipe. Remove scale and oxide 
from bevels and leave smooth and clean. Use factory made welding tees or welding outlet 
fittings for piping branches off mains. Do not use shop or site fabricated fittings unless 
written approval has been obtained.

.5 Welded joints are to be made by CWB certified licensed journeyman welders qualified in 
accordance with CSA B51, Boiler Pressure Vessel and Pressure Piping Code, and who are 
in possession of a proper certificate of qualification for each procedure to be performed. 
Each weld is to be identified with the welder’s identification symbol, and welds are not to be 
concealed until they have been inspected and approved. Electrodes are to be in accordance 
with CSA W48 Series, Electrodes, and requirements of CAN/CSA W117.2, Safety in 
Welding, Cutting and Allied Processes are to be followed.

.6 Unless otherwise specified make soldered joints in copper piping using flux suitable for and 
compatible with type of solder being used. Clean the outside of pipe end and inside of fitting, 
valve, or similar accessory prior to soldering.

.7 Solvent weld PVC piping in 2 parts, primer stage and cementing stage, in accordance with 
manufacturer’s recommendations, ASTM D2855, and CSA requirements.

3.03 INSTALLATION OF PIPE SLEEVES

.1 Sleeves in waterproofed slabs or walls are to be lengths of Schedule 40 mild galvanized 
steel pipe with a waterstop plate in accordance with drawing detail. Provide waterproof 
sleeves in following locations:

.1 in roof slab;

.2 in waterproof walls.

.2 Size sleeves, unless otherwise specified, to leave 12 mm (½") clearance around pipes, or 
where pipe is insulated, a 12 mm (½") clearance around pipe insulation.

.3 Pack and seal void between pipe sleeves and pipe or pipe insulation in non-fire rated 
construction for the length of sleeves as follows:
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.1 pack sleeves in exterior walls above grade with mineral wool and seal both ends of 
sleeves water-tight with approved non-hardening silicone base caulking compound 
unless mechanical type seals have been specified;

.2 seal sleeves in exterior walls below grade (and any other wall where water leakage 
may be a problem) with link type mechanical seals as specified.

.4 Terminate piping for sleeves that will be exposed so sleeve is flush at both ends with 
building surface concerned so sleeve may be completely covered by an escutcheon plate, 
except for sleeves in waterproof floors which are to terminate 100 mm (4") above finished 
floor.

.5 "Gang" type sleeving will not be permitted.

3.04 INSTALLATION OF WATERPROOF MECHANICAL SEALS

.1 Provide watertight link type mechanical seals in exterior wall openings.

.2 Assemble and install each mechanical seal in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

.3 After installation, periodically check each mechanical seal installation for leakage and, if 
necessary, tighten link seal bolts until seal is completely watertight.

3.05 INSTALLATION OF PIPE ESCUTCHEON PLATES

.1 Provide escutcheon plates suitably secured over exposed piping passing through finished 
building surfaces. A finished building surface is any surface with a factory finish or that 
receives a site applied finish.

.2 Install plates so they are tight against building surface concerned, completely covering pipe 
sleeves and/or openings, except where waterproof sleeves extend above floors, in which 
case fit plate tightly around sleeve.

3.06 INSTALLATION OF FASTENING AND SECURING HARDWARE

.1 Provide fastening and securing hardware required for mechanical work to maintain 
installations attached to structure or to finished floors, walls and ceilings in a secure and 
rigid manner capable of withstanding dead loads, live loads, superimposed dead loads, and 
any vibration of installed products.

.2 Use fasteners compatible with structural requirements, finishes and types of products to be 
connected. Do not use materials subject to electrolytic action or corrosion where conditions 
are liable to cause such action.

.3 Where floor, wall or ceiling construction is not suitable to support loads, provide additional 
framing or special fasteners to ensure proper securement to structure that is to support the 
products. Provide reinforcing or connecting supports where required to distribute loading to 
structural components.

.4 Do not attach fasteners to steel deck without written consent from Consultant.

3.07 INSTALLATION OF PIPE HANGERS AND SUPPORTS

.1 Provide required pipe hangers and supports.  
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.2 Provide any additional structural steel channels, angles, inserts, beam champs and similar 
accessories required for hanging or supporting pipe. Unless otherwise shown or specified, 
hang or support pipes from structure only.

.3 Space hangers and supports in accordance with following:

.1 steel pipe – hang or support at spacing in accordance with following schedule:

PIPE DIA. MAX. SPACING STEEL 
(meters)

to 25 mm (1") 2.4 m (8')

40 mm (1-½") 2.7 m (9')

50 mm (2") 3.0 m (10')

65 mm (2-½") 3.6 m (12')

75 mm (3") 3.6 m (12')

.2 flexible grooved pipe/coupling joint piping –  as above but with not less than one hanger 
or support between joints.

.4 Where pipes change direction, either horizontally or vertically, provide a hanger or support 
on horizontal pipe not more than 300 mm (12") from elbow, and where pipes drop from tee 
branches, support tees in both directions not more than 50 mm (2") on each side of tee.

.5 Unless otherwise shown or specified, support vertical piping by means of supports specified 
in Part 2 of this Section, spaced in accordance with following:

.1 support vertical pipes at maximum 3 m (10') intervals;

.2 for sections of vertical piping with a length less than 3 m (10'), support pipe at least 
once;

.6 Support piping on the roof as follows:

.1 on existing roof – provide support members as specified in Part 2 of this Section 
spaced as per schedule above and of a type to suit the application, and, for each 
support, carefully remove roofing gravel and insulation, bed support in a heavy 
covering of roofing mastic, then reinstall insulation and gravel back up around support 
and secure pipes to supports;

.7 Do not support piping from steel deck without written consent from Consultant. 

3.08 INSTALLATION OF VALVES

.1 Generally, valve locations are indicated or specified on drawings or specified in Sections of 
the Specification where valves are specified, however, regardless of locations shown or 
specified, following requirements apply:

.1 provide shut-off valves to isolate systems, at base of vertical risers, in branch take-offs 
at mains and risers on floors, to isolate equipment, to permit work phasing as required, 
and wherever else required for proper system operation and maintenance;
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.2 install shut-off valves with handles upright or horizontal, not inverted, and located for 
easy access;

.3 valve sizes are to be same as connecting pipe size;

.4 valves are to be permanently identified with size, manufacturer's name, valve model or 
figure number and pressure rating, and wherever possible, valves are to be product of 
same manufacturer;

3.09 INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT DRIVE GUARDS AND ACCESSORIES

.1 Provide OHSA guards for exposed accessible rotating parts such as belt drives, couplings, 
fan wheels, and shaft ends on mechanical equipment.

.2 Install belt guards to allow movement of motors for adjusting belt tension.

.3 Provide a means to permit lubrication and use of test instruments with guards in place.

.4 Secure guards to equipment or equipment base but do not bridge sound or vibration 
isolation.

.5 Where equipment oil level gauges, oil reservoirs, grease cups, or grease gun fittings are 
integral with equipment but are not easily accessible for service, extend to an accessible 
location using aluminium or copper tubing.

3.10 MECHANICAL WORK IDENTIFICATION

.1 Identify new exposed piping and ductwork as per Part 2 of this Section in locations as 
follows:

.1 at every end of every piping or duct run;

.2 adjacent to each valve, strainer, damper and similar accessory;

.3 at each piece of connecting equipment;

.4 on both sides of every pipe and duct passing through a floor, wall or partition, unless 
otherwise specified;

.5 at 6 m (20') intervals on pipe and duct runs exceeding 6 m (20') in length;

.6 at least once in each room, and at least once on pipe and duct runs less than 6 m (20') 
in length.

.2 Paint new natural gas piping with primer and 2 coats of yellow paint in accordance with 
Code requirements and requirements of Painting Section in Division 09. Identify piping at 
intervals as specified above.

3.11 FINISH PAINTING OF MECHANICAL WORK

.1 Touch-up paint damaged factory applied finishes on mechanical work products.
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3.12 PIPE LEAKAGE TESTING

.1 Tests are to be witnessed by Consultant and/or Owner's representative, and, where 
required, representatives of governing authorities. Give ample notice of tests in writing and 
verify attendance. Have completed test report sheets dated and signed by those present to 
confirm proper test results.

.2 When circumstances prevent scheduled tests from taking place, give immediate and 
adequate notice of cancellation to all who were scheduled to attend.

.3 Natural Gas Piping

.1 Test piping in accordance with requirements of CAN/CSA B149.1 and any additional 
requirements of local governing authorities. 

.2 After completion of the verification test, locate required tag stating results of the 
verification test at the point of entry of gas main into building, affixed to the pipe in a 
secure manner. 

.3 Check piping joints and connections for leaks with a water/soap solution while piping 
is under pressure.

.4 Following requirements apply to all testing:

.1 ensure piping has been properly flushed, cleaned and is clear of foreign matter prior to 
pressure testing;

.2 temporarily remove or valve off piping system specialties or equipment which may be 
damaged by test pressures prior to pressure testing systems, and flush piping to 
remove foreign matter;

.3 include for temporary piping connections required to properly complete tests;

.4 piping under test pressure is to have zero pressure drop for length of test period;

.5 make tight leaks found during tests while piping is under pressure, and if this is 
impossible, remove and refit piping and reapply test until satisfactory results are 
obtained;

.6 where leaks occur in threaded joints in steel piping, no caulking of these joints will be 
allowed under any conditions;

3.13 INTERRUPTION TO AND SHUT-DOWN OF MECHANICAL SERVICES AND SYSTEMS

.1 Coordinate shut-down and interruption to existing mechanical systems with Owner.  
Generally, shut-downs may be performed only between the hours of 12:00 midnight Friday 
until 6:00 a.m. Monday morning. Include for costs of premium time to perform work during 
nights, weekends or other times outside of normal working hours, which may be necessary 
to comply with stipulations specified herein this Article. Services for operation of existing 
non-renovated areas of building are to be maintained.

.2 Within 10 working days upon award of a Contract, submit a list of anticipated shut-down 
times and their maximum duration.
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.3 Prior to each shut-down or interruption, inform Owner and Consultant in writing 5 working 
days in advance of proposed shut-down or interruption and obtain written consent to 
proceed. Do not shut-down or interrupt any system or service without such written consent. 
Shutdowns of some essential services may require additional advance notification time.

.4 Perform work associated with shut-downs and interruptions as continuous operations to 
minimize shut-down time and to reinstate systems as soon as possible, and, prior to any 
shut-down, ensure materials and labour required to complete the work for which shut-down 
is required are available at site.

3.14 CUTTING, PATCHING AND CORE DRILLING

.1 Unless otherwise provided by General Trades, perform cutting, patching, and core drilling 
of existing building required for installation of mechanical work. Perform cutting in a neat 
and true fashion, with proper tools and equipment to Consultant’s approval. Patching is to 
exactly match existing finishes and be performed by tradesmen skilled in particular trade or 
application. Work is subject to review and acceptance by Consultant.

.2 Criteria for cutting holes for additional services:

.1 keep at least 100 mm (4") clear from beam faces;

.2 space at least 3 hole diameters on centre;

.3 for holes that are required closer than 25% of slab span from supporting beam face, 
use cover meter above slab to clear slab top bars;

.4 for holes that are required within 50% of slab span, use cover meter underside of slab 
to clear slab bottom bars;

.3 Do not cut or drill any existing work without approval from Owner and Consultant. Be 
responsible for damage done to building and services caused by cutting or drilling.

.4 Prior to drilling or cutting an opening, determine, in consultation with Consultant and Owner, 
and by use of non-destructive radar scan (magnetic scan) of slab or wall, presence of any 
existing services and reinforcement bars concealed behind building surface to be cut and 
locate openings to suit. Coring is not permitted through concrete beams or girders.

.5 Where drilling is required in waterproof slabs, size opening to permit snug and tight 
installation of a pipe sleeve sized to leave 12 mm (½") clearance around pipe or pipe 
insulation. Provide a pipe sleeve, constructed of Schedule 40 galvanized steel pipe with a 
flange at one end and of a length to extend 100 mm (4") above slab, in opening. Secure 
flange to the underside of slab and caulk void between sleeve and slab opening with proper 
non-hardening silicone base caulking compound to produce a water-tight installation.

3.15 PACKING AND SEALING CORE DRILLED PIPE OPENINGS

.1 Pack and seal void between pipe opening and pipe or pipe insulation for length of opening 
as follows:

.1 exterior walls above grade – pack with mineral wool and seal both ends of sleeves 
water-tight with non-hardening silicone base caulking compound unless mechanical 
type seals have been specified;
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3.16 CLEANING MECHANICAL WORK

.1 Clean mechanical work prior to application for Substantial Performance of the Work.

.2 Include for vacuum cleaning interior of air handling units and ductwork systems.

3.17 FAN NOISE LEVELS

.1 Submit sound power levels with fan shop drawings/product data, with levels measured to 
AMCA 300 and calculated to AMCA 301.

3.18 EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM MANUFACTURER’S CERTIFICATION

.1 When equipment/system installation is complete, but prior to start-up procedures, arrange 
and pay for equipment/system manufacturer’s authorized representative to visit site to 
examine installation, and after any required corrective measures have been made, to certify 
in writing to Consultant that equipment/system installation is complete and in accordance 
with equipment/system manufacturer’s instructions.

3.19 EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM START-UP

.1 When installation of equipment/systems is complete but prior to commissioning, perform 
start-up for equipment/systems as specified in mechanical work Sections in accordance 
with following requirements:

.1 submit a copy of each equipment/system manufacturer’s start-up report sheet to 
Consultant for review, and incorporate any comments made by Consultant;

.2 under direct on-site supervision and involvement of equipment/system manufacturer’s 
representative, start-up equipment/systems, make any required adjustments, 
document procedures, leave equipment/systems in proper operating condition, and 
submit to Consultant complete set of start-up documentation sheets signed by  
manufacturer/supplier and Contractor.

END OF SECTION
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1 GENERAL

1.01 SUBMITTALS

.1 Submit shop drawings with product data sheets for variable frequency drives (VFDs). 
Include:

.1 construction and performance details;

.2 wiring and control schematics;

.3 dimensions of units;

.2 Submit a start-up and installation certification letter from supplier of VFDs as specified in 
Part 3 of this Section;

.3 Prepare list of parameters for uploading for Owner’s future use as specified in Part 3 of this 
Section. Load on USB type flash drive and submit to Consultant. 

.4 Where extended warranty is specified to be included, include a copy of VFD extended 
warranty in each Operating and Maintenance Manual. Prior to Substantial Performance of 
Work, submit a copy of warranty to Owner.

.5 Additionally, coordinate with Prime Contractor and Electrical Contractor to ensure shop 
drawings clearly identify proposed VFDs and connected motors are 100% compatible and 
Mechanical Contractor to sign off on selected VFDs. 

1.02 COORDINATION WITH ELECTRICAL DIVISIONS

.1 This Section specifies VFD requirements for motors. VFDs packaged with various system 
equipment are to comply with specifications of this Section.

.1 Each VFD to be approved by respective manufacturer of VFD and connected motors, 
as suitable for installation on scheduled motors. VFD output current rating to match 
or exceed connected motor nameplate full load current rating.

.2 Coordinate and review with Electrical Divisions, responsibility requirements for supply of 
VFDs and requirements for control and power conductors and connections.

.3 Check motors are equipped with AEGIS or approved equal, shaft grounding ring system to 
protect bearings from damage in motors by diverting harmful shaft voltages and bearing 
currents to ground.

.4 Additionally, review and confirm responsibilities with Consultant and Prime Contractor.

2 PRODUCTS 

2.01 VFD BASIC REQUIREMENTS

.1 VFDs supplied on project to be products of same manufacturer and be CSA approved, ULC 
listed and labelled. Base specified product is Danfoss VLT FC-102 that include compliance 
with following standards:

.1 CSA C22.2 No.14 Industrial Control Equipment;
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.2 UL 508 - Industrial Control Equipment;

.3 UL 508C – Power Conversion Equipment;

.4 NEMA ICS 7 - Adjustable-Speed Drives.

.2 VFDs to include following basic requirements:

.1 regardless of HP rating are to be of same VFD model; I/O and control circuit boards as 
well as keypads are to be identical and interchangeable regardless of HP rating;

.2 to be capable of starting into a coasting load (forward or reverse) up to full speed and 
accelerate or decelerate to set point without safety tripping or component damage 
(flying start);

.3 6-pulse width modulated (PWM) AC to AC converter utilizing latest isolated gate bipolar 
transistor (IGBT) technology; PWM switching pattern to include a motor flux 
optimization circuit that automatically reduces applied motor voltage to the motor to 
optimize energy consumption and audible motor noise;

.4 carrier frequency control circuit that reduces carrier frequency based on actual VFD 
temperature allowing higher carrier frequency without derating VFD or operating at 
high carrier frequency only at low speeds;

.5 provisions that determines motor torque and flux every 25 microseconds (40,000 times 
per second);

.6 completely assembled and tested by manufacturer in their facility;

.7 designed to provide at least 250,000 hours mean time before failure (MTBF) when 
specified preventative maintenance is performed.

.8 door interlocked padlockable disconnect switch to disconnect all input power from drive 
and all internally mounted options;

.9 control panel keyboard and display with password protection against parameter 
changes.

2.02 VFD RATINGS

.1 VFDs to be rated to operate from 3 phase input voltage of 208 or 600 volts ± 10%, as 
scheduled, and frequency range from 48 to 63 Hz. In addition, a tolerated voltage window 
to allow system to operate from a line of +30% to -35% nominal voltage. System to 
incorporate circuitry that allows drive contactor to remain “sealed in” over this voltage 
tolerance at a minimum.

.2 VFDs to employ a full wave rectifier to prevent input line notching and operate at a minimum 
fundamental input power factor of 0.97 at all speeds and loads.

.3 VFDs efficiency to be 97% or better at full speed and load.
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.4 Output voltage and current ratings to match adjustable frequency operating requirements 
of standard 3 phase, 60 Hz, NEMA design B inverter-duty motors in compliance with NEMA-
MG1, Part 31 Standard. Overload current capacity for variable torque overload capacity to 
be 110% of rated current for 1 minute out of 10 minutes and 130% for 2 seconds. Output 
frequency to be adjustable between 0 and 500 Hz.

.5 Open loop static speed regulation to be 0.1% to 0.3% (10% of motor slip). Dynamic speed 
accuracy to be 4%-sec. or better open loop.

.6 When a suitable motor is used, drive provides breakaway torque equal to 200% of rated 
motor torque. Torque response time to be 5 ms or less.

.7 Enclosures:

.1 in climate controlled areas – minimum NEMA 12 with drip shield;

.2 in non-climate controlled areas – NEMA 3R.

2.03 CONTROLS AND ADJUSTMENT FUNCTIONS

.1 Include for following:

.1 programmable critical frequency lockout ranges to prevent VFD from operating load 
continuously at an unstable speed;

.2 proportional integral derivative (PID) speed loop regulators with an auto tune function 
as well as manual adjustments;  PID set point controllers to allow pressure or flow 
signals to be connected to VFD, using microprocessor in VFD for closed loop control;  
includes 250 mA of 24 VDC auxiliary power and capability of loop powering a 
transmitter supplied by others; two parameter sets for first PID allowing sets to be 
switched via a digital input, serial communications or from keypad for night setback, 
summer/winter set points, etc; independent, second PID loop to utilize second 
analogue input and modulate analogue outputs to maintain set point of an independent 
process (ie. valves, dampers, etc.); set points, process variables, etc. to be accessible 
from serial communication network;

.3 programmable analogue inputs that accept current or voltage signals;

.4 programmable analogue outputs (0-20 mA or 4-20 mA), that may be programmed to 
output proportional to Frequency, Motor Speed, Output Voltage, Output Current, Motor 
Torque, Motor Power (kW), DC Bus voltage, Active Reference, and other data;

.5 programmable digital inputs;

.6 programmable digital Form-C relay contact outputs for programmable on and off delay 
times and adjustable hysteresis; rated for maximum switching current 8 amps at 24 
VDC and 0.4 A at 250 VAC; maximum voltage 300 VDC and 250 VAC; continuous 
current rating 2 amps RMS;

.7 run permissive circuit - for damper or valve control; dry contact closure to signal 
damper to open (VFD motor does not operate); when damper is fully open, a normally 
open dry contact (end-switch) closes; closed end-switch is wired to a VFD digital input 
and allows motor operation; two separate safety interlock inputs, when either is 
opened, motor to coast to stop, and damper to close;
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.8 two independently adjustable accel and decel ramps with 1 to 1800 seconds adjustable 
time ramps;

.9 fireman’s override input - upon receipt of a contact closure from fireman’s control 
station, VFD operates in one of two modes: operate at a programmed predetermined 
fixed speed or operate in a specific fireman’s override PID algorithm that automatically 
adjusts motor speed based on override set point and feedback; mode overrides all 
other inputs (analogue/digital, serial communication and keypad commands), except 
customer defined safety run interlock, and forces motor to run in one of the two modes; 
"Override Mode" to be displayed on control panel; upon removal of override signal, 
VFD resumes normal operation.

.2 Operator Control Panel:

.1 front mounted plug-in operator control panel consisting of keypad, multi-line backlit 
LCD display for programming and fault diagnostics;

.2 keys (switches) for H-O-A, and manual speed control INCREASE/DECREASE;

.3 menu navigation and parameter selection keys for custom programming;

.4 HELP key for assistance with programming and troubleshooting;

.5 date and time clock - clock to have a battery backup with 10 years minimum life span; 
clock to be used to date and time stamp faults and record operating parameters at time 
of fault; if battery fails VFD automatically reverts to hours of operation since initial 
power up; clock also to be programmable to control start/stop functions, constant 
speeds, PID parameter sets and output relays; VFD to have digital input that allows an 
override to time clock (when in off mode) for a programmable time frame; four (4) 
separate, independent timer functions that have both weekday and weekend settings;

.6 parameter names, fault messages, warnings and other information to be displayed in 
complete words or standard abbreviations to allow user to understand what is being 
displayed without use of a manual or cross reference table, as follows:

.1 “HAND” position to start drive and modify reference frequency by use of 
INCREASE/DECREASE keys;

.2 “OFF” position stops drive;

.3 "AUTO" position allows drive to be started or stopped using whichever remote 
start/stop command configured; drive speed controlled by external speed 
reference input or by PID controller.

.4 applicable operating values to be capable of being displayed in engineering (user) 
units; operating displayed include:

.1 Output Frequency;

.2 Motor Speed (RPM, %, or Engineering units);

.3 Motor Current;

.4 Drive Temperature;
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.5 DC Bus Voltage;

.6 Output Voltage.

2.04 PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS

.1 For each programmed warning and fault protection function, keypad displays a message in 
complete words or standard abbreviations. Three most recent fault messages and times 
are stored in drive’s fault history.

.2 VFDs include metal oxide varistors (MOV’s) for phase to phase and phase to ground line 
voltage transient protection.

.3 Short circuit current rating of 100,000 amps to be provided per UL 508C without relying on 
line fuses. 

.4 Ground fault protection, motor phase loss protection and phase unbalance protection to be 
provided. Single phase protection to be provided on input and output.

.5 VFDs to provide electronic motor overload protection qualified per UL 508C.

.6 Protection to be provided for AC line or DC bus overvoltage at 130% of maximum rated or 
undervoltage at 65% of minimum rated.

.7 Stall protection to be programmable to provide a warning or stop VFD after motor has 
operated above a programmable torque level for a programmed time limit.

.8 Underload protection to be programmable to provide a warning or stop VFD after motor has 
operated below a selected underload curve for a programmed time limit.

.9 Overtemperature protection to provide a warning if power module temperature is less than 
5C° (9F°) below overtemperature trip level.

.10 Input terminal to be provided for connecting a motor thermistor (PTC type) to drive’s 
protective monitoring circuitry.  An input to also be programmable to monitor an external 
relay or switch contact.

.11 VFDs to be protected from damage from input and output power miss-wiring. VFD to sense 
this condition and display an alarm on control panel.

.12 EMI / RFI filters to be provided as per standard EN 61800-3.

.13 Output dv/dt long lead filter (LRC) to protect motors, to be installed in same VFD enclosure.

.14 Automatic reset feature to automatically reset selected faults and attempt to restart drive 
based on control parameters such as adjustable time delays, number of restart attempts 
and duration of restart attempts. Faults include following:

.1 Overcurrent;

.2 Overvoltage;

.3 Undervoltage;

.4 Analogue input signal reference loss;
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.5 External fault.

.15 Additional built-in protection circuits include:

.1 Overcurrent trip limit;

.2 Undervoltage trip limit;

.3 Microprocessor fault;

.4 Keypad control panel loss;

.5 Serial communication loss;

.6 External fault interlock inputs;

.7 Adjustable output frequency and motor speed limits;

.8 Pass code parameter change protection;

.9 Keypad operator control lockout.

2.05 COMMUNICATIONS

.1 VFD to be complete with communications connections of integrated RS-485 port suitable 
to allow for VFD to be controlled, supervised, monitored and programmed from one remote 
control panel or PC with VFD system Windows based application software.

.2 Communications protocol to be industry standard compatible to BAS of building. Coordinate 
exact requirements with Mechanical Divisions controls contractor and BAS vendor to ensure 
appropriate interface module is supplied for drive system to communicate with BAS being 
used in building with interface capability to include serial communication standard protocols 
as follows:

.1 BACnet.

.3 Serial communication to be used for drive setup, diagnostic analysis, monitoring and control 
with capabilities to include, but not be limited to:

.1 run-stop control;

.2 speed set adjustment;

.3 proportional/integral/derivative PID control adjustments;

.4 current limit;

.5 accel/decel time adjustments;

.6 ability to lock and unlock control panel keypad;

.7 capability of allowing BAS to monitor feedback such as process variable feedback, 
output speed / frequency, current (in amps), % torque, power (kW), kilowatt hours 
(resettable), operating hours (resettable), and drive temperature;
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.8 monitoring relays output status, and digital input status and analogue output values;

.9 transmitting diagnostic warning and fault information over communications bus to BAS 
or other monitoring system;

.10 remote fault reset.

2.06 WARRANTY

.1 VFDs to be warranted free from defective labour and materials for period of 36 months from 
date of Substantial Performance of the Work. Include for initial one year Contract warranty 
and an additional 2 year extended warranty direct to Owner. Extended warranty terms and 
conditions are to be identical to one year Contract warranty, and extended warranty period 
is to commence day Contract warranty expires.

2.07 SITE SERVICES, TRAINING AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS

.1 Provide onsite inspection, testing, start up and verification work of VFDs and filters by 
manufacturer’s authorized technician.  Allow a minimum of 1/2 day per system.  Also include 
for a second visit to site of one (1) day duration to train operating personnel in operation 
and maintenance of drives. Provide verification reports and supply soft copy of system 
programming parameters.

.2 Upon completion of installation, supplier of VFDs to supply minimum one hard copy of 
complete sets of service and maintenance manuals including wiring and connection 
diagrams. Include for digital copy loaded onto a USB type flash drive.

.3 Provide system training and instructions on operating and maintenance procedures. Refer 
to additional requirements in General Instructions section and Division 01.

2.08 ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS

.1 Acceptable VFD manufacturers are:

.1 Danfoss;

.2 ABB;

.3 Schneider Electric (Square D);

.4 Rockwell Automation;

.5 Eaton;

.6 Siemens Electric.

3 EXECUTION

3.01 INSTALLATION OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES

.1 Provide variable frequency drives for motorized equipment in accordance with drawing 
requirements. Coordinate requirements for conductors and connections with Electrical 
Divisions Contractor. 

.2 VFDs supplied to be products of same manufacturer.
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.3 Install VFDs in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. VFDs installation to include 
upstream protection, either fuses or circuit breakers in accordance with VFD manufacturer’s 
recommendations and local electrical code requirements. Advise Electrical Divisions 
Contractor of these requirements in addition to required conductors and connections. 
Provide required control wiring and connections.

.4 Review VFD and related connected motor installation. Provide local disconnect to VFD in 
accordance with local governing code requirements.

.5 Mount VFDs operating controls/display at approximately 1.5 m (5') above finished floor 
level. Provide additional supports and/or bracing as required. Properly support VFDs. 
Coordinate exact locations on site with Consultant.

.6 Ground and bond equipment as per local governing electrical code requirements and 
manufacturer’s instructions. 

.7 Provide engraved lamacoid nameplate identifying each piece of equipment. Review exact 
nomenclature with Consultant.

3.02 TESTING, START-UP AND VERIFICATION

.1 When installation of VFDs and filters are complete, arrange for respective equipment 
manufacturer/supplier to:

.1 supply factory authorized technician at site for minimum of 4 hours per system to 
examine installation and connection of equipment, and to perform start-up and set-up 
procedures in conjunction with equipment start-up and testing procedures;

.2 supply factory authorized technician at site for minimum of one 8 hour day to train 
Owner’s personnel on equipment operating and maintenance procedures;

.3 prepare and submit letter certifying equipment have been properly installed, tested and 
adjusted, and are in proper operating condition;

.4 submit list of start-up and testing parameters for uploading for future use by Owner and 
start-up data entries to include motor nameplate power, speed, voltage, frequency and 
current.

.2 Perform following:

.1 Inspect equipment and accessories for verification of proper operation and installation.

.2 Inspect interface wiring to BAS for verification of proper operation and installation.

.3 Verify wire terminations to VFDs and to operational circuitry.

.4 Verify installation of VFD and motor being driven for proper operation and reliability.

.5 Verify connections and communications to BAS or other monitoring/remote control 
system are of proper operation and installation and of full communications 
compatibility.

.6 Measurement for verification of proper operation on each of following items:

.1 Motor voltage and frequency;
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.2 Verification of proper motor operation;

.3 Control input for proper building automation system interface and control 
calibration.

.7 Calibration check for following set points (and adjustment as necessary):

.1 minimum speed;

.2 maximum speed;

.3 acceleration and deceleration rates.

.3 Document testing and results in a report signed by a Professional Engineer licensed in the 
Place of Work and authorized by equipment manufacturer. Include for minimum 3 hard 
copies and electronic copy of report to be submitted to Consultant for review.

.4 Additionally, refer to applicable installation, testing, coordination and verification 
requirements in Electrical Divisions Sections.

END OF SECTION
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1 GENERAL

1.01 APPLICATION 

.1 This Section specifies requirements, criteria, methods and execution for mechanical 
demolition work that are common to one or more mechanical work Sections, and it is 
intended as a supplement to each Section and is to be read accordingly.

1.02 SUBMITTALS

.1 Submit documentation to confirm that reclaimed heat transfer fluid (50% E.G.) and 
refrigerant (R-22) has been properly removed and stored, recycled, or disposed of as 
applicable.

2 PRODUCTS

Not Used

3 EXECUTION

3.01 DISCONNECTION AND REMOVAL OF EXISTING MECHANICAL WORK

.1 Where indicated on drawings, disconnect and remove existing mechanical work, including 
hangers, supports, insulation, etc. Disconnect at point of supply, remove obsolete 
connecting services and make system safe. Cut back obsolete piping and cap water-tight 
unless otherwise specified.

.2 Scope and extent of demolition or revision work is only generally indicated on drawings. 
Estimate scope, extent and cost of work at site during bidding period site visit(s). Claims for 
extra costs for demolition work not shown or specified but clearly visible or ascertainable at 
site during bidding period site visits will not be allowed.

.3 If any re-design is required due to discrepancies between mechanical drawings and site 
conditions, notify Consultant who will issue a Site Instruction. If, in the opinion of Consultant, 
discrepancies between mechanical drawings and actual site conditions are of a minor 
nature, required modifications are to be done at no additional cost.

.4 Unless otherwise specified, remove from site and dispose of existing materials which have 
been removed and are not to be relocated or reused. 

3.02 HAZARDOUS WASTE

.1 If hazardous waste not listed in Specification is found, notify Owner and Consultant 
immediately and await directions.

3.03 INTERRUPTION TO AND SHUT-DOWN OF MECHANICAL SERVICES AND SYSTEMS

.1 Co-ordinate shut-down and interruption to existing mechanical systems with Owner. 
Generally, shut-downs may be performed only between the hours of 12:00 midnight Friday 
until 6:00 a.m. Monday morning.

.2 Within 10 working days upon award of a Contract, submit a list of anticipated shut-down 
times and their maximum duration.
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.3 Prior to each shut-down or interruption, inform Owner in writing 5 business days in advance 
of proposed shut-down or interruption and obtain written consent to proceed. Do not shut-
down or interrupt any system or service without such written consent.

.4 Perform work associated with shut-downs and interruptions as continuous operations to 
minimize shut-down time and to reinstate systems as soon as possible, and, prior to any 
shut-down, ensure materials and labour required to complete the work for which shut-down 
is required are available at site.

3.04 DECOMMISSIONING OR ALTERATIONS TO REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT

.1 Remove and reclaim refrigerant from applicable equipment to be decommissioned and/or 
altered. Refrigerant reclaim and recycling work is to be in accordance with Refrigerant 
Management Canada guidelines, and governing codes and regulations. Do not under any 
circumstances vent refrigerant from existing equipment to atmosphere.

.2 Use refrigerant recovery equipment designed specifically to reclaim and recycle refrigerant, 
and use only skilled refrigeration mechanics to perform reclaim and recycle work.

.3 Provide approved, properly sized and sealable refrigerant containers for reclaimed 
refrigerant. 

.4 Dispose of reclaimed refrigerant by engaging services of a licensed firm specializing in 
recycling of reclaimed refrigerant. Submit documentation to confirm refrigerant has been 
properly removed from site and recycled or disposed.

END OF SECTION
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1 GENERAL 

1.01 APPLICATION

.1 This Section specifies mechanical system testing, adjusting, and balancing requirements 
that are common to mechanical work Sections of the Specification and it is a supplement to 
each Section and is to be read accordingly.

1.02 DEFINITIONS

.1 “Agency” – means agency to perform testing, adjusting and balancing work.

.2 “TAB” – means testing, adjusting and balancing to determine and confirm quantitative 
performance of equipment and systems and to regulate specified fluid flow rate and air 
patterns at terminal equipment, e.g., reduce fan speed, throttling, etc.

.3 “hydronic systems” – includes heating water, chilled water, glycol-water solution, condenser 
water, and any similar system.

.4 “air systems” – includes outside air, supply air, return air, exhaust air, and relief air systems.

.5 “flow rate tolerance” – means allowable percentage variation, minus to plus, of actual flow 
rate values in Contract Documents.

.6 “report forms” – means test data sheets arranged for collecting test data in logical order for 
submission and review, and these forms, when reviewed and accepted, should also form 
permanent record to be used as basis for required future testing, adjusting and balancing.

.7 “terminal” – means point where controlled fluid enters or leaves the distribution system, and 
these are supply inlets on water terminals, supply outlets on air terminals, return outlets on 
water terminals, and exhaust or return inlets on air terminals such as registers, grilles, 
diffusers, louvers, and hoods.

.8 “main” – means duct or pipe containing system’s major or entire fluid flow.

.9 “submain” – means duct or pipe containing part of the systems’ capacity and serving 2 or 
more branch mains.

.10 “branch main” – means duct or pipe servicing 2 or more terminals.

.11 “branch” – means duct or pipe serving a single terminal.

1.03 SUBMITTALS

.1 Submit sample test forms, if other than those standard forms prepared by Associated Air 
Balance Council (AABC) or National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB), are 
proposed for use.

.2 Submit a report by Agency after each site visit made by Agency during construction phase 
of this Project.

.3 Submit a draft report, as specified in Part 3 of this Section.

.4 Submit a final report, as specified in Part 3 of this Section.
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.5 Submit a testing and balancing warranty as specified in Part 3 of this Section.

.6 Submit reports listing observations and results of post construction site visits as specified 
in Part 3 of this Section.

1.04 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

.1 Employ services of Capital Airflow (attention Kevin Harney, 613-612-0178) to test, adjust, 
and balance building mechanical systems to produce design objectives. Alternative 
balancing contractors will not be accepted.

.2 Testing, adjusting and balancing of complete mechanical systems is to be performed over 
entire operating range of each system in accordance with one of the following publications:

.1 National Standards for a Total System Balance published by Associated Air Balance 
Council;

.2 Procedural Standards for Testing, Adjusting and Balancing of Environmental Systems 
published by National Environmental Balancing Bureau;

.3 Chapter 37, Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing of ASHRAE Handbook HVAC 
Applications.

2 PRODUCTS 

Not Used

3 EXECUTION

3.01 SCOPE OF WORK 

.1 Perform total mechanical systems testing, adjusting, and balancing. Requirements include 
measurement and establishment of fluid quantities of mechanical systems as required to 
meet design specifications and comfort conditions, and recording and reporting results.

.2 Mechanical systems to be tested, adjusted and balanced include: 

.1 TAB of air handling systems is to include equipment and ductwork air temperatures, 
capacities and flows.

3.02 TESTING, ADJUSTING AND BALANCING 

.1 Conform to following requirements:

.1 as soon as possible after award of Contract, Agency is to review site conditions and 
carefully examine a white print set of mechanical drawings with respect to routing of 
services and location of balancing devices, and is to issue a report listing results of the 
evaluation;

.2 set of drawings examined by Agency is to be returned with evaluation report, with red 
line mark-ups to indicate locations for duct system test plugs, and required revision 
work such as relocation of balancing devices and locations for additional devices;
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.3 after review of mechanical work drawings and specification, Agency is to visit site at 
frequent, regular intervals during construction of mechanical systems, to observe 
routing of services, locations of testing and balancing devices, workmanship, and 
anything else that will affect testing, adjusting and balancing;

.4 after each site visit, Agency is to report results of site visit indicating date and time of 
visit, and detailed recommendations for any corrective work required to ensure proper 
adjusting and balancing;

.5 testing, adjusting and balancing is not to begin until:

.1 mechanical systems are complete in all respects, and have been checked, 
started, adjusted, and then successfully performance tested.

.6 mechanical systems to be tested, adjusted and balanced are to be maintained in full, 
normal operation during each day of testing, adjusting and balancing;

.7 obtain copies of reviewed shop drawings of applicable mechanical plant equipment 
and terminals, and temperature control diagrams and sequences;

.8 for belt-driven equipment, Agency is to report to Commissioning Agent who in turn is 
to inform Contractor and Consultant of any situation where sheaves have to be 
replaced to suit testing and balancing, and replacements are to be done by Contractor 
at no cost;

.9 Agency is to leak test ductwork as specified in Section entitled HVAC Air Distribution 
in accordance with requirements of SMACNA "HVAC Air Duct Leak Test Manual", 
coordinate work with work of aforementioned Sections, provide detailed sketch(es) to 
Sheet Metal Contractor and Consultant identifying ductwork not in accordance with 
acceptable leakage values specified in aforementioned Sections, and retest corrected 
ductwork;

.10 Agency is to check supply air handling system mixing plenums for stratification, and 
where variation of mixed air temperature across coils is found to be in excess of ±5% 
of design requirements, Agency is to report problem and issue a detail sketch of 
plenum baffle(s) required to eliminate stratification;

.11 Agency is to perform testing, adjusting and balancing to within ±5% of design values, 
and make and record measurements which are within ±2% of actual values;

.12 for air handling systems equipped with air filters, test and balance systems with 
simulated 50% loaded (dirty) filters by providing a false pressure drop;

.13 test, adjust and balance air conditioning systems during summer season and heating 
systems during winter season, including at least a period of operation at outside 
conditions within 2.8°C (5°F) wet bulb temperature of maximum summer design 
condition, and within 5.5°C (10°C) dry bulb temperature of minimum winter design 
condition, and take final temperature readings during seasonal operation.

.2 Prepare reports as indicated below.
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.1 Upon completion of testing, adjusting, and balancing procedures, prepare draft reports 
on AABC or NEBB forms. Draft reports may be hand written, but must be complete, 
factual, accurate, and legible. Organize and format draft reports in same manner 
specified for final reports. Submit 2 complete sets of draft reports. Only 1 complete set 
of draft reports will be returned.

.2 Upon verification and approval of draft reports, prepare final reports, type written, and 
organized and formatted as specified below. Submit 2 complete sets of final reports. 
Use units of measurement (SI or Imperial) as used on Project Documents.

.3 Report forms are to be those standard forms prepared by the referenced standard for 
each respective item and system to be tested, adjusted, and balanced. Submit reports 
electronically.

.1 General Information and Summary;

.2 Air Systems;

.4 Agency is to provide following minimum information, forms and data in report: 

.1 inside cover sheet to identify Agency, Contractor, and Project, including 
addresses, and contact names and telephone numbers and a listing of 
instrumentation used for procedures along with proof of calibration;

.2 remainder of report is to contain appropriate forms containing as a minimum, 
information indicated on standard AABC or NEBB report forms prepared for each 
respective item and system;

.3 Agency is to include for each system to be tested, adjusted and balanced, a neatly 
drawn, identified (system designation, plant equipment location, and area served) 
schematic "as-built" diagram indicating and identifying equipment, terminals, and 
accessories;

.3 When final report has been accepted, Contractor is to submit to Owner, in name of Owner, 
a certificate equal to AABC National Guaranty Certification or a NEBB Quality Assurance 
Program Bond, and in addition, Contractor is to submit a written extended warranty from 
Agency covering one full heating season and one full cooling season, during which time any 
balancing problems which occur, with exception of minor revision work done during 
scheduled site visits, will, at no cost, be investigated by Agency and reported on to Owner, 
and if it is determined that problems are a result of improper testing, adjusting and 
balancing, they are to be immediately corrected without additional cost to Owner.

.4 After acceptance of final report, Agency is to perform post testing and balancing site visits 
in accordance with following requirements:

.1 post testing and balancing site visits are to be made:

.1 once during first month of building operation;

.2 once during third month of building operation;

.3 once between fourth and tenth months in a season opposite to first and third 
month visit.
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.2 during each return visit and accompanied by Owner’s representative, Agency is to 
review calibration of rooftop unit outdoor air damper and perform re-calibration as 
required. Contractor to discuss system operation with Owner’s representative to 
address issues and eliminate complaints;

.3 Agency is to schedule each visit with Contractor and Owner, and inform Consultant;

.4 after each follow-up site visit, Agency is to issue to Contractor and Consultant a report 
indicating any corrective work performed during visit, abnormal conditions and 
complaints encountered, and recommended corrective action.

END OF SECTION
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1 GENERAL

1.01 APPLICATION

.1 This Section specifies material requirements for firestopping and smoke seal systems that 
are common to mechanical work Sections and it is a supplement to each Section and is to 
be read accordingly.

1.02 SUBMITTALS

.1 Submit a product data sheet and WHIMIS sheet for each firestopping and smoke seal 
product.

.2 Submit for review, full company name and experience of proposed firestopping and smoke 
seal system applicator.

.3 Submit letter of proper firestopping and smoke seal certification as specified in Part 3 of this 
Section.

1.03 QUALITY ASSURANCE

.1 Applicator is to have a minimum of 3 years of successful experience on projects of similar 
size and complexity, and applicator's qualifications are to be submitted to Consultant for 
review.

.2 Comply with firestopping and smoke seal product manufacturer’s recommendations 
regarding suitable environment conditions for product installation.

2 PRODUCTS

2.01 FIRESTOPPING AND SMOKE SEAL SYSTEM MATERIALS

.1 Asbestos-free, elastomeric materials and intumescent materials, tested, listed and labelled 
by ULC in accordance with CAN/ULC S115, and CAN/ULC S101 for installation in ULC 
designated firestopping, and smoke seal systems to provide a positive fire, water and smoke 
seal and a fire resistance rating (flame, hose stream and temperature) no less than fire 
rating for surrounding construction.

.2 Firestopping and smoke seal material system to be specifically ULC certified with 
designated reference number for its specific installation. As part of shop drawing 
submission, submit copies of firestopping drawings with ULC certificate and system number 
for each specific installation.

.3 Materials are to be compatible with abutting dissimilar materials and finishes and complete 
with primers, damming and back-up materials, supports, and anchoring devices in 
accordance with firestopping manufacturer’s recommendations and ULC tested assembly. 
Coordinate material requirements with trades supplying abutting areas of materials.

.4 Submit schedule of opening locations and sizes, penetrating items, and required listed 
design numbers to seal openings to maintain fire resistance ratings.

.5 Typically, for openings of up to 250 mm (10") in diameter, provide putty pad type firestop 
materials equivalent to Specified Technologies Inc. "SpecSeal" intumescent, non-
hardening, water resistant putties containing no solvents, inorganic fibres or silicone 
compounds.
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.6 Typically, for openings of greater than 250 mm (10") in diameter, and for rectangular 
openings, provide pillow type firestop materials equivalent to Specified Technologies Inc. 
"SpecSeal" re-enterable, non-curing, mineral fibre core encapsulated on six sides with 
intumescent coating contained in a flame retardant poly bag.

.7 Pipe insulation forming part of a fire and smoke seal assembly is specified in Section entitled 
Mechanical Insulation.

.8 Supply products of a single manufacturer for use on work of this Division.

.9 Installer to be manufacturer trained and certified on specific product. Submit copy of 
certificate with shop drawings.

.10 Include for manufacturer’s authorized representative to inspect and verify each installation 
and application. Submit test report signed and verified by system installer’s authorized 
representative and manufacturer’s representative.

.11 Acceptable certification to also include certification by Underwriters Laboratories of 
Northbrook IL, using tests conforming to ULC-S115 and given cUL listing published by UL 
in their "Products Certified for Canada (cUL) Directory".

.12 Acceptable manufacturers are:

.1 Specified Technologies Inc.;

.2 3M Canada Inc.;

.3 Tremco;

.4 A/D Fire Protection Systems;

.5 Nelson;

.6 Hilti Canada.

3 EXECUTION

3.01 INSTALLATION OF FIRESTOPPING AND SMOKE SEAL MATERIALS

.1 Where work penetrates or punctures fire rated construction, provide ULC certified, listed 
and labelled firestopping and smoke sealing packing material systems to seal openings and 
voids around and within raceway and to ensure that continuity and integrity of fire separation 
is maintained. Openings not in immediate vicinity of working areas are to be firestopped and 
sealed same day as being opened.

.2 Install firestopping and smoke seal materials for each installation in strict accordance with 
specific ULC certification number and manufacturer's instructions. Comply with local 
governing building code requirements and obtain approvals from local building inspection 
department. Ensure that openings through fire separations do not exceed maximum size 
wall opening, and maximum and minimum dimensions indicated in ULC Guide No. 40 U19 
for Service Penetration Assemblies and firestopping materials.

.3 Ensure that continuity and integrity of fire separation is maintained and conform to 
requirements of latest edition of ULC publication "List of Equipment and Materials, Volume 
II, Building Construction".
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.4 Comply with following requirements:

.1 Examine substrates, openings, voids, adjoining construction and conditions under 
which firestop and smoke seal system is to be installed. Confirm compatibility of 
surfaces.

.2 Verify penetrating items are securely fixed and properly located with proper space 
allowance between penetrations and surfaces of openings.

.3 Report any unsuitable or unsatisfactory conditions to Consultant in writing, prior to 
commencement of work. Commencement of work will mean acceptance of conditions 
and surfaces.

.4 Mask where necessary to avoid spillage and over coating onto adjoining surfaces. 
Remove stains on adjacent surfaces.

.5 Prime substrates in accordance with product manufacturer’s written instructions.

.6 Provide temporary forming as required and remove only after materials have gained 
sufficient strength and after initial curing.

.7 Tool or trowel exposed surfaces to a neat, smooth, and consistent finish.

.8 Remove excess compound promptly as work progresses and upon completion.

.9 At new fusible link damper locations, seal perimeter of angle iron framing on both sides 
of wall or slab with ULC listed and labelled sealant materials to provide a positive 
smoke seal.

.5 Notify Consultant when work is complete and ready for inspection, and prior to concealing 
or enclosing firestopping and smoke seal materials and service penetration assemblies. 
Arrange for final inspection of work by local governing authority inspector prior to concealing 
or enclosing work. Make any corrections required.

.6 On completion of firestopping and smoke sealing installation, submit a Letter of Assurance 
to Consultant certifying the firestopping and smoke sealing installation has been carried out 
throughout the building to service penetrations and that installation has been performed in 
strict accordance with requirements of local governing building code, any applicable local 
municipal codes, ULC requirements, and manufacturer’s instructions.

.7 Manufacturer's authorized representative to inspect and verify each installation and provide 
a test report signed by installing trade and manufacturer's representative. Test report to list 
each installation and respective ULC certification and number.

.8 Where work requires removal of existing firestopping materials and replacement of 
firestopping materials after cabling changes have been made, ensure that replacement 
material is same material and manufacturer of existing if any remains in place, or ensure 
that all existing material is removed before installation of replacement material.

END OF SECTION
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1 GENERAL

1.01 SUBMITTALS

.1 Submit shop drawings/product data sheets for all products specified in this Section except 
pipe and fittings.

.2 Submit a copy of plumbing inspection certificate prior to application for Substantial 
Performance of the Work.

2 PRODUCTS

2.01 PIPE, FITTINGS AND JOINTS

.1 PVC - DWV

.1 Equal to Ipex System XFR 15-50 rigid PVC drain, waste and vent pipe and fittings to 
CAN/CSA B181.2, complete with a flame spread rating less than 25 and a smoke 
developed rating less than 50 when tested to CAN/ULC S102.2, solvent weld joints, 
and, for fire barrier penetration, approved firestop conforming to CAN/ULC S115.

3 EXECUTION

3.01 DEMOLITION

.1 Refer to demolition requirements specified in Section entitled Demolition and Revision 
Work.

3.02 DRAIN AND VENT PIPING INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS

.1 Provide required drainage and vent piping. Pipe, unless otherwise specified, as follows:

.1 for condensate drainage pipe – rigid PVC DWV;

END OF SECTION
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1 GENERAL

1.01 SUBMITTALS

.1 Submit shop drawings/product data for all products specified in Part 2 of this Section except 
for pipe, fittings, and unions. Indicate performance criteria, conformance to appropriate 
reference standards, and limitations.

.2 For each gas pressure regulating station, submit:

.1 selection sheet for each PRV, indicating connected equipment, heating loads, design 
allowance, meter model, body size, spring range and orifice size;

.2 selection sheet for each relief valve(s) serving a PRV.

1.02 QUALITY ASSURANCE

.1 Gas system work is to be in accordance with requirements of CAN/CSA B149.1, Natural 
Gas and Propane Installation Code, as amended by local Gas Codes.

.2 Gas system work is to be performed only by licensed gas pipe fitters (holding Gas 
Technician 1 Certificate) authorized under TSSA Act.

2 PRODUCTS

2.01 PIPE, FITTINGS AND JOINTS

.1 Uncoated Black Steel - Screwed Joints

.1 Schedule 40 mild black carbon steel, ASTM A53, Grade B, complete with malleable 
cast iron screwed fittings to ANSI B2.1, and screwed joints.

.2 Uncoated Black Steel - Welded Joints

.1 Schedule 40 mild black carbon steel, ASTM A53, Grade B, mill or site bevelled, 
complete with factory made forged steel butt welding fittings and welded joints.

2.02 PIPING UNIONS 

.1 Screwed Piping

.1 Malleable iron, ground joint, bronze or brass to iron or bronze to bronze seat screwed 
unions and union elbows with a minimum pressure rating of 1725 kPa (250 psi) steam 
at 260°C (500°F).

2.03 SHUT-OFF VALVES

.1 Ball Type

.1 CSA certified, minimum 3100 kPa (450 psi) WOG rated, 1/4 turn, full port non-
lubricated brass ball valves, each complete with a Teflon PTFE seat, chrome plated 
solid ball, removable lever handle, and screwed ends. 

.2 Acceptable products are:
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.1 Neo Valves Inc. #425;

.2 Kitz Corp. Code 58;

.3 Toyo Valve Co. Fig. 5044A.

2.04 PRESSURE REGULATORS 

.1 CSA certified pressure regulators as follows: 

.1 vented type: spring-loaded self-operated design, tight closing, selected for facility gas 
pressure and piping pressure loss, and connected equipment load at full firing rate plus 
20% spare, and complete with:

.1 1035 kPa (150 psi) rated cast iron body finished with corrosive resistant epoxy 
enamel;

.2 aluminum diaphragm and spring case with Nitrile diaphragm, disc, and body 
o-ring;

.3 throttling type, high flow rate, tight shut-off relief valve selected to protect 
equipment downstream of regulator in coordination with regulator capacity.

.2 Acceptable manufacturers are: 

.1 Maxitrol Co.;

.2 Fisher Controls;

.3 Leslie Controls Inc.;

.4 Lakeside Process Controls.

3 EXECUTION

3.01 DEMOLITION 

.1 Perform required gas system demolition work. Refer to demolition requirements specified 
in Section entitled Demolition and Revision Work.

3.02 NATURAL GAS PIPING INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS

.1 Provide required natural gas distribution piping and connect gas fired or operated 
equipment, and provide required vent piping to atmosphere, including vent piping from 
pressure regulators. Perform piping work in accordance with requirements of CAN/CSA 
B149.1, Natural Gas and Propane Installation Code, as amended by local Gas Codes.

.2 Piping is to be as follows:

.1 for aboveground piping upstream of PRV station, uncoated Schedule 40 black steel 
with welded fittings and joints.

.2 for aboveground piping downstream of PRV station, uncoated Schedule 40 black steel 
with screwed fittings and joints.
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.3 Slope gas piping in direction of flow to low points.

.4 Ensure supports for roof mounted piping are sized (height) to accommodate roof slope and 
required piping slope, and to permit installation of low point dirt pockets.

.5 Provide full pipe diameter 150 mm (6") long drip pockets at piping low points and wherever 
else shown and/or required.

.6 Identify natural gas piping aboveground with 2 coats of safety yellow enamel applied over 
primer, and SMS Ltd. or equal coil type vinyl identification makers with arrows.

3.03 INSTALLATION OF SHUT-OFF VALVES

.1 Provide CSA approved ball type or lubricated plug type shut-off valves to isolate equipment, 
and wherever else shown.

.2 Ensure valves are located for easy accessibility and maintenance.

3.04 INSTALLATION OF PRESSURE REGULATORS 

.1 Provide pressure regulators in gas distribution piping where indicated and/or required.

.2 Use vented type pressure regulators for all applications.

.3 Install regulating stations in accordance with requirements of CAN/CSA B149.1.

.4 Provide 6 mm (¼") diameter test ports upstream and downstream of each regulator 
assembly.

.5 Locate outdoor regulating stations a minimum of 300 mm (12") away from walkways, and 3 
m (10') away from equipment air intakes and building openings. Provide required vent piping 
and terminate vents in a turn-down elbow fitting with bronze bug screen secured in place. 

.6 Indicate operating set-points, relief settings and vent arrangements for each regulating 
station on as-built record drawings.

END OF SECTION
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1 GENERAL 

1.01 SUBMITTALS

.1 Submit shop drawings/product data sheets for all products specified in this Section except 
shop fabricated ductwork and fittings.

2 PRODUCTS

2.01 GALVANIZED STEEL DUCTWORK

.1 Galvanized steel sheet is to be hot dipped in accordance with requirements of ASTM A653. 
G60 galvanizing for bare uncovered duct to be finish painted. G90 for all other galvanizing.

.2 Rectangular

.1 Lock forming grade hot dip galvanized steel, ASTM A653, shop fabricated, minimum 
#26 gauge.

2.02 METAL DUCT SYSTEM JOINT SEALANT

.1 ULC listed and labelled, premium grade, grey colour, water base, non-flammable duct 
sealer, brush, or gun applied, with a CAN/ULC S102 tested maximum flame spread rating 
of 5 and smoke developed rating of 0. 

.2 Acceptable manufacturers are:

.1 Johns Manville;

.2 Manson Insulation;

.3 Knauf Insulation.

3 EXECUTION

3.01 CLEANLINESS REQUIREMENTS FOR HANDLING AND INSTALLATION OF DUCTWORK

.1 Handle and install ductwork in accordance with SMACNA's Duct Cleanliness for New 
Construction Guidelines at the Advanced Level.

3.02 FABRICATION AND INSTALLATION OF GALVANIZED STEEL DUCTWORK

.1 Provide required ductwork.

.2 It is to be understood that all duct dimensions shown on drawings are clear internal 
dimensions.

.3 Unless otherwise specified, construct and install ductwork in accordance with 
ANSI/SMACNA HVAC Duct Construction Standards Metal and Flexible to suit duct pressure 
class designation of minimum 1000 Pa (4" w.c.) positive or negative as applicable, a 
minimum velocity of 10 m/s (2000 fpm), and so ductwork does not "drum". Flat surfaces of 
rectangular ductwork are to be cross-broken. Duct system sealing is to meet 
ANSI/SMACNA Seal Class A requirements.
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.4 Confirm routing of all ductwork at site and site measure ductwork prior to fabrication. Duct 
dimensions may be revised to suit site routing and building element requirements, if 
dimension revisions are reviewed with and approved by Consultant. Duct routing and/or 
dimension revisions to suit conditions at site are not grounds for a claim for an extra cost.

.5 Install (but do not connect) duct system mounted automatic control components supplied 
as part of the automatic control work.

.6 Seal all ductwork in accordance with SMACNA Seal Class "A. Apply sealants by brush or 
gun to cleaned metal surfaces. Where bare ductwork is exposed apply neat uniform lines 
of sealant. Randomly brushed, sloppy looking sealant applications will be rejected and must 
be repaired or replaced with a neat application of sealant.

3.03 DUCT SYSTEM PROTECTION, CLEANING AND START-UP

.1 Temporarily cover all open ends of ducts during construction.

.2 Remove all dirt and foreign matter from entire duct systems and clean duct system terminals 
and interior of air handling units prior to operating fans.

.3 Prior to starting any supply air handling system provide 50 mm (2") thick glass fibre 
construction filters at fan equipment in place of permanent filters.

.4 Provide cheesecloth over duct system inlets and outlets and run system for 24 hours, after 
which remove cheesecloth and construction filters, and install new permanent filters.

.5 Include all labour for a complete site walk-through with testing and balancing personnel 
following route of all duct systems to be tested, adjusted and balanced for the purpose of 
confirming proper position and attitude of dampers, location of pitot tube openings, and any 
other work affecting testing and balancing procedures. Perform corrective work required as 
a result of this walk-through.

END OF SECTION
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1 GENERAL

1.01 SUBMITTALS

.1 Submit shop drawings/product data sheets for all products specified in this Section. 

.2 Prior to Substantial Performance of the Work, submit a set of spare filters in original 
identified packaging for each air handling unit requiring filters. Store filters on site where 
directed by Consultant or Owner.

2 PRODUCTS

2.01 GENERAL

.1 Unless otherwise specified or noted, filters are to be synthetic and/or glass fibre disposable 
media type in accordance with drawing schedule(s).

.2 Minimum Efficiency Reporting Values (MERV) ratings in accordance with ASHRAE 
Standard 52.2, Method of Testing General Ventilation Air-Cleaning Devices for Removal 
Efficiency by Particle Sizes.

.3 Unless otherwise specified or noted, filters are to be ULC Class 1 in accordance with ULC 
S111, Standard Method of Fire Tests for Air Filter Units.

.4 Acceptable manufacturers are:

.1 AAF International;

.2 Camfil Farr Inc.;

.3 Modern Air Filter Corp.

2.02 CONSTRUCTION FILTERS

.1 Roll type, disposable, MERV 7 to 9 woven glass fibre media, ULC Class 2.

3 EXECUTION

3.01 INSTALLATION OF CONSTRUCTION FILTERS

.1 Provide roll type medium efficiency disposable media filter(s) across entire filter bank of 
each supply air handling unit, to be installed at factory. Secure media in place so it will not 
be dislodged by fan operation. Replace roll media periodically if it becomes loaded and 
clogged.

.2 For exhaust systems, secure filter media across exhaust air openings and ductwork to 
prevent construction dirt and dust from fouling the fan

.3 Leave media in place until fan start-up, at which time remove and dispose of construction 
media.

3.02 INSTALLATION OF FILTERS

.1 Provide required filter media when fan equipment is ready for start-up and performance 
testing.
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.2 Prior to Substantial Performance of the Work, supply a complete spare set of filter media in 
original packaging and clearly identified as to the applicable system for each air handling 
system with filters. Store filters at site where directed by Owner.

END OF SECTION
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1 GENERAL

1.01 SUBMITTALS

.1 Submit shop drawings/product data sheets for all air handling units. Include following:

.1 computer generated and certified fan performance curves;

.2 computer generated psychometric chart for each cooling coil;

.3 certified sound power data for discharge, radiated, and return positions by octave 
band;

.4 hardware for section-to-section site connections as applicable;

.5 dimensioned layouts;

.6 product data sheets for fan motors.

.2 Submit manufacturer’s colour chart to indicate standard colour range of paint finishes. 
Supply 4 L (3.5 qt) of touch-up paint with each air handling unit.

.3 Submit spare air filters as specified in Part 2 of this Section.

.4 Rooftop units are to be installed onto existing roof curbs. Contractor to site measure existing 
curbs to ensure that proposed equipment can be installed without modifications to curbs 
and without degradation of system performance. Provide with air handling unit shop 
drawings a layout sheet to describe how the new units will be installed onto the existing 
curbs.

.5 Submit with delivery of each unit a copy of factory inspection report, and include a copy of 
each report with O & M Manual project close-out data.

.6 Submit a site inspection and start-up report from manufacturer’s representative as specified 
in Part 3 of this Section.

1.02 QUALITY ASSURANCE

.1 Roof mounted modular air handling equipment is to be rated (capacity, performance, 
efficiency and sound) and certified in accordance with requirements of following American 
National Standards Institute/Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute 
Standards, and Air Movement and Control Association International Inc. Standards:

.1 AHRI 410, Forced-Circulation Air-Cooling and Air-Heating Coils;

.2 ANSI/AHRI 430, Performance Rating of Central Station Air-Handling Units;

.3 AMCA Standard 211, Product Rating Manual for Fan Air Performance;

.4 AMCA Standard 99-2408, Operating Limits for Centrifugal Fans.

.2 Indoor modular air handling equipment is also to be in accordance with requirements of 
following Codes, Standards, and Regulations:

.1 CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 236/UL 1995, Heating and Cooling Units;
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.2 ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 90.1, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low Rise Residential 
Buildings;

.3 CSA or ETL certification and labelling for all electrical components;

.4 governing local Codes and Regulations.

.3 The basis of design is a direct replacement Daikin Model #RPS120D. Alternate rooftop units 
from Engineered Air are acceptable providing that they comply with all of the requirements 
of the drawings and specification. 

.4 Acceptable manufacturers are:

.1 Daikin;

.2 Engineered Air.

.5 Provide all controls and accessories as required to execute Rooftop Unit Control Diagram 
on drawing M1.

2 PRODUCTS

2.01 ROOF MOUNTED AIR HANDLING UNITS

.1 Package type, factory tested, outdoor, weatherproof heating and air conditioning units in 
accordance with drawing schedule with dimensions and arrangements as shown and 
detailed on drawings. Where required, ship air handling units in sections.

.2 Cabinet:

.1 Unit cabinet shall be designed to operate at total static pressures up to 6.5 inches w.g..

.2 Unit shall have heavy gauge solid galvanized steel liners provided throughout, allowing 
no exposed insulation within the air stream. All cabinet insulation, except floor panels, 
shall be a nominal 2” thick, 1 ½ lb. density, R6.5, glass fiber. Floor panels shall include 
1” thick, 3 lb. density, R4.2, glass fiber insulation.

.3 Exterior surfaces shall be constructed of pre-painted galvanized steel for aesthetics 
and long term durability. Paint finish to include a base primer with a high quality, 
polyester resin topcoat of a neutral beige colour. Finished surface to withstand a 
minimum 750-hour salt spray test in accordance with ASTM B117 standard for salt 
spray resistance. 

.4 Service doors shall be provided on both sides of each section in order to provide user 
access to all unit components. Service doors shall be constructed of heavy gauge 
galvanized steel with galvanized steel interior liners. All service doors shall be mounted 
on multiple, stainless steel hinges and shall be secured by a stainless steel latch 
system that is operated by a single handle. The latch system shall feature a staggered 
engagement for ease of operation and a safety catch shall protect the user from injury 
in case a positive pressure door is opened while the fan is operating. Removable 
panels, or doors secured by multiple, mechanical fasteners are not acceptable.  

.5 The unit base frame shall be constructed of 13 gauge pre-painted galvanized steel.  
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.6 The unit base shall overhang the roof curb for positive water runoff and shall have a 
formed recess that seats on the roof curb gasket to provide a positive, weathertight 
seal. Lifting brackets shall be provided on the unit base with lifting holes to accept cable 
or chain hooks.

.7 A supply air discharge plenum shall be provided.  The plenum section shall have a 
bottom discharge opening.

.3 Fans

.1 All fan assemblies shall be statically and dynamically balanced at the factory, including 
a final trim balance, prior to shipment. All fan assemblies shall employ solid steel fan 
shafts. Heavy-duty pillow block type, self-aligning, grease lubricated ball bearings shall 
be used. Bearings shall be sized to provide an L-50 life at 200,000 hours. The entire 
fan assembly shall be isolated from the fan bulkhead and mounted on spring isolators 
with seismic restraints. Pitch V-belt drives with matching belts shall be provided. V-belt 
drives shall be selected at 1.5 times the fan brake horsepower.

.2 Fan motors shall be heavy-duty 1800 rpm premium efficiency. Fan motors to have 
grease lubricated ball bearings. Motors shall be mounted on an adjustable base that 
provides for proper alignment and belt tension adjustment.

.3 Motor shall be Open Drip Proof.

.4 Airfoil supply fans shall be a double width, double inlet (DWDI) airfoil centrifugal fan.  
All fans shall be mounted using shafts and hubs with mating keyways. Fans shall be 
Class II type and fabricated from heavy-gauge aluminum. Fan blades shall be 
continuously welded to the back plate and end rim.

.5 Airfoil return fans shall be a single width, single inlet (SWSI) airfoil centrifugal return air 
fan. The fan shall be Class II construction. The fan wheel shall be Class II construction 
and fabricated from heavy-gauge aluminum with fan blades continuously welded to the 
back plate and end rim. The fan shall be mounted using shafts and hubs with mating 
keyways.  Exhaust fans are not acceptable

.4 Variable Air Volume Control

.1 Weather-proof variable frequency drives with motors to suit, suitable in all respects for 
application, in accordance with requirements of Section entitled Variable Frequency 
Drives, located at rooftop unit in weatherproof enclosure and factory connected to 
motor;

.2 Electronic variable frequency drives shall be provided for each fan.

.3 Output dv/dt filters shall be factory installed for each drive. Field installed output filters 
will not be acceptable.

.4 MCB-109 board shall be provided for additional inputs and outputs, and battery 
backup.
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.5 The drive output shall be controlled by the factory installed main unit control system 
and drive status and operating speed shall be monitored and displayed at the main 
unit control panel. The supply and return/exhaust fan drive outputs shall be 
independently controlled in order to provide the control needed to maintain building 
pressure control. Supply and return/exhaust air fan drives that are slaved off a common 
control output are not acceptable.

.6 All drives shall be factory run tested prior to unit shipment.

.5 Electrical

.1 Unit wiring shall comply with NEC requirements and with all applicable UL standards.  
All electrical components shall be UL recognized where applicable. All wiring and 
electrical components provided with unit shall be number and colour coded and 
labelled according to the electrical diagram provided for easy identification. 

.2 The unit shall be provided with a factory wired weatherproof control panel. Unit shall 
have a power terminal block for main power connection. A terminal board shall be 
provided for low voltage control wiring. Branch circuit short circuit protection, 115 volt 
control circuit transformer and fuse, system switches, and a high temperature sensor.  
Each compressor and condenser fan motor shall be furnished with contactors and 
inherent thermal overload protection. Supply and return fan motors shall have 
contactors and external overload protection. Knockouts shall be provided in the of the 
main control panels for field wiring entrance. 

.3 All 115-600 Volt internal and external wiring between control boxes and components 
shall be protected from damage by raceways or liquid tight conduit.

.4 The receptacle shall be powered by a field supplied 115V source.

.5 Single non-fused disconnect switch shall be provided for connecting electrical power 
at the unit. Disconnect switches shall be mounted internal to the control panel and 
operated by an externally mounted handle. Externally mounted handle is designed to 
prohibit opening of the control panel door without the use of a service tool.

.6 Unit SCCR rating to be 10 kAIC.

.6 Heating and Cooling Sections

.1 The cooling coil section shall be installed in a blow through configuration, downstream 
of the supply air fan. A factory-tested diffuser shall be used in order to provide air 
distribution across the cooling coil. A blow through coil is specified to minimize the 
impact of fan motor heat. The coil section shall be complete with factory piped cooling 
coil and sloped drain pan. Hinged access doors on both sides of the section shall 
provide convenient access to the cooling coil and drain pan for inspection and cleaning.

.2 Submittals must demonstrate that scheduled unit leaving air temperature (LAT) is met, 
that fan and motor heat temperature rise (TR) have been considered, and scheduled 
entering air temperature (EAT) equals mixed air temperature (MAT).  Blow-thru cooling 
- Cooling coil EAT equals scheduled EAT plus TR, and scheduled unit LAT equals 
cooling coil LAT.
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.3 Direct expansion (DX) cooling coils shall be fabricated of seamless 1/2" diameter high 
efficiency copper tubing that is mechanically expanded into high efficiency aluminum 
plate fins. Coils shall be a multi-row, staggered tube design. All units shall have two 
independent refrigerant circuits and shall use an interlaced coil circuiting that keeps 
the full coil face active at all load conditions. 

.4 All coils shall be factory leak tested with high pressure air under water.

.5 A stainless steel, positively sloped drain pan shall be provided with the cooling coil. 
The drain pan shall extend beyond the leaving side of the coil and underneath the 
cooling coil connections. The drain pan shall have a minimum slope of 1/8" per foot to 
provide positive draining. The drain pan shall be connected to a threaded drain 
connection extending through the unit base.  Units with stacked cooling coils shall be 
provided with a secondary drain pan piped to the primary drain pan.

.6  A natural gas fired furnace shall be installed in the unit heat section. The heat 
exchanger shall include a type 321 stainless steel cylindrical primary combustion 
chamber, a type 321 stainless steel header, 321 stainless steel secondary tubes and 
type 321 stainless steel turbulators. Carbon or aluminized steel heat exchanger 
surfaces are not acceptable. The heat exchanger shall have a condensate drain.  
Clean out of the primary heat exchanger and secondary tubes shall be accomplished 
without removing casing panels or passing soot through the supply air passages. The 
furnace section shall be positioned downstream of the supply air fan.

.7 The furnace shall be supplied with a Daikin Applied SuperMod forced draft burner 
capable of continuous modulation between 5% and 100% of rated capacity, without 
steps, and shall operate efficiently at all firing rates. The burner shall have proven open 
damper low-high-low prepurge cycle, and proven low fire start. The combustion air 
control damper shall be in the closed position during the off cycle to reduce losses

.8 The burner shall be specifically designed to burn natural gas and shall include a 
microprocessor based flame safeguard control, combustion air proving switch, pre-
purge timer and spark ignition. The gas train shall include redundant gas valves, shutoff 
cock, pilot gas valve, pilot pressure regulator, and pilot cock.

.7 Filters

.1 Unit shall be provided with a draw-through filter section. The filter section shall be 
supplied complete with the filter rack as an integral part of the unit.

.2 Filter rack shall be designed to limit face velocity to 450fpm.

.3 2” MERV 13 filters shall be provided. 2 additional sets of spares shall be supplied.

.8 Outdoor / Return Air Section

.1 Unit shall be provided with an outdoor air economizer section. The 0 to 100% outside 
air economizer section shall include outdoor, return, and exhaust air dampers. Outdoor 
air shall enter from both sides of the economizer section through horizontal, louvered 
intake panels complete with rain lip and bird screen. The floor of the outdoor air intakes 
shall provide for water drainage. The economizer section shall allow return air to enter 
from the bottom of the unit. The outside and return air dampers shall be sized to handle 
100% of the supply air volume. The dampers shall be opposed sets of parallel blades, 
arranged vertically to converge the return air and outdoor air streams in multiple, 
circular mixing patterns.
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.2 Daikin Applied UltraSeal low leak dampers shall be provided on outdoor or return 
dampers. Damper blades shall be fully gasketed and side sealed and arranged 
horizontally in the hood. Damper leakage shall be less than1.5 CFM/Sq. Ft. of damper 
area at 1.0 inch static pressure differential. Leakage rate to be tested in accordance 
with AMCA Standard 500. Damper blades shall be operated from multiple sets of 
linkages mounted on the leaving face of the dampers. 

.3 A barometric exhaust damper shall be provided to exhaust air out of the back of the 
unit. A bird screen shall be provided to prevent infiltration of foreign materials. Exhaust 
damper blades shall be lined with urethane gasketing on contact edges.

.4 Control of the outdoor or return dampers shall be by a factory installed actuator. 
Damper actuator shall be of the modulating, spring return type. If outdoor air is suitable 
for “free” cooling, the outdoor air dampers shall modulate in response to the unit’s 
temperature control system. An adjustable enthalpy control shall be provided to sense 
the dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity of the outdoor air stream to determine 
if outdoor air is suitable for “free” cooling

.5 The Daikin Applied Design Flow precision ventilation system shall be provided as an 
integral part of the economizer system. It shall directly measure the total mass volume 
of air flowing through the outdoor air intakes. The unit’s control panel shall 
automatically adjust the outdoor damper position to maintain minimum outdoor air cfm. 
The airflow station shall be capable of accurately measuring minimum outdoor air 
volume within 5% to continuously satisfy the requirements of ASHRAE 62 – 1999. Third 
party verification of measurement accuracy shall be verified by a nationally recognized 
independent testing agency.

.9 Air Cooled Condenser

.1 The condensing section shall be open on the sides and bottom to provide access and 
to allow airflow through the coils. Condenser coils shall be multi-row and fabricated 
from cast aluminum micro-channel coils. Each condenser coil shall be factory leak 
tested with high-pressure air under water. Coils are to be recessed so that the cabinet 
provides built in hail protection.

.2 Condenser fans shall be direct drive, propeller type designed for low tip speed, vertical 
air discharge, and include service guards. Fan blades shall be constructed of steel and 
riveted to a steel center hub. Condenser fan motors shall be heavy-duty, inherently 
protected, three-phase, non-reversing type with permanently lubricated ball bearing 
and integral rain shield.

.3 Units shall have at least one condenser fan controlled to maintain positive head 
pressure.     

.10 Scroll Compressors

.1 Each unit shall have multiple, heavy-duty Copeland scroll compressors. 

.2 Each compressor shall be complete with gauge ports, crankcase heater, sight-glass, 
anti-slug protection, motor overload protection and a 5 minute time anti-cycling time 
delay.

.3 Compressors shall be isolated with resilient rubber isolators to decrease noise 
transmission. 
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.11 Refrigeration Circuit

.1 Each unit shall have two independent refrigeration circuits. Each circuit shall be 
complete with low pressure control, pump down switch, liquid line solenoid valve, filter 
drier, liquid moisture indicator/sight-glass, thermal expansion valve, liquid line charging 
valve with a 3/8" charging port, a manual reset high pressure safety switch. The thermal 
expansion valve shall be capable of modulation from 100% to 25% of its rated capacity. 
Sight-glasses shall be accessible for viewing without disrupting unit operation. Each 
circuit shall be dehydrated and factory charged with 410-A Refrigerant and oil. Unit 
shall have discharge and suction line shutoff valves. 

.2 Refrigeration capacity control shall be accomplished by staging of the unit’s multiple 
compressors. To maintain desired temperature control, the unit shall have a minimum 
of 6 steps of capacity control.

.3 Hot gas bypass control shall be factory installed on one refrigerant circuits. Hot gas 
bypass control shall include a modulating hot gas bypass control valve, integral 
solenoid valve, all associated piping and be automatically operated by the units 
microprocessor control

.12 Controls

.1 Each unit shall be equipped with a complete MicroTech® III microprocessor based 
control system. The unit control system shall include all required temperature and 
pressure sensors, input/output boards, main microprocessor and operator interface.  
All boards shall be individually replaceable for ease of service. All microprocessors, 
boards, and sensors shall be factory mounted, wired and tested.

.2 The microprocessor shall be a stand-alone DDC controller not dependent on 
communications with any on-site or remote PC or master control panel. The 
microprocessor shall maintain existing set points and operate standalone if the unit 
loses either direct connect or network communications. The microprocessor memory 
shall be protected from voltage fluctuations as well as any extended power failures.  All 
factory and user set schedules and control points shall be maintained in non-volatile 
memory. No settings shall be lost, even during extended power shutdowns.

.3 The main microprocessor shall support an RS-232 direct connection to a product 
service tool or a modem. A BACnet® MSTP communications module shall be provided 
for direct communication into the BAS network. 

.4 All digital inputs and outputs shall be protected against damage from transients or 
wrong voltages. Each digital input and digital output shall be equipped with an LED for 
ease of service. All field wiring shall be terminated at a separate, clearly marked 
terminal strip.

.5 The microprocessor memory shall be protected from all voltage fluctuations as well as 
any extended power failures. The microprocessor shall support an RS-232 direct 
connect from an IBM PC or 100% true compatible using MicroTech software. The 
microprocessor shall maintain existing set points and operate standalone if the rooftop 
loses either direct connect or network communications.
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.6 The microprocessor shall have a built-in time schedule. The schedule shall be 
programmable from the unit keypad interface. The schedule shall be maintained in 
nonvolatile memory to insure that it is not lost during a power failure. There shall be 
one start/stop per day and a separate holiday schedule. The controller shall accept up 
to sixteen holidays each with up to a 5-day duration. Each unit shall also have the 
ability to accept a time schedule via BAS network communications.  

.7 If the unit is to be programmed with a night setback or setup function, an optional space 
sensor shall be provided. Space sensors shall be available to support field selectable 
features. Sensor options shall include Zone sensor with tenant override switch, or Zone 
sensor with tenant override switch and heating/cooling set point adjustment.

.8 User Interface (UI)

.1 The keypad/display character format shall be 20 characters x 4 lines. The 
character font shall be a 5 x 8 dot matrix. The display shall be a super twist liquid 
crystal display (LCD) with black characters on yellow background providing high 
visibility. The display form shall be in plain English coded formats. Lookup tables 
are not acceptable.

.2 The keypad shall be equipped with 8 individual touch-sensitive membrane key 
switches. All control settings shall be password protected from changes by 
unauthorized personnel. 

.3 A unit-mounted UI shall be provided. The UI shall be provided with a “push and 
roll” navigational tool.

.9 The display shall provide the following information:

.1 Supply, return, outdoor and space air temperature.

.2 Duct and building static pressure: The control contractor is responsible for 
providing and installing sensing tubes.

.3 Fan status and airflow verification.

.4 Fan VFD speed.

.5 Outside air damper position and economizer mode.

.6 Cooling, heating and changeover status.

.7 Occupied, unoccupied, and dirty filter status.

.8 Date and time schedules.

.9 Up to 4 current alarms and 8 previous alarms with time and date.

.10 The keypad shall provide the following set points as a minimum:

.1 Six control modes including off manual, auto, heat/cool, cool only, heat only and 
fan only.

.2 Four occupancy modes including auto, occupied, unoccupied and bypass (tenant 
override with adjustable duration).
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.3 Control changeover based on return air temperature, outdoor air temperature, or 
space temperature.

.4 Primary cooling and heating set point temperature based on supply or space 
temperature.

.5 Night setback and setup space temp.

.6 Cooling and heating control differential (or dead band).

.7 Cooling and heating supply temperature reset options based on one of the 
following:  Return air temperature, outdoor air temperature, space temperature, 
Airflow, or external (1-5VDC) signal. 

.8 Reset schedule temperature.

.9 High supply, low supply and high return air temperature alarm limits.

.10 Ambient compressor and heat lockout temperatures.

.11 Auto or manual lead lag method on compressors.

.12 Compressor interstage timers duration.

.13 Duct static pressure.

.14 Return fan tracking (VaneTrol) settings that include minimum/maximum VFD 
speed, with and without remote exhaust operation.

.15 Minimum outdoor airflow reset based on DesignFlow direct OA volume 
measurement, percent of CFM capacity, and fixed outdoor damper position.

.16 Economizer changeover based on enthalpy, dry bulb or network signal.

.17 Current time and date.

.18 Occupied/unoccupied time schedules with allowances for holiday/ event dates 
and duration.

.19 Three types of service modes including timers normal (all time delays,) timers fast 
(all time delays 20 seconds,) and normal.

.11 Open Communications Protocol – The unit control system shall have the ability to 
communicate to an independent Building Management System (BMS) through a direct 
BACnet MSTP. It shall use only standard BACnet objects. Proprietary BACnet objects 
shall not be allowed. BACnet communications shall conform to the BACnet protocol 
(ANSI/ASHRAE 135-2001.) A BACnet Protocol Implementation Conformance 
Statement (PICS) shall be provided. Multiple units may be connected in a common 
communications network.

.12 The independent BMS system shall have access to all required “read only’ variables 
and “read & and write” variables. Communications shall not require field mounting of 
any additional sensors or devices at the unit. The BMS system shall be capable of 
interacting with the individual rooftop controllers in the following ways
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.1 Monitor controller inputs, outputs, set points, parameters and alarms.

.2 Set controller set points and parameters.

.3 Clear alarms.

.4 Reset the cooling and heating discharge air temperature set point.

.5 Reset the duct static pressure set point (VAV units).

.6 Set the heat/cool changeover temperature (VAV and CAV-DTC units).

.7 Set the representative zone temperature (CAV-ZTC units).

.13 It will be the responsibility of the Systems Integrating Contractor to integrate the rooftop 
data into the BMS control logic and interface stations.

.13 Warranty

.1 The manufacturer shall provide 12 month parts only warranty. Defective parts will be 
repaired or replaced during the warranty period at no charge. The warranty period shall 
commence at start up, or 6 months after shipment, whichever occurs first.

.14 Start-up and Service

.1 The manufacturer is to provide start up and owner training.

.2 The manufacturer shall provide 12 month Preventative Maintenance contract during 
warranty period. This is to include quarterly inspections and filter changes.

3 EXECUTION

3.01 INSTALLATION OF ROOF MOUNTED AIR HANDLING UNITS

.1 Provide roof mounted air handling units.

.2 Provide required crane rental and rigging, hoisting/moving equipment required to move 
units to required locations. Perform crane and rigging/hoisting/moving in accordance with 
unit manufacturer’s directions and details.

.3 Site assemble units shipped in sections in strict accordance with unit manufacturer’s 
instructions.

.4 Provide gasketing material at interface between rooftop units and existing roof curbs.

.5 Install components shipped loose with units. Install in accordance with manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Calibrate control components requiring field calibration.

.6 Remove fan base hold-down clamps and other shipping restraints and protective 
packaging.

.7 Carefully coordinate installation of each unit with other trades making connections to unit, 
in particular, control connections.
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.8 Refer to Section entitled Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods for equipment/system 
start-up requirements.

.9 Refer to Section entitled Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods for equipment/system 
manufacturer certification. Submit a copy of the letter prior to Substantial Performance.

.10 Include for a one half day on-site operation demonstration and training session. Training is 
to be a full review of all components including but not limited to a full operation and 
maintenance demonstration, with abnormal events.

.11 Roof parapet is low in places. All materials on roof must be secured at all times to prevent 
them from blowing off of the roof.

END OF SECTION
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1 GENERAL 

1.01 SUBMITTALS

.1 Submit shop drawings/product data sheets for following:

.1 all control system components;

.2 identified schematic control diagrams with component identification, catalogue 
numbers, and sequence of operation for all systems;

.3 certified wiring diagrams for all systems.

.2 Submit a site inspection and start-up report from manufacturer’s representative as specified 
in Part 3 of this Section.

.3 Submit written confirmation from control component manufacturer that site installation 
personnel are qualified and experienced in installation of components, and have parts and 
service availability on a 24/7 basis.

1.02 QUALITY ASSURANCE

.1 Control systems are to be installed by control component manufacturer or by licensed 
personnel authorized by control component manufacturer. Submit written confirmation from 
control component manufacturer.

.2 Control system installation company is to have local parts and service availability on a 24/7 
basis.

.3 Control wiring work is to be performed by licensed journeyman electricians, or under direct 
daily supervision of journeyman electricians.

2 PRODUCTS

2.01 CONTROL SYSTEM COMPONENTS

.1 Components specified below are required for control of equipment and systems in 
accordance with drawing control diagrams and sequences of operation. Not all required 
components may be specified.

.2 Sensor/transmitter input devices must be suitable in all respects for the application and 
mounting location. Devices are as follows:

.1 unless otherwise specified, temperature sensors are to be resistance type, either 2-
wire 1000 ohm nickel RTD or 2-wire 1000 ohm platinum RTD with accuracy (includes 
errors associated with sensor, lead wire, and A to D conversion), equipped with type 
316 stainless steel thermowells for pipe mounting applications, as follows:

.1 room temperature and duct temperature points, ±1°C (±0.5°F);

.2 all other points, ±0.75°C (±1.3°F).
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.2 room temperature sensors constructed for surface or recessed wall box mounting, 
complete with an adjustable set-point reset slide switch with a ± 1.66°C (±3°F) range, 
individual heating/cooling set-point slide switches as required, a momentary override 
request pushbutton for activation of after-hours operation, an analogue thermometer;

.3 outside air sensors designed and constructed for ambient temperatures and to 
withstand environmental conditions to which they are exposed, complete with a NEMA 
3R enclosure, solar shield, and a perforated plate surrounding sensor element where 
exposed to wind velocity pressure;

.4 insertion duct mounting sensors type with lock nut and mounting plate, designed to 
mount in an electrical box (weather-proof with gasket and cover where outside) through 
a hole in duct;

.5 for ducts greater than 1.2 m (4') or for ducts where air temperature stratification occurs, 
averaging type sensors with multiple sensing points, and for plenums for applications 
such as mixed air temperature measurement to account for air turbulence and/or 
stratification, an averaging string of sensors with capillary supports on the sides of 
duct/plenum;

.6 factory solid-state relative humidity sensors with an element that resists contamination, 
weather-proof with a NEMA 3R enclosure for outside air applications, supplied with a 
type 304 stainless steel probe with mounting bracket and hardware for duct mounting, 
each complete with a factory calibrated humidity transmitter which is accurate 
(including lead loss and analog to digital conversion) to 3% between 20% to 80% RH 
at 25°C (77°F) and equipped with non-interactive span and zero adjustments, and a 2-
wire isolated loop powered, 4-20 mA, 0 to 100% linear proportional output;

.7 carbon dioxide sensors for air quality control purposes having a maximum 20 second 
response time, suitable for operating conditions from 0°C to 50°C (32°F to 122°F) and 
0 to 100% RH non-condensing, complete with a calibration kit (to be handed to Owner) 
and characteristics as follows:

.1 measurement range: 0 to 2000 ppm;

.2 accuracy: ±100 ppm;

.3 repeatability: ±20 ppm;

.4 drift: ±100 ppm per year;

.5 output signal: 0 to 10 VDC proportional over the 0 to 2000 ppm range.

.3 Pressure transmitters are to be constructed to withstand 100% pressure over-range without 
damage and to hold calibrated accuracy when subject to a momentary 40% over-range 
input. Pressure transmitters are to transmit a 0 to 5 VDC, 0 to 10 VDC, or 4 to 20 mA output 
signal. Differential pressure transmitters used for flow measurement are to be sized to the 
flow sensing device and supplied with a tee fitting and shut-off valves in the high and low 
sensing pick-up lines to allow permanent ease of use connection for balancing, etc. 
Transmitter housing is to suit mounting location. Standalone pressure transmitters are to be 
mounted in a minimum NEMA 1 (NEMA 2 in sprinklered area) by-pass valve assembly panel 
with high and low connections piped and valved, air bleed units, by-pass valves, and 
compression fittings. Transmitters are to be as follows:
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.1 building differential air pressure: equal to Setra or Johnson Controls Inc. industrial 
quality transmitter with a range suitable for the application, capable of transmitting a 
linear 4 to 20 mA output in response to variation of differential pressure or air pressure 
sensing points, each complete with non-interactive zero and span adjustments 
adjustable from outside the cover, and performance as follows:

.1 maintain accuracy up to 20 to 1 ratio turndown;

.2 reference accuracy: +0.2% of full span.

.2 low differential air pressure, 0 to 1.25 kPa (0" to 5" wc): equal to Setra or Johnson 
Controls Inc. industrial quality transmitter with a range suitable for the application, 
capable of transmitting a linear 4 to 20 mA output in response to variation of differential 
pressure or air pressure sensing points, each complete with non-interactive zero and 
span adjustments adjustable from outside the cover, and performance as follows:

.1 maintain accuracy up to 20 to 1 ratio turndown;

.2 reference accuracy: +0.2% of full span.

.4 Airflow monitoring stations and probes are to be Air Monitor Corp., Tek-Air Systems Inc., 
Ebtron, or Dietrich Standard products as follows:

.1 Fan Inlet Air Flow Measuring Station: At fan inlet and near exit of inlet sound trap, air 
flow traverse probes are to continuously monitor fan air volume and system velocity 
pressure, and traverse probes are to be as follows:

.1 each probe is to be of a dual manifold, cylindrical, anodized type 3003 extruded 
aluminium construction probe with sensors located along the stagnation plane of 
approaching air flow, and the static pressure manifold is to incorporate dual offset 
static tops on opposing sides of averaging manifold so as to be insensitive to flow 
angle variations for as much as ±20° in approaching air stream;

.2 each probe is not to introduce a measurable pressure drop, nor is sound level 
within duct to be amplified by its singular or multiple presence in air stream, and 
each probe is to contain multiple static and total pressure sensors places at equal 
distances along its length in accordance with ASHRAE Standards for duct 
traversing.

.2 Single Probe Air Flow Measuring Sensor: Duct mounting hot wire anemometer type 
which utilizes 2 temperature sensors, one is a heater element temperature sensor and 
the other is to measure downstream temperature, with temperature differential related 
directly to air flow velocity. Sensor insertion length is to be adjustable up to 200 mm 
(8"), and transmitter is to produce a 4 to 20 mA or 0 to 10 VDC signal linear to air 
velocity.

.3 Static Pressure Traverse Probe: Duct mounting, complete with multiple static pressure 
sensors located along exterior surface of cylindrical probe.

.4 Shielded Static Air Probe: Indoor type or outdoor type as required, each with multiple 
sensing ports, an impulse suppression chamber, and air flow shielding.

.5 Duct mounting smoke detectors supplied as part of electrical work for mounting as part of 
control system work.
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.6 Double contact switches to monitor equipment status and safety conditions, and generate 
alarms when a failure or abnormal condition occurs. Status and safety switches are to be 
as follows:

.1 current sensing switches: equal to Veris Industries self-powered dry contact output 
switches for sensing run status of motor loads, each calibrated to indicate a positive 
run status only when motor is operating under load, and each consisting of a current 
transformer, a solid-state current sensing circuit, adjustable trip point, solid-state 
switch, SPDT relay, and a LED to indicate on or off status;

.2 air filter status switches: equal to Johnson Controls Inc. or Cleveland Controls 
automatic reset type differential pressure switches, each complete with SPDT contacts 
rated for 2 amperes at 120 VAC, a scale range and differential pressure adjustment 
appropriate for the service, and an installation kit which includes static pressure taps, 
tubing, fittings, and air filters;

.3 air flow switches: equal to Johnson Controls Inc. or Cleveland Controls pressure flow 
switches, bellows actuated mercury switch or snap-acting micro-switch type with an 
appropriate scale range and pressure adjustment;

.4 air pressure safety switches: equal to Johnson Controls Inc. or Cleveland Controls 
manual reset switches, each complete with SPDT contacts rated for 2 amperes at 120 
VAC and an appropriate scale range and pressure adjustment;

.5 low temperature limit switches: manual reset type equal to Johnson Controls Inc. Model 
A70, each complete with DPST snap acting contacts rated for 16 amperes at 120 VAC, 
a minimum 4.5 m (15') sensing element for mounting horizontally across duct/plenum 
with sensing reaction from coldest 450 mm (18") section of element, and where 
sensing element does not provide full coverage of air stream, additional switches are 
to be supplied as required.

.7 Control relays as follows:

.1 control pilot relays: equal to Johnson Controls Inc. or Lectro modular plug-in design 
with snap-mount mounting bases, retaining springs or clips, DPDT, 3 PDT or 4 PDT 
as required for the application, with contacts rated for 10 amperes at 120 VAC;

.8 Electronic signal isolation transducers equal to Advanced Control Technologies for 
installation whenever an anolog output signal from building automation system is to be 
connected to an external control system as an input (i.e. equipment control panel), or is to 
receive as an input signal from a remote system, and to provide ground plane isolation 
between systems.

.9 Each manual override station is to be complete with contacts rated minimum 1 ampere at 
24 VAC and is to provide following:

.1 integral H-O-A switch to override controlled device pilot relay;

.2 status input to building automation system to indicate whenever switch is not in the 
Auto position;

.3 status LED to illuminate whenever output is On;

.4 override LED to illuminate whenever H-O-A switch is in either the Hand or Off position.
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.10 Electronic/pneumatic transducers equal to Johnson Controls Inc. transducers with an output 
of from 3 to 15 psig, an input of from 4 to 20 mA or 10 VDC, manual output adjustment, a 
pressure gauge, and an external replaceable supply air filter.

2.02 SYSTEM WIRING MATERIALS

.1 System wiring, conduit, boxes, and similar materials are to be in accordance with 
requirements specified in appropriate Section(s) of Electrical Work specification.

3 EXECUTION

3.01 DEMOLITION

.1 Perform required control system demolition work.

.2 Refer to demolition requirements specified in Section entitled Demolition and Revision 
Work.

3.02 GENERAL RE: INSTALLATION OF CONTROLS

.1 Provide complete systems of control and instrumentation to control and supervise building 
equipment and systems in accordance with this Section and drawings.

.2 Provide all hardware, controls infrastructure, writing and programming as required to permit 
building automation system control and monitoring of input/output points as shown on 
schedules and drawing control diagrams and operation sequences. To be suitable in all 
respects for interface with the building automation system.

.3 Control systems are to generally be as indicated on drawing control diagrams and are to 
have all the elements therein indicated or implied.

.4 Control diagrams show only the principal components controlling the equipment and 
systems. Supplement each control system with all relays, transformers, sensors, etc., 
required to enable each system to perform as specified and to permit proper operation and 
supervision.

3.03 INSTALLATION OF CONTROL SYSTEM COMPONENTS

.1 Provide required control system components and related hardware. Refer to drawing control 
diagrams and sequences.

.2 Where components are pipe, duct, or equipment mounted supply components at proper 
time, coordinate installation with appropriate trade, and ensure components are properly 
located and mounted.

3.04 CONTROL WIRING

.1 Perform required control wiring work for control systems except:

.1 power wiring connections to equipment and panels, except as noted below;

.2 Install wiring in conduit. Unless otherwise specified, final 600 mm (2’) connections to 
sensors and transmitters, and wherever conduit extends across flexible duct connections is 
to be liquid-tight flexible conduit.
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.3 Wiring work is to be in accordance with certified wiring schematics and instructions, and 
wiring standards specified in appropriate Sections of Electrical Work Specification.

3.05 IDENTIFICATION AND LABELLING OF EQUIPMENT AND CIRCUITS

.1 Refer to identification requirements specified in Section entitled Basic Mechanical Materials 
and Methods.

.2 Identify equipment as follows:

.1 enclosures and components: engraved laminated nameplates with wording listed and 
approved prior to manufacture of nameplates;

.2 wiring: numbered sleeves or plastic rings at both ends of conductor, with numbering 
corresponding to conductor identification on shop drawings and "as-built" record 
drawings.

3.06 TESTING, ADJUSTING, CERTIFICATION, START-UP, AND TRAINING

.1 When control work is complete, check installation of components and wiring connections, 
make any required adjustments, and coordinate adjustments with personnel doing HVAC 
testing, adjusting and balancing work.

.2 Refer to Section entitled Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods for equipment/system 
manufacturer certification requirements.

.3 Refer to Section entitled Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods for equipment/system 
start-up requirements.

.4 Include for 2 full, 8 hour days on-site operation demonstration and training sessions. 
Training is to be a full review of all components including but not limited to a full operation 
and maintenance demonstration, with abnormal events.

.5 Include for 2 follow-up site training and troubleshooting visits, one 6 months after Substantial 
Completion and other at end of warranty period, both when arranged by Owner and for a 
full, 8 hour day to provide additional system training as required, and to demonstrate 
troubleshooting procedures.

END OF SECTION
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1  GENERAL 

1.01 REFERENCES 

.1 Front end specification documents apply to and are a part of this Section. 

1.02 APPLICATION 

.1 This Section specifies requirements that are common to Electrical Divisions work Sections 
and it is a supplement to each Section and is to be read accordingly. Where requirements 
of this Section contradict requirements of front end specification documents, conditions of 
front end specification documents to take precedence. 

.2 Advise product vendors of requirements of this Section.  

1.03 DEFINITIONS  

.1 "concealed" – means hidden from normal sight in furred spaces, shafts, ceiling spaces, 
walls and partitions. 

.2 "exposed" – means work normally visible, including work in equipment rooms, service 
tunnels, and similar spaces. 

.3 "finished” - means when in description of any area or part of an area or a product which 
receives a finish such as paint, or in case of a product may be factory finished. 

.4 “provision” or "provide" (and tenses of "provide") – means supply and install complete. 

.5 "install" (and tenses of "install") – means secure in position, connect complete, test, 
adjust, verify and certify. 

.6 "supply" – means to procure, arrange for delivery to site, inspect, accept delivery and 
administer supply of products; distribute to areas; and include manufacturer’s supply of 
any special cables, standard on site testing, initial start-up, programming, basic 
commissioning, warranties and manufacturers’ assistance to Contractor. 

.7 "delete" or "remove" (and tenses of "delete" or "remove") – means to disconnect, make 
safe, and remove obsolete materials including back boxes and exposed piping and 
raceways; and patch and repair/finish surfaces to match adjoining similar construction; 
include for associated re-programming of systems and/or change of documentation 
identifications to suit deletions, and properly dispose of deleted products off site unless 
otherwise instructed by Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 

.8 "barrier-free" - means when applied to a building and its facilities, that building and its 
facilities can be approached, entered and used by persons with physical or sensory 
disabilities in accordance with requirements of local governing building code. 

.9 "BAS" – means building automation system; "BMS" – means building management 
system, "FMS" – means facility management system; and "DDC" means direct digital 
controls; references to "BAS", "BMS", "FMS" and "DDC" generally mean same. 

.10 "governing authority" and/or "authority having jurisdiction" and/or "regulatory authority" 
and/or "Municipal authority" – means government departments, agencies, standards, rules 
and regulations that apply to and govern work and to which work must adhere. 
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.11 "OSHA" and "OHSA" – stands for Occupational Safety and Health Administration and 
Occupational Health and Safety Act, and wherever either one is used, they are to be read 
to mean local governing occupational health and safety regulations that apply to and 
govern work and to which work must adhere, regardless if Project falls within either 
authority's jurisdiction. 

.12 "Mechanical Divisions" - refers to Divisions 20, 21, 22, 23, 25 and other Divisions as 
specifically noted, and which work as defined in Specifications and/or on drawings is 
responsibility of Mechanical Contractor, unless otherwise noted. 

.13 "Electrical Divisions" – refers to Divisions 26, 27, 28 and other Divisions as specifically 
noted, and which work as defined in Specifications and/or on drawings is responsibility of 
Electrical Contractor, unless otherwise noted. 

.14 "Consultant" – means person, firm or corporation identified as such in Agreement or 
Documents, and is licensed to practice in Place of the Work, and has been appointed by 
Owner to act for Owner in a professional capacity in relation to the Work. 

.15 Wherever words "indicated", "shown", "noted", "listed", or similar words or phrases are 
used in Contract Documents they are understood, unless otherwise defined, to mean 
product referred to is "indicated", "shown", "listed", or "noted" on Contract Documents. 

.16 Wherever words "reviewed", "satisfactory", "as directed", "submit", or similar words or 
phrases are used in Contract Documents they are understood, unless otherwise defined, 
to mean that work or product referred to is "reviewed by", "to the satisfaction of", 
"submitted to", etc., Consultant. 

1.04 DOCUMENTS 

.1 Documents for bidding include but are not limited to issued Drawings, Specifications and 
Addenda. 

.2 Specification is arranged in accordance with CSI/CSC 50 Division Sections MasterFormat. 

.3 Drawings and Specifications are portions of Contract Documents and identify labour, 
products and services necessary for performance of work and form a basis for 
determining pricing. They are intended to be cooperative. Perform work that is shown, 
specified, or reasonably implied on drawings but not mentioned in Specification, or vice-
versa, as though fully covered by both. 

.4 Review Drawings and Specification in conjunction with documents of other Divisions and, 
where applicable, Code Consultant’s report. 

.5 Unless otherwise specifically noted in Specifications and/or on Drawings, Sections of 
Electrical Divisions are not intended to delegate functions nor to delegate work and supply 
of materials to any specific trade, but rather to generally designate a basic unit of work, 
and Sections are to be read as a whole. 

.6 Drawings are performance drawings, diagrammatic, and show approximate locations of 
equipment and materials. Any information regarding accurate measurement of building is 
to be taken on site. Do not scale Drawings, and do not use Drawings for prefabrication 
work. 
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.7 Drawings are intended to convey scope of work and do not show architectural and 
structural details. Provide fittings, offsets, transformations and similar items required as a 
result of obstructions and other architectural and/or structural details but not shown on 
Drawings. 

.8 Locations of equipment and materials shown may be altered, when reviewed by 
Consultant, to meet requirements of equipment and/or materials, other equipment or 
systems being installed, and of building, all at no additional cost to Contract. 

.9 Specification does not generally indicate specific number of items or amounts of material 
required. Specification is intended to provide product data and installation requirements. 
Refer to schedules, Drawings (layouts, riser diagrams, schematics, details) and 
Specification to provide correct quantities. Singular may be read as plural and vice versa. 

.10 Starter/motor control centre (MCC)/variable frequency drive (VFD) schedule drawings are 
both mechanical and electrical, and apply to work of Mechanical Divisions and Electrical 
Divisions. Be responsible for reviewing starter, MCC, VFD, and motor specification 
requirements of Mechanical Divisions specifications and drawings, prior to Bid 
submission. Confirm and coordinate exact scope of work and responsibility of work 
between Mechanical Divisions and Electrical Divisions. 

.11 Drawings and Specifications are prepared solely for use by party with whom Consultant 
has entered into a contract and there are no representations of any kind made by 
Consultant to any other party. 

.12 In case of discrepancies or conflicts between Drawings and Specifications, Documents 
will govern in order specified in "General Conditions", however, when scale and date of 
Drawings are same, or when discrepancy exists within Documents, include most costly 
arrangement. 

1.05 METRIC AND IMPERIAL MEASUREMENTS 

.1 Generally, both metric and imperial units of measurement are given in Sections of 
Specification governed by this section. Measurement conversions may be generally "soft" 
and rounded off. Exact measurements to be confirmed based on application. Where 
measurements are related to installation and onsite applications, confirm issued document 
measurements with applicable local code requirements, and/or as applicable, make 
accurate measurements onsite. Where significant discrepancies are found, immediately 
notify Consultant for direction. 

1.06 EXAMINATION OF BID DOCUMENTS AND SITE 

.1 Carefully examine Documents and visit site to determine and review existing site 
conditions that will or may affect work, and include for such conditions in Bid Price. 

.2 Report to Consultant, prior to Bid Submittal, any existing site condition that will or may 
affect performance of work as per Documents. Failure to do so will not be grounds for 
additional costs. 

.3 Upon finding discrepancies in, or omissions from Documents, or having doubt as to their 
meaning or intent, immediately notify Consultant, in writing.  

1.07 WORK STANDARDS 
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.1 Where any code, regulation, bylaw, standard, contract form, manual, printed instruction, 
and installation and application instruction is quoted it means, unless otherwise 
specifically noted, latest published edition at time of submission of Bids adopted by and 
enforced by local governing authorities having jurisdiction. Include for compliance with 
revisions, bulletins, supplementary standards or amendments issued by local governing 
authorities. 

.2 Where regulatory codes, standards and regulations are at variance with Drawings and 
Specification, more stringent requirement will apply unless otherwise directed by Owner 
and reviewed with Consultant. 

.3 Supplementary mandatory Specifications and requirements to be used in conjunction with 
project include but are not limited to following: 

.1 American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc., 
(ASHRAE); 

.2 American National Standards Institute (ANSI); 

.3 ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 90.1, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise 
Residential Buildings; 

.4 Building Industry Consulting Services, International (BICSI); 

.5 Canadian Standards Association (CSA); 

.6 CSA C282, "Emergency Electrical Power Supply For Buildings"; 

.7 CSA Z432, "Safeguarding of Machinery"; 

.8 CSA Z462, "Workplace Electrical Safety"; 

.9 Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers Association of Canada (EEMAC); 

.10 Electrical Safety Authority (ESA); 

.11 Electronic Industries Association (EIA); 

.12 Illuminating Engineering Society (IES); 

.13 Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE); 

.14 National Building Code of Canada (NBC); 

.15 National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA); 

.16 National Fire Protection Association (NFPA); 

.17 Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA); 

.18 Occupational Health and Safety Act - Ontario Regulation 632, "Confined Spaces"; 

.19 Ontario Building Code (OBC); 
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.20 Ontario Electrical Safety Code (OESC); 

.21 Technical Standards and Safety Authority (TSSA); 

.22 Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA); 

.23 Underwriters’ Laboratories of Canada (ULC); 

.24 Material Safety Data Sheets by product manufacturers; 

.25 local utility inspection permits; 

.26 codes, standards, and regulations of local governing authorities having jurisdiction; 

.27 additional codes and standards listed in Trade Sections; 

.28 Owner’s standards. 

.4 Provide applicable requirements for barrier free access in accordance with latest edition of 
local governing building code. 

.5 Where any governing Code, Regulation, or Standard requires preparation and submission 
of special details or drawings for review they are to be prepared and submitted to 
appropriate authorities. Be responsible for costs associated with these submittals. 

.6 Unless otherwise specified install, equipment in accordance with equipment 
manufacturer’s recommendations and instructions, and requirements of governing Codes, 
Standards, and Regulations. Governing Codes, Standards, and Regulations take 
precedence over manufacturer’s instructions. Notify Consultant in writing of conflicts 
between Contract Documents and manufacturer's instructions. 

.7 Work is to be performed by journeyperson tradesmen who perform only work that their 
certificates permit, or by apprentice tradesmen under direct on site supervision of 
experienced journeyperson tradesman. Journeyperson to apprentice ratio is not to exceed 
ratio determined by the Board as stated in Ontario College of Trades and Apprenticeship 
Act or local equivalent governing body in Place of the Work. 

.8 Journeyperson tradesmen are to have copy of valid trade certificates available at site for 
review by Consultant at any time. 

.9 Maintain experienced and qualified superintendent on-site at times when work is being 
performed. 

.10 Protect existing areas above, below and adjacent areas of Work from any debris, noise, or 
interruptions to existing services to satisfaction of Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 
Maintain in operation existing services to these areas to allow Owner to continue use of 
these areas. If services that are required to be maintained run through areas of 
renovations, provide necessary protection to services or reroute, in coordination with 
Owner and review with Consultant. Include for required premium time work to meet these 
requirements. 
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.11 Work being performed within occupied spaces and work affecting surfaces adjacent to 
occupied spaces may need to be performed after regular business hours. For areas 
where spaces are used by Owner on a 24 hours basis or over various hours, coordinate 
hours of work with Owner on a regular basis to suit Owner’s schedule. Execute work at 
times confirmed with and agreed to by Owner and reviewed with Consultant, so as not to 
inconvenience Owner’s occupation or in any way hinder Owner’s use of building. Include 
for required premium timework to meet these requirements. 

.12 Coordinate work inspection reviews and approvals with governing inspection department 
to ensure construction schedule is not delayed. Be responsible for prompt notification of 
deficiencies to Consultant and submission of reports and certificates to Consultant. 

.13 Properly protect equipment and materials on site from damage and defacement due to 
elements and work of trades, to satisfaction of Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 
Equipment and materials are to be in new condition upon Substantial Performance of the 
Work. 

1.08 PERMITS, CERTIFICATES, APPROVALS AND FEES 

.1 Contact and confirm with local authorities having jurisdiction including utility providers, 
requirements for approvals from such authorities.  

.2 Submit required applications, shop drawings, electrical distribution system protection 
device coordination studies, and short circuit calculations, and any other information 
requested by local authority. 

.3 Provide ample notification to authorities having jurisdiction to perform required on-site 
inspection of work, allowing sufficient lead time to correct deficiencies in a manner that will 
not impede schedule of completion of Work. If any defect, deficiency or non-compliancy is 
found in work by inspection, be responsible for costs of such inspection, including any 
related expenses, making good and return to site, until work is passed by governing 
authorities. 

.4 Obtain and submit to Consultant, approval/inspection certificates issued by governing 
authorities to confirm that Work as installed is in accordance with rules and regulations of 
local governing authorities and are acceptable by such authorities. 

.5 Include in each copy of operating and maintenance instruction manuals, copies of 
approvals and inspection certificates issued by regulatory authorities. 

.6 Where electromagnetic locks are provided whether by this Division or by others, be 
responsible for obtaining and paying for required certificates of work with regards to such 
electromagnetic lock work. 

1.09 REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACTOR RETAINED ENGINEERS 

.1 Professional engineers retained to perform consulting services with regard to Project 
work, i.e. seismic engineer, fire protection engineer or, structural engineer, are to be 
members in good standing with local Association of Professional Engineers, and are to 
carry and pay for errors and omissions professional liability insurance in compliance with 
requirements of governing authorities in Place of the Work. 
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.2 Retained engineer’s professional liability insurance is to protect Contractor's consultants 
and their respective servants, agents, and employees against any loss or damage 
resulting from professional services rendered by aforementioned consultants and their 
respective servants, agents, and employees in regards to the Work of this Contract. 

.3 Unless otherwise specified in Division 00 and 01, liability insurance requirements are as 
follows: 

.1 coverage is to be a minimum of $1,000,000.00 CDN inclusive of any one occurrence; 

.2 insurance policy is not to be cancelled or changed in any way without insurer giving 
Owner minimum thirty days written notice; 

.3 liability insurance is to be obtained from an insurer registered and licensed to 
underwrite such insurance in the Place of the Work; 

.4 retained consultants are to ascertain that sub-consultants employed by them carry 
insurance in form and limits specified above; 

.5 evidence of required liability insurance in such form as may be required is to be 
issued to Owner, Owner’s Consultant, and Municipal Authorities as required prior to 
commencement of aforementioned consultant’s services. 

1.10 WORKPLACE SAFETY 

.1 Comply with requirements of Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System 
(WHMIS) regarding use, handling, storage, and disposal of hazardous materials. Submit 
WHMIS MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheets) for products where required, and maintain 
one copy at site in a visible and accessible location available to personnel. 

.2 Comply with requirements of Occupational Health and Safety Act and other regulations 
pertaining to health and safety, including worker’s compensation/ insurance board and fall 
protection regulations. When working in confined spaces, comply with requirements of 
Occupational Health and Safety Act - Ontario Regulation 632, "Confined Spaces" and any 
other applicable Ministry of Labour requirements. 

.3 If at any time during course of existing building work, hazardous materials other than 
those identified in Documents and pertaining to Project Scope of Work, are encountered 
or suspected that were not identified as being present and which specific instructions in 
handling of such materials were not given, cease work in area in question and 
immediately notify Consultant. Comply with local governing regulations with regards to 
working in areas suspected of containing hazardous materials. Do not resume work in 
affected area without approval from Owner and review with Consultant.  

1.11 PLANNING AND LAYOUT OF WORK 

.1 Base installation layout, design, terminations, and supply of accessories, on Contract 
Documents with specific coordination with reviewed shop drawings. 

.2 Plan, coordinate, and establish exact locations and routing of services with affected trades 
prior to installation such that services clear each other as well as other obstructions. 
Generally, order of right of way for services to be as follows: 

.1 piping requiring uniform pitch; 
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.2 piping 100 mm (4") dia. and larger; 

.3 large ducts (main runs); 

.4 cable tray and bus duct; 

.5 conduit 100 mm (4") dia. and larger; 

.6 piping less than 100 mm (4") dia.; 

.7 smaller branch ductwork; 

.8 conduit less than 100 mm (4") dia.. 

.3 As reviewed with Consultant, Mechanical Contractor is to generally determine final 
locations of major work within ceiling spaces. 

.4 Unless otherwise shown or specified, conceal work in finished areas, and conceal work in 
partially finished and/or unfinished areas to extent made possible by the area 
construction. Install services as high as possible to conserve headroom and/or ceiling 
space. Notify Consultant where headroom or ceiling space appears to be inadequate prior 
to installation of work. 

.5 Do not use Contract Drawing measurements for prefabrication and layout of raceways, 
conduits, ducts, bus ducts, luminaires, and other such work. Locations and routing are to 
be generally in accordance with Contract Drawings, however, prepare layout drawings for 
such work. Use established bench marks for both horizontal and vertical measurements. 
Confirm inverts, coordinate with and make allowances for work of other trades. Accurately 
layout work, and be entirely responsible for work installed in accordance with layout 
drawings. Where any invert, grade, or size is at variance with Contract Drawings, notify 
Consultant prior to proceeding with work. 

.6 Prepare plan and interference drawings (at a minimum drawing scale of 1:50 or ¼"=1' 0") 
of work for coordination with each trade Contractor. Arrange for preparation of detailed 
section drawings of ceiling spaces of corridors and any other congested areas. Sections 
are to be cross referenced with plan drawings so that trades may make use of section 
drawings. Section drawings to indicate lateral and elevation dimensions of major services 
within ceiling space. Lateral dimensions are to be from grid lines and elevations from top 
of floor slab. Obtain from Consultant, engineering drawings for this use. Contractors’ 
interference drawings are to be distributed among other Trade Contractors. Submit 
drawings to Consultant for review. Failure of General Contractor to prepare and 
coordinate overall interface drawings of trades does not relieve respective Division 
Contractor of responsibility to ensure that work is properly planned and coordinated. 

.7 Carry out alterations in arrangement of work that has been installed without proper 
coordination, study, and review, even if in accordance with Contract Documents, in order 
to conceal work behind finishes, or to allow installation of other work, without additional 
cost. In addition, make necessary alterations in other work required by such alterations, 
without additional cost. 

.8 Control products, products requiring maintenance, junction boxes, and similar products, 
particularly such products located above suspended ceilings must be located for easy 
access for servicing and/or removal. Products which do not meet this location requirement 
are to be relocated to an accessible location at no additional cost. 
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.9 Be responsible for making necessary changes, at no additional cost, to accommodate 
structural and building conditions that were missed due to lack of coordination. 

.10 Where drawings indicate that acoustic tile ceiling is being suspended below plaster 
ceiling, coordinate design of framework used to support suspended ceiling, lighting, 
diffusers, and other Divisions components that are mounted within or through ceiling. Do 
not mount devices to suspended ceiling. Secure and mount to ceiling slab above. Seal 
ceiling openings to maintain required fire rating. 

1.12 PHASING 

.1 Include for scheduling, co-ordination, and construction phasing to suit project as specified 
in specification and on drawings. Review exact phasing requirements with Consultant 
prior to start of Work. 

.2 Phasing and scheduling of Work is required in order to maintain existing building 
operations. Include costs (including costs for "off hours" work) for scheduling, co-
ordination, and construction phasing to suit this project as specified in front end 
documents and on drawings. Review exact phasing requirements with Owner prior to start 
of Work. 

.3 Project partial occupancy permits to be required throughout project. Provide for each 
partial permit, local governing authority certificate and any other testing/verification 
certificates for systems. 

1.13 COORDINATION OF WORK 

.1 Review Contract Documents and coordinate work with work of each trade. Coordination 
requirements are to include, but not be limited to following: 

.1 requirements for openings, sleeves, inserts and other hardware necessary for 
installation of work; 

.2 concrete work such as housekeeping pads, sumps, bases, etc., required for work, 
and including required dimensions, operating weight of equipment, location, etc.; 

.3 depth and routing of excavation required for work, and requirements for bedding and 
backfill; 

.4 wiring work required for equipment and systems but not specified to be done as part 
of mechanical work, including termination points, wiring type and size, and any other 
requirements. 

.2 Ensure materials and equipment are delivered to site at proper time and in such 
assemblies and sizes so as to enter into building and be moved into spaces where they 
are to be located without difficulty. 

.3 Wherever possible, coordinate equipment deliveries with manufacturers and/or suppliers 
so equipment is delivered to site when it is required, or so it can be stored within building 
subject to available space as confirmed with Owner and reviewed with Consultant and 
protected from elements. 
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.4 Ensure proper access and service clearances are maintained around equipment, and, 
where applicable, access space for future equipment removal or replacement is not 
impeded. Comply with code requirements with regards to access space provision around 
equipment. Remove and replace any equipment which does not meet this requirement. 

.5 Where work is to be integrated, or is to be installed in close proximity with work of other 
trades, coordinate work prior to and during installation. 

1.14 COMPONENT FINAL LOCATIONS 

.1 Owner and Consultant reserve right to relocate electrical components such as 
receptacles, switches, communication system, outlets, hard wired outlet boxes and 
luminaries at a later date, but prior to installation, without additional cost to Owner, if 
relocation per components do not exceed 3 m (10') from original location. No credits will 
be anticipated where relocation per components of up to and including 3 m (10') reduces 
materials, products and labour. Should relocations exceed 3 m (10') from original location, 
adjust contract price for that portion beyond 3 m (10') in accordance with provisions for 
changes in Contract Documents. 

1.15 SYSTEMS COORDINATION 

.1 Be responsible for and perform specific coordination of various low voltage systems 
supplied by Electrical Divisions and also with systems supplied by other Divisions of Work. 
Include for but not be limited to provision of following, as applicable: 

.1 coordinate with General Contractor and other Subcontractors, various systems of 
trades which in any way are interfaced with or monitored by or integrated to, or need 
to be coordinated with; 

.2 prepare systems coordination drawings detailing related system coordination and 
integration points being monitored and/or controlled; submit coordination drawings as 
part of shop drawing submission; 

.3 coordinate security system requirements with successful door hardware supplier and 
prepare detailed coordination drawings of component installations, wiring and conduit 
layouts, division of responsibility between various trades, etc.; review security system 
requirements with associated door hardware (electromagnetic locks, electric strikes, 
etc.), to ensure proper sequence of operation and door functionality is provided to 
suit each door configuration; prepare detailed door functionality of each door 
configuration and submit to and review with Consultant; 

.4 review systems requirements for component back boxes and conduits; ensure that 
system of conduits and boxes meet respective system wiring bending radii 
requirements; 

.5 review specifications of each trade/Division ( i.e. for BAS points, elevator 
requirements, electrical devices in millwork or prefabricated service consoles, outlet 
box and back box requirements), to ensure proper power supplies, interconnecting 
wiring requirements and back box/ outlet box requirements; 

.6 review with manufacturers coordination and integration requirements of their 
systems; 
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.7 review each systems communication protocols to ensure they are compatible and 
can communicate with each other as required; 

.8 review system shop drawings prior to submission to Consultant, to verify that each 
system has been coordinated with other systems and that required options and 
features are selected to meet coordination requirements; 

.9 be present at testing and commissioning functions of each system and provide 
technical assistance with regards to system operations; 

.10 be "on-site" coordinator of respective system trades with regards to respective 
system coordination of installation and testing; 

.11 coordinate with various trades and equipment vendors and review with Consultant 
with regards to ensuring that systems coordinate and integrate properly to meet 
intent of design and Owner requirements; 

.12 document coordination and integration requirements and maintain records for 
submission as part of shop drawings; 

.13 respond to coordination and integration requirements and be responsible for such 
work; 

.14 where a system integrator has been included for, coordinate integration requirements 
with system integrator. 

1.16 PRODUCTS 

.1 Be responsible for ordering of products (equipment and materials) in a timely manner in 
order to meet project-scheduling timelines. Failure to order products to allow 
manufacturers sufficient production/delivery time to meet project-scheduling timelines is 
an unacceptable reason to request for other suppliers or substitutions. 

.2 Provide Canadian manufactured products wherever possible or required and when quality 
and performance is obtainable at a competitive price. Products are to be supplied from 
manufacturer’s authorized Canadian representative, unless otherwise noted. Unless 
otherwise specified, products are to be new and are to comply with applicable respective 
Canadian standards. References to UL listings of products to include requirements that 
products are to be also Underwriters Laboratories of Canada (ULC) listed for use in 
Canada. Products are to meet or exceed latest ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 90.1 standards, as 
applicable. Do not supply any products containing asbestos materials or PCB materials. 

.3 Systems and equipment of this Project are to be "State of the Art" and be most recent and 
up to date series/version of product that is available at time of shop drawing review 
process. Products that have been stored or "on shelf" for an extended period of time will 
not be accepted. Software is to be of latest version available and be provided with 
updates available at time of shop drawing review process. Systems are to be designed 
such that its software is backwards compatible. Future upgrades are not to require any 
hardware replacements or additions to utilize latest software. 
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.4 Products scheduled and/or specified have been selected to establish a performance and 
quality standard, and, in some instances, a dimensional standard. In most cases, base 
specified manufacturers are stated for any product specified by manufacturer’s name and 
model number. Where acceptable manufacturers are listed, first name listed is base 
specified company. Bid Price may be based on products supplied by any of 
manufacturers’ base specified or named as acceptable for particular product. If acceptable 
manufacturers are not stated for a particular product, base Bid Price on product supplied 
by base specified manufacturer. 

.5 Documents have been prepared based on product available at time of Bidding. If, after 
award of Contract, and if successful manufacturer can no longer supply a product that 
meets base specifications, notify Consultant immediately. Be responsible for obtaining 
other manufacturers product that complies with base specified performance and criteria 
and meets project timelines. Proposed products are subject to review and consideration 
by Consultant and are considered as substitutions subject to a credit to Contract. In 
addition, if such products require modifications to room spaces, mechanical systems, 
electrical systems, etc., include required changes. Such changes are to be submitted in 
detail to Consultant for review and consideration for acceptance. There will be no increase 
in Contract Price for revisions. Above conditions supplement and are not to supersede 
any specification conditions in Division 01 with regards to substitutions or failure to supply 
product  

.6 Listing of a product as "acceptable" does not imply automatic acceptance by Consultant 
and/or Owner. It is responsibility of Contractor to ensure that any price quotations 
received and submittals made are for products that meet or exceed specifications 
included herein. 

.7 If products supplied by a manufacturer named as acceptable are used in lieu of base 
specified manufacturer, be responsible for ensuring that they are equivalent in 
performance and operating characteristics (including energy consumption if applicable) to 
base specified products. It is understood that any additional costs (i.e. for larger starters, 
larger feeders, additional spaces, etc.), and changes to associated or adjacent work 
resulting from provision of product supplied by a manufacturer other than base specified 
manufacturer, is included in Bid Price. In addition, in equipment spaces where equipment 
named as acceptable is used in lieu of base specified equipment and dimensions of such 
equipment differs from base specified equipment, prepare and submit for review 
accurately dimensioned layouts of rooms affected, identifying architectural and structural 
elements, systems and equipment to prove that equipment in room will fit properly 
meeting design intent. There will be no increase in Contract Price for revisions. 

.8 In addition to manufacturer’s products base specified or named as acceptable, other 
manufacturers of products may be proposed as substitutions to Consultant for review and 
consideration for acceptance, listing in each case a corresponding credit for each 
substitution proposed. However, base Bid Price on products base specified or named as 
acceptable. Certify in writing to Consultant that proposed substitution meets space, power, 
design, energy consumption, and other requirements of base specified or acceptable 
product. It is understood that there will be no increase in Contract Price by reason of any 
changes to associated equipment, mechanically, electrically, structurally or architecturally, 
required by acceptance of proposed substitution. Consultant has sole discretion in 
accepting any such proposed substitution of product. Indicate any proposed substitutions 
in areas provided on Bid Form. Do not order such products until they are accepted in 
writing by Consultant. 
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.9 When requested by Consultant, identify names of manufacturers for proposed products to 
be supplied, and which were based specified or scheduled with a manufacturer’s name. 
Names of proposed manufacturers on list must be one of names stated as acceptable for 
particular products, unless prior approval from Owner has been given for use of products 
by other manufacturers. Submit to Consultant for review as directed. 

.10 Where products are listed as "or approved equal", certify in writing that product to be used 
in lieu of base specified product, at least meets space, power, design, energy 
consumption, and other requirements of base specified product and is equivalent or better 
than base specified product. When requested by Consultant, provide full design detail 
drawings and specifications of proposed products. Acceptance of these "or approved 
equal" products is at sole discretion of Consultant. It is understood that there will be no 
increase in Contract Price by reason of any changes to associated equipment, 
mechanically, electrically, structurally or architecturally, required by acceptance of 
approved equal product. There must be no increase in Contract price due to Consultant’s 
rejection of proposed equivalent product.  

.11 Whenever use of product other than base specified product is being supplied, ensure 
corresponding certifications and product information (detailed catalogue and engineering 
data, fabrication information and performance characteristics) are submitted to Consultant 
for review. Failure of submission of these documents to Consultant in a timely manner to 
allow for review will result in base specified product to be supplied at Consultant’s 
discretion, at no additional cost to Contract.  

.12 Products supplied by a manufacturer/supplier other than a manufacturer listed as 
acceptable may be considered for acceptance by Consultant if requested in writing with 
full product documentation submitted, a minimum of 10 working days prior to Bid closing 
date. 

.13 Any proposed changes initiated by Contractor after award of Contract may be considered 
by Consultant at Consultant’s discretion, with any additional costs for such changes if 
accepted by Owner and reviewed with Consultant, and costs for review, to be borne by 
Contractor. 

.14 Whenever use of product other than based specified products or named as acceptable is 
being supplied, allow sufficient time for processing of product submissions  and time for 
Consultant's review , such that there will not be significant impact on contract time or work 
schedule. 

.15 Requirements for low voltage systems of this project that are of technology that changes 
rapidly and are forever evolving and changing, resulting in systems that may be out dated 
by time of installation, are to include provisions to allow Owner option to select most 
updated technology. Shop drawings for such systems and equipment are to include 
provisions for a minimum 6-week review time for Owner to review degree of technology of 
each system and determine acceptance. Owner will have right to substitute a more 
advanced technology subject to negotiated pricing. 

1.17 SHOP DRAWINGS 

.1 At start-up meeting review with Consultant, products to be included in shop drawing 
submission. Prepare and submit list of products to Consultant for review. 
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.2 Submit electronic copies of shop drawings unless otherwise directed by Owner or 
reviewed with Consultant. Review exact requirements with Consultant. 

.3 Submit for review, drawings showing in detail design, construction, and performance of 
equipment and materials as requested in Specification. Submit shop drawings to 
Consultant for review prior to ordering and delivery of product to site. Include minimally for 
preparation and submission of following, as applicable: 

.1 product literature cuts; 

.2 equipment data sheets; 

.3 equipment dimension drawings; 

.4 system block diagrams; 

.5 sequence of operation; 

.6 connection wiring schematic diagrams; 

.7 functionality with integrated systems. 

.4 Each shop drawing or product data sheet is to be properly identified with project name 
and product drawing or specification reference. Shop drawing or product data sheet 
dimensions are to match dimension type on drawings. 

.5 Where any item of equipment is required by Code or Standard or By-Law to meet a 
specific energy efficiency level, or any other specific requirement, ensure this requirement 
is clearly indicated on submission. 

.6 Ensure proposed products meet each requirement of Project. Endorse each shop drawing 
copy "CERTIFIED TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL REQUIREMENTS". Include 
company name, submittal date, and sign each copy. Shop drawings that are received and 
are not endorsed, dated and signed will be returned to be resubmitted.  

.7 Consultant to review shop drawings and indicate review status by stamping shop drawing 
copies as follows: 

.1 "REVIEWED" or "REVIEWED AS NOTED" (appropriately marked) – If Consultant’s 
review of shop drawing is final, Consultant to stamp shop drawing; 

.2 "RETURNED FOR CORRECTION" – If Consultant’s review of shop drawing is not 
final, Consultant to stamp shop drawing as stated above, mark submission with 
comments, and return submission. Revise shop drawing in accordance with 
Consultant’s notations and resubmit. 

.8 Following is to be read in conjunction with wording on Consultant’s shop drawing review 
stamp applied to each and every shop drawing submitted: 
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"THIS REVIEW BY CONSULTANT IS FOR SOLE PURPOSE OF ASCERTAINING 
CONFORMANCE WITH GENERAL DESIGN CONCEPT. THIS REVIEW DOES NOT 
MEAN THAT CONSULTANT APPROVES DETAILED DESIGN INHERENT IN SHOP 
DRAWINGS, RESPONSIBILITY FOR WHICH REMAINS WITH CONTRACTOR.  
CONSULTANT’S REVIEW DOES NOT RELIEVE CONTRACTOR OF RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN SHOP DRAWINGS OR OF CONTRACTOR’S 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR MEETING REQUIREMENTS OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. BE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR DIMENSIONS TO BE CONFIRMED AND CORRELATED AT JOB 
SITE, FOR INFORMATION THAT PERTAINS SOLELY TO FABRICATION PROCESSES 
OR TO TECHNIQUES OF CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION, AND FOR CO-
ORDINATION OF WORK OF SUB-TRADES." 

.9 Submit each system and each major component as separate shop drawing submissions. 
Submit together, shop drawings for common devices such as devices of each system. 

.10 Obtain shop drawings for submission from product manufacturer’s authorized 
representatives and supplemented with additional items specified herein. 

.11 Do not order product until respective shop drawing review process has been properly 
reviewed with Consultant. 

.12 Where extended warranties are specified for equipment items, submit specified extended 
warranty with shop drawing submittal. 

.13 Refer to specific requirements in other Sections. 

1.18 ENGINEERED SUBMITTALS 

.1 Submittals for items required to be sealed by a professional engineer (engineered) are to 
be duly prepared, sealed, and signed under direct control and supervision of a qualified 
professional engineer licensed in jurisdiction of the work. Professional engineer is to 
conform to requirements specified in this Section in article entitled Requirements for 
Contractor Retained Engineers. 

.2 Engineered submittals are to include, but not be limited to, following: 

.1 complete CAD layout drawings indicating equipment, wiring schematic, conduit 
routing and sizing, zones, devices, and any other pertinent data; 

.2 listing of design data used to determine system layout and sizing; 

.3 complete copies of design calculations and listing of design data used in preparing 
calculations; 

.4 list detailing standards, codes, regulations, etc. adhered to when designing system; 

.5 items as noted in other Sections of the Specification. 

.3 Professional engineer responsible for engineered submittals is to perform periodic field 
reviews, including review of associated mock-ups where applicable, at locations wherever 
work as described by engineered submittal is in progress, during fabrication and 
installation of such work, and submit a field review report after each visit. Submit field 
review reports to Consultant and authorities having jurisdiction as required. 
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.4 Field reviews are to be at intervals as necessary and appropriate to progress of work 
described by engineered submittal to allow engineer to be familiar with progress and 
quality of such work and to determine if work is proceeding in general conformity with 
Contract Documents including reviewed shop drawings and design calculations. 

.5 Upon completion of work as described by engineered submittal, professional engineer 
responsible for preparation of engineered submittal and for performing periodic field 
reviews is to prepare and submit to Consultant and, if applicable, authorities having 
jurisdiction, a letter certifying that work has been supplied and installed in accordance with 
requirements of Contract Documents, authorities having jurisdiction and engineered 
submittal. 

1.19 EQUIPMENT LOADS 

.1 Supply equipment loads (self-weight, operating weight, housekeeping pad, inertia pads, 
etc.) to Consultant, via shop drawing submissions, prior to construction. 

.2 Where given choice of specific equipment, actual weight, location and method of support 
of equipment may differ from those assumed by Consultant for base design. Back-check 
equipment loads, location, and supports, and include necessary accommodations. 

.3 Where supporting structure consists of structural steel framing, it is imperative that 
equipment loads, location, and method of support be confirmed prior to fabrication of 
structural steel. Review locations of equipment with Consultant prior to construction. 

1.20 OPENINGS 

.1 Supply opening sizes and locations to Consultant to allow verification of their effect on 
design, and for inclusion on structural drawings where appropriate. 

.2 No openings are permitted through completed structure without written approval from 
Owner and review with Consultant. Show required openings on a copy of structural 
drawings. Identify exact locations, elevations, and size of proposed openings and submit 
to Consultant for review, well in advance of doing work. 

.3 Prior to leaving site at end of each day, walk through areas of work and check for any 
openings, penetrations, holes, and/or voids created under scope of work of project, and 
ensure that any openings created under scope of work have been closed off, fire-stopped 
and smoke-sealed. Unless otherwise directed by Owner and reviewed with Consultant, do 
not leave any openings unprotected and unfinished overnight. 

1.21 SCAFFOLDING, HOISTING, AND RIGGING,  

.1 Unless otherwise specified or directed, supply, erect and operate scaffolding, rigging, 
hoisting equipment and associated hardware required for work, and subject to approval 
from Owner and review with Consultant. 

.2 Use scaffolds in such a manner as to interfere as little as possible with work of other 
trades. 

.3 Do not place major scaffolding/hoisting equipment loads on any portion of structure 
without approval from Owner and review with Consultant. No supports, clips, brackets or 
similar devices are to be welded, bolted or otherwise affixed to any finished member or 
surface without approval from Owner and review with Consultant. 
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.4 Immediately remove from site scaffolding, rigging and hoisting equipment when no longer 
required. 

1.22 CHANGES IN THE WORK 

.1 Whenever Consultant proposes in writing to make a change or revision to design, 
arrangement, quantity, or type of any work from that required by Contract Documents, 
prepare and submit to Consultant for review, a quotation detailing proposed cost for 
executing change or revision. 

.2 Quotation to be a detailed and itemized estimate of product, labour, and equipment costs 
associated with change or revision, plus overhead and profit percentages and applicable 
taxes and duties. 

.3 If overhead and profit percentages are not specified in front end specification documents , 
but allowable under Contract as reviewed with Consultant prior to contract signing, then 
allowable maximum percentages for overhead and profit are to be 7% and 5% 
respectively. 

.4 Unless otherwise specified in front end specification documents , following additional 
requirements apply to quotations submitted: 

.1 when change or revision involves deleted work as well as additional work, cost of 
deleted work (less overhead and profit percentages but including taxes and duties) is 
to be subtracted from cost of additional work before overhead and profit percentages 
are applied to additional work; 

.2 material costs are not to exceed those published in local estimating price guides; 

.3 electrical material labour unit costs are to be in accordance with National Electrical 
Contractors Association Manual of Labor Units at difficult level, less 25%; 

.4 mechanical material labour unit costs are to be in accordance with Mechanical 
Contractors Association of America Labor Estimating Manual, less 25%; 

.5 costs for journeyperson and apprentice labour must not exceed prevailing rates at 
time of execution of Contract and must reflect actual personnel performing work; 

.6 cost for site superintendent must not exceed 10% of total hours of labour estimated 
for change or revision, and change or revision must be such that site 
superintendent’s involvement is necessary; 

.7 costs for rental tools and/or equipment are not to exceed local rental costs; 

.8 overhead percentage will be deemed to cover quotation costs other than actual site 
labour and materials, and rentals; 

.9 quotations, including those for deleted work, to include a figure for any required 
change to Contract time. 

.5 Quotations submitted that are not in accordance with requirements specified above will be 
rejected and returned for re-submittal. Failure to submit a proper quotation to enable 
Consultant to expeditiously process quotation and issue a Change Order will not be 
grounds for any additional change to Contract time. 
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.6 Make requests for changes or revisions to work in writing to Consultant and, if accepted 
by Owner, Notice of Change to be issued. 

.7 Do not execute any change or revision until written authorization for change or revision 
has been obtained from Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 

1.23 PROGRESS PAYMENT BREAKDOWN 

.1 Prior to submittal of first progress payment draw, submit a detailed breakdown of work 
cost to assist Consultant in reviewing and approving progress payment claims. 

.2 Payment breakdown is subject to Owner’s approval and Consultant’s review. Progress 
payments will not be processed until an approved breakdown is in place. Breakdown is to 
include one-time claim items such as mobilization and demobilization, insurance, bonds (if 
applicable), shop drawings and product data sheets, commissioning including system 
testing and verification, and project closeout submittals. 

.3 Indicate equipment, material and labour costs for site services (if applicable) and indicate 
work of each trade in same manner as they will be indicated on progress draw. 

1.24 NOTICE FOR REQUIRED FIELD REVIEWS 

.1 Whenever there is a requirement for Consultant to perform a field review prior to 
concealment of any work, to inspect/re-inspect work for deficiencies prior to Substantial 
Performance of the Work, for commissioning demonstrations, and any other such field 
review, give minimum 5 working days’ notice in writing to Consultant. 

.2 If Consultant is unable to attend a field review when requested, arrange an alternative 
date and time. 

.3 Do not conceal work until Consultant advises that it may be concealed. 

.4 When Consultant is requested to perform a field review and work is not ready to be 
reviewed, reimburse Consultant for time and travel expenses. 

1.25 PRELIMINARY TESTING 

.1 When directed by Consultant, promptly arrange, pay for, and perform site tests on any 
piece of equipment or any system for such reasonable lengths of time and at such times 
as may be required to prove compliance with Specification and governing Codes and 
Regulations, prior to Substantial Performance of the Work.  

.2 When, in Consultant’s opinion, tests are required to be performed by a certified testing 
laboratory, arrange and pay for such tests. 

.3 These tests are not to be construed as evidence of acceptance of work, and it is agreed 
and understood that no claim for delays or damage will be made for injury or breakage to 
any part or parts of equipment or system due to test where such injuries or breakage were 
caused by faulty parts and/or workmanship of any kind.  

.4 When, in Consultant’s opinion, tests indicate that equipment, products, etc., are defective 
or deficient, immediately remove such equipment and/or products from site and replace 
them with acceptable equipment and/or products, at no additional cost. 
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1.26 PROVISIONS FOR SYSTEMS/EQUIPMENT USED DURING CONSTRUCTION 

.1 Any system or piece of equipment that is specified to be provided under requirements of 
Documents and is required to be used during construction stages of work prior to issuing 
of Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work, are to be provided with special 
interim maintenance and service to cover systems/equipment during time of use during 
construction period of project until project has been certified as substantially performed 
and such systems/equipment are turned over to Owner. 

.2 During this period of construction, such systems/equipment to not become property of 
Owner or be Owner’s responsibility for maintenance or service. Systems/equipment are to 
remain property of respective manufacturers/suppliers or Contractor, who are responsible 
for full maintenance and servicing of systems/equipment in order to maintain validity of 
warranties after turn over to Owner. 

.3 Prior to application for a Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work and turn over 
to Owner, such systems/equipment to be cleaned, restored to "new" condition, paint 
finishes "touched-up", filters cleaned or replaced, etc. 

1.27 TEMPORARY SERVICES 

.1 Coordinate with Prime Contractor, requirements for temporary services including but not 
limited to temporary electrical power, lighting, heating and exit pathways. Locations of exit 
pathways to be as decided at discretion of Prime Contractor and to be illuminated 
complete with emergency lighting, and provided with exit signage and fire alarm devices. 
Unless otherwise noted, provide required services in accordance with requirements of 
local governing building code and local governing inspection authorities. 

.2 Maintain fire protection of areas which may include fire watch during temporary shutdowns 
of existing systems, in accordance with requirements of local governing code and local 
governing authorities. 

1.28 CLEANING 

.1 During construction, keep site reasonably clear of rubbish and waste material resulting 
from work on a daily basis to the satisfaction of Owner and Consultant. Before applying for 
a Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work, remove rubbish and debris, and be 
responsible for repair of any damage caused as a result of work. 

.2 At time of final cleaning, clean luminaire reflectors, lenses, and other luminary surfaces 
that have been exposed to construction dust and dirt, including top surface, whether it is 
exposed or in ceiling space. 

.3 Clean switches, receptacles, communications outlets, coverplates, and exposed surfaces. 

.4 Clean other electrical equipment and devices installed as part of this project. 

1.29 RECORD AS-BUILT DRAWINGS 
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.1 Drawings for this project have been prepared on a CAD system using AutoCAD software 
of release version reviewed with Consultant. For purpose of producing record "as built" 
drawings, copies of Contract Drawings can be obtained from Consultant, at expense of 
$25.00 CDN plus HST, per drawing, up to first 10 drawings, and $5.00 CDN plus HST, per 
any additional drawings thereafter. Drawings may also to be used for preparation of 
layouts and interference drawings. 

.2 As work progresses at site, clearly mark in red in a neat and legible manner on a set of 
bound white prints of Contract Drawings, changes and deviations from routing of services 
and locations of equipment shown on Contract Drawings, on a daily basis. Changes and 
deviations include those made by addenda, change orders, and site instructions. Use 
notes marked in red as required. Maintain white print red line as-built set at site for 
exclusive use of recording as-built conditions, keep set up-to-date, and ensure set is 
available for periodic review. As-built set is also to include following: 

.1 dimensioned location of inaccessible concealed work; 

.2 locations of control devices with identification for each; 

.3 location and identification of devices in concealed locations such as accessible 
ceiling spaces and raised floors; 

.4 location of concealed services terminated for future extension and work concealed 
within building in inaccessible locations. 

.5 location of fire alarm devices and include addresses of devices; identify fire alarm 
zones; 

.6 identify routing and location of concealed conduits/ducts of diameter 50 mm (2") and 
greater; 

.3 Before applying for a Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work, update a clean 
copy of Contract Drawing set in accordance with marked up set of "as-built" white prints 
including deviations from original Contract Drawings, thus forming an "as-built" drawing 
set. Submit "as-built" site drawing prints to Consultant for review. Make necessary 
revisions to drawings as per Consultant’s comments, to satisfaction of Consultant. 

.4 Use final reviewed "as-built" drawing set to provide CAD files of drawings thus forming 
true "as-built" set of Contract Drawings. Identify set as "Project Record Copy". Load digital 
copies of final reviewed by Consultant as-built drawings onto USB type flash drive. 
Provide 2 complete sets of "as-built" drawings on separate USBs. Submit "as-built" sets of 
white prints and USBs to Consultant. 

.5 Submitted drawings are to be of same quality as original Contract Drawings. CAD drawing 
files are to be compatible with AutoCAD software release version confirmed with 
Consultant. 

.6 Unless otherwise noted in front end specification documents , failure to maintain accurate 
record drawings will incur additional 5% holdback on progress claims until drawings are 
brought up to date to satisfaction of Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 
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1.30 OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS 

.1 For each item of equipment for which a shop drawing is required (except for simple 
equipment), supply minimum 1 hard copy and 2 digital copies on USB of project specific, 
indexed, manufacturers’ operating and maintenance (O&M) instruction data manuals. 
Review exact quantity of manuals with Consultant. Consolidate each copy of data in an 
identified hard cover three "D" ring binder. Each binder to include: 

.1 front cover: project name label; wording – "Electrical Systems Operating and 
Maintenance Manual"; and date; 

.2 introduction sheet listing Consultant, Contractor, and Subcontractor names, street 
addresses, telephone and fax numbers, and e-mail addresses; 

.3 equipment manufacturer's authorized contact person name, telephone number and 
company website; 

.4 Table of Contents sheet, and corresponding index tab sheets; 

.5 copy of each "REVIEWED" or clean, updated "REVIEWED AS NOTED" shop 
drawing or product data sheet, with manufacturer's/supplier's name, telephone and 
fax numbers, email address, company website address, and email address for local 
source of parts and service; when shop drawings are returned marked "REVIEWED 
AS NOTED" with revisions marked on shop drawing copies, they are to be revised by 
equipment supplier to incorporate comments marked on "reviewed" shop drawings 
and a clean updated copy is to be included in operating and maintenance manuals; 

.6 maintenance data as follows: 

.1 operation and trouble-shooting instructions for each item of equipment and each 
system; 

.2 schedules of tasks, frequency, tools required, and estimated task time; 

.3 recommended maintenance practices and precautions including warnings of any 
maintenance practice that will damage or disfigure equipment/systems; 

.4 complete parts lists with numbers. 

.7 performance data as follows: 

.1 equipment and system start-up data sheets; 

.2 equipment test reports; 

.3 final verification and commissioning reports. 

.8 explanation of operating principles and sequences; 

.9 inspection certificates issued by regulatory authorities; 

.10 wiring and connection diagrams; 

.11 copies of additional and revised panelboard directories; 
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.12 warranties; 

.13 items requested specifically in Section Articles. 

.2 Generally, binders are not to exceed 75 mm (3") thick and not to be more than 2/3 full. 

.3 Operating and maintenance instructions are to relate to job specific equipment supplied 
under this project and related to Owner’s building. Language used in manuals is to contain 
simple practical operating terms and language easy for in-house maintenance staff to 
understand how to operate and maintain each system. 

.4 Before applying for a Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work, assemble one 
draft copy of O & M Manual and submit to Consultant for review prior to assembling 
remaining copies. Incorporate Consultant’s comments into final submission. 

.5 Provide 2 digital copies of contents of operating and maintenance manuals and load onto 
separate USB type flash drives and submit to Consultant. Prepare digital copies using 
version of Adobe Acrobat Portable Document Format or equal as reviewed with 
Consultant and enhanced with bookmarks and internal document links. 

1.31 COMMISSIONING 

.1 Interface, cooperate and coordinate with commissioning activities. Perform commissioning 
activities for aspects of work provided in Electrical Divisions and perform corrective work.  

.2 Submit copies of submittals such as O&M manuals, shop drawings, schedules and test 
reports of systems and equipment to Commissioning Agent, prior to start of 
commissioning activity or as directed by Commissioning Agent. 

.3 Commissioning Agent may also be present for any testing/commissioning activities. Notify 
Commissioning Agent in advance of these activities. 

.4 Refer to front end documents for additional commissioning requirements. Refer to Section 
entitled Electrical Work Commissioning for additional requirements. 

1.32 PROJECT CLOSE OUT SUBMITTALS 

.1 Prior to application for Substantial Performance of the Work, submit required items and 
documentation specified, including following: 

.1 Operating and Maintenance Manuals; 

.2 as-built record drawings and associated data; 

.3 extended warranties for equipment as specified; 

.4 operating test certificates; 

.5 final commissioning report; 

.6 identified keys for equipment and/or panels for which keys are required, and other 
items required to be submitted; 

.7 other data or products specified. 
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1.33 INSTRUCTIONS TO OWNER 

.1 Refer to equipment and system operational and maintenance training requirements 
specified in front end documents. 

.2 Train Owner’s designated personnel in aspects of operation and maintenance of 
equipment and systems as specified. Demonstrations and training are to be performed by 
qualified technicians employed by equipment/system manufacturer/supplier. Supply hard 
copies of training materials to each attendee.  

.3 Unless where specified otherwise in trade Sections, minimum requirements are for 
manufacturer/suppliers of each system and major equipment, to provide minimum two 
separate sessions each consisting of minimum 4 hours on site or in factory training (at 
Owner’s choice), of Owner’s designated personnel (for up to 6 people each session), on 
operation and maintenance procedures of system. 

.4 For each item of equipment and for each system for which training is specified, prepare 
training modules as specified below. Use Operating and Maintenance Manuals during 
training sessions. Training modules include but are not limited to: 

.1 Operational Requirements and Criteria: equipment function, stopping and starting, 
safeties, operating standards, operating characteristics, performance curves, and 
limitations; 

.2 Troubleshooting: diagnostic instructions, test and inspection procedures; 

.3 Documentation: equipment/system warranties, and manufacturer’s/supplier’s parts 
and service facilities, telephone numbers, email addresses, and the like; 

.4 Maintenance: inspection instructions, types of cleaning agents to be used as well as 
cleaning methods, preventive maintenance procedures, and use of any special tools; 

.5 Repairs: diagnostic instructions, disassembly, component removal and repair 
instructions, instructions for identifying parts and components, and review of any 
spare parts inventory. 

.5 Before instructing Owner’s designated personnel, submit to Consultant for review 
preliminary copy of training manual and proposed schedule of demonstration and training 
dates and times. Incorporate Consultant’s comments in final copy. 

.6 Obtain in writing from Consultant, list of Owner’s representatives to receive instructions. 
Submit to Consultant prior to application for Certificate of Substantial Performance of the 
Work, complete list of systems for which instructions were given, stating for each system: 

.1 date instructions were given to Owner’s staff; 

.2 duration of instruction; 

.3 names of persons instructed; 

.4 other parties present (manufacturer’s representative, consultants, etc.). 
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.7 Obtain signatures of Owner’s staff to verify they properly understood system installation, 
operation and maintenance requirements, and have received operating and maintenance 
instruction manuals and "as-built" record drawings. 

.8 Submit to Consultant copy of electronic version of training materials loaded on USB flash 
drive. Include in operating and maintenance manuals submission. 

.9 Provide digital video disc (DVD) recording of operating and instructions training for 
following systems: 

.1 emergency power gensets and control system; 

.2 fire alarm system; 

.3 security systems; 

.4 nurse call system; 

.5 dimming system; 

.6 BAS. 

.10 Provide custom video in DVD format that details on site systems and equipment 
operations and includes following: 

.1 professional videographer on site to capture training session; use wireless lavalier 
microphone to capture crystal clear audio of trainer in association with video footage; 
edit video to remove unnecessary footage; 

.2 DVD to include custom site specific system/equipment screens that outline key 
information about system/equipment and devices used on site only; 

.3 DVD to also include custom site specific video that details programming procedures 
in conjunction with a voiceover from on-site technician; 

.4 DVD created with a main menu screen and authored with chapters to allow operator 
to access specific areas of training instantly. 

.11 Supply minimum quantity of 3 copies of DVDs for each system/equipment. Owner to have 
option of such information loaded and submitted on USB flash drives. 

1.34 FINAL INSPECTION 

.1 Submit to Consultant, written request for final inspection of systems. Include written 
certification that: 

.1 deficiencies noted during job inspections have been completed; 

.2 field quality control procedures have been completed; 

.3 maintenance and operating data have been completed and submitted to, reviewed 
with Consultant and accepted by Owner; 
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.4 tags and nameplates are in place and equipment identifications have been 
completed; 

.5 clean-up is complete; 

.6 spare parts and replacement parts specified have been provided and acknowledged 
by Consultant; 

.7 as-built and record drawings have been completed and submitted to and reviewed 
with Consultant and accepted by Owner; 

.8 Owner’s staff has been instructed in operation and maintenance of systems; 

.9 commissioning procedures have been completed; 

.10 fire alarm verification has been 100% completed and Verification Certificate has been 
submitted to and accepted by Consultant. 

2  PRODUCTS 

NOT USED 

3  EXECUTION 

NOT USED 

END OF SECTION 
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1  GENERAL 

1.01 REFERENCE 

.1 Division 00 and Division 01 apply to and are a part of each Electrical Division Section. 

1.02 APPLICATION 

.1 This Section specifies products, criteria and characteristics, and methods and execution 
that are common to one or more Sections of Electrical Divisions. It is intended as a 
supplement to each Section of Electrical Divisions and is to be read accordingly. 

1.03 SUBMITTALS 

.1 Submit shop drawings for products of this Section. 

.2 Additionally as part of shop drawing submission process, submit following to Consultant 
for review: 

.1 sample of each proposed type of access door if supplied under work of this Division, 
as well as electronic copies of reflected ceiling plan drawings and wall elevation 
drawings showing proposed access door locations; 

.2 dimensioned location drawings indicating required sleeves and formed openings in 
structural poured concrete or precast concrete construction or in roofing, and 
locations of cutting or drilling required for Electrical Divisions work; 

.3 samples of materials and any other items as specified in succeeding Sections of 
Electrical Divisions; 

.4 weight loads of selected equipment (upon request); 

.5 equipment nameplate and warning sign proposed nomenclature, print type, symbols, 
sizing and colours; 

.6 fire stopping installation drawings with ULC certifications; 

.7 copies of prior to start of construction approvals from local governing authorities 
having jurisdiction. 

.3 Prior to application for Substantial Performance of the Work, submit following to 
Consultant for review (note: funds will be withheld until each of following items have been 
completed and documented to satisfaction of Consultant): 

.1 fire alarm system testing and verification report of each component of work; devices 
to be certified working and in proper order; 

.2 final distribution system testing and arc flash study performed and documented to 
satisfaction of Consultant; 

.3 structured network cabling system tested and verified to be operating and perfoming 
in accordance with specified standards. 

1.04 CONTINUITY OF SUPPLY FOR STANDARDIZATION 
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.1 Utilize materials of one manufacturer for aspects of work, where practical. Utilize one 
common manufacturer for wiring devices, such as switches and receptacles, whether 
installed loose or in a pre-manufactured component. Coordinate with each supplier and 
ensure conformance with this requirement. Identify deviations to Consultant and obtain 
approval of change prior to proceeding with work. 

1.05 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

.1 Hazardous materials and infectious materials are known to be present on site in existing 
buildings, including but not limited to following: 

.1 aspergillus; 

.2 mould; 

.3 asbestos; 

.4 PCBS; 

.5 lead; 

.6 mercury. 

.2 Division 01 identifies specific requirements and if such materials are present, include for 
costs to be educated and trained on special working conditions, to work in areas with 
hazardous materials including protective clothing, gear, tenting, enclosures, etc., and 
perform necessary partitioning/tenting/ventilation work to isolate areas and maintain 
disturbances of such materials to a minimum. Comply with infection control requirements 
and those of governing local Health and Welfare authority. An asbestos abatement report 
is available for review from Consultant. Unless otherwise noted, any abatement removal is 
responsibility of another Division of Work. 

.3 If proper abatement procedures are not followed, be responsible for bearing full cost of a 
full time qualified abatement inspector chosen by Owner. In areas where work is being 
done above or below an area being occupied, any slab penetrations into vertically 
adjacent occupied space are to utilize a proper enclosure in area of that work on that 
occupied floor. Be responsible for failure to comply with special requirements in working in 
areas of hazardous materials. 

.4 Include for company specializing in removal and disposal of materials containing PCB’s to 
remove and dispose off-site luminaire ballasts containing PCB’s. Check luminaires being 
deleted for ballasts containing PCB’s. Disconnect and dispose off-site such ballasts. Only 
companies that are certified and comply with Ministry of Environment and Ministry of 
Transport regulations with regards to hazardous waste materials are to be used to 
perform this Work. Prior to start of Work, submit to Consultant a copy of PCB disposal  

2  PRODUCTS 

2.01 CONDUITS 

.1 EMT (Thinwall), galvanized electrical metallic tubing to CSA C22.2 No. 83, complete with 
factory made bends where site bending is not possible and joints and terminations made 
with steel couplers and steel set screw type connectors with insulated throats, and 
concrete tight where required. 
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.2 Rigid galvanized steel to CSA C22.2 No. 45, with exterior zinc and interior enamel 
coatings, galvanized threads where factory cut and red lead coated threads where site 
cut. Factory made bends where site bending is not possible, factory made and threaded 
fittings, and connectors, and terminations with rigid couplings, and concrete tight where 
required. 

.3 Galvanized steel flexible liquid tight metallic conduit to CSA C22.2 No. 56, complete with 
Ideal "Steel Tough" liquid-tight flexible conduit connectors at terminations. 

.4 Galvanized steel flexible metallic conduit to CSA C22.2 No. 56, complete with proper and 
suitable squeeze type connectors at terminations. 

.5 CSA approved and labelled, FT-4 rated, rigid plastic (PVC) conduit complete with site 
made heat gun bends on conduit to 50 mm (2") diameter, factory made elbows in conduit 
larger than 50 mm (2") diameter, solvent weld joints, factory made expansion joints where 
required, and terminations made with proper and suitable connectors and adaptors. 

2.02 PULLBOXES AND JUNCTION BOXES 

.1 Galvanized or prime coat plated steel, suitable in respects for application and complete 
with screw-on or hinged covers as required, and connectors suitable for connected 
conduit. 

.2 Physical size of pullboxes to be as required by local governing electrical code to suit 
number and size of conduits and conductors. 

.3 Each box to be suitable in respects for application and complete with suitable securing 
lugs, connectors suitable for connected conduit, knockouts and, where necessary, 
suitable plaster rings, concrete rings, covers and any other required accessory. 

.4 Boxes exposed exterior of building or in non-climate controlled locations to be 
weatherproof boxes complete with gasketted covers. 

2.03 FIRESTOPPING AND SMOKE SEAL MATERIALS 

.1 Asbestos-free, elastomeric materials and intumescent materials, tested, listed and 
labelled by ULC in accordance with CAN/ULC S115, and CAN/ULC S101 for installation in 
ULC designated firestopping, and smoke seal systems to provide a positive fire, water and 
smoke seal and a fire resistance rating (flame, hose stream and temperature) no less than 
fire rating for surrounding construction. 

.2 Firestopping and smoke seal material system to be specifically ULC certified with 
designated reference number for its specific installation. As part of shop drawing 
submission, submit copies of firestopping drawings with ULC certificate and system 
number for each specific installation.  

.3 Materials are to be compatible with abutting dissimilar materials and finishes and 
complete with primers, damming and back-up materials, supports, and anchoring devices 
in accordance with firestopping manufacturer's recommendations and ULC tested 
assembly. Coordinate material requirements with trades supplying abutting areas of 
materials. 

.4 Submit schedule of opening locations and sizes, penetrating items, and required listed 
design numbers to seal openings to maintain fire resistance ratings. 
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.5 Typically, for openings of up to 250 mm (10") in diameter, provide putty pad type firestop 
materials equivalent to Specified Technologies Inc. "SpecSeal" intumescent, non-
hardening, water resistant putties containing no solvents, inorganic fibres or silicone 
compounds. 

.6 Typically, for openings of greater than 250 mm (10") in diameter, and for rectangular 
openings, provide pillow type firestop materials equivalent to Specified Technologies Inc. 
"SpecSeal" re-enterable, non-curing, mineral fibre core encapsulated on six sides with 
intumescent coating contained in a flame retardant poly bag. 

.7 Supply products of a single manufacturer for use on work of this Division. 

.8 Installer to be manufacturer trained and certified on specific product. Submit copy of 
certificate with shop drawings. 

.9 Include for manufacturer’s authorized representative to inspect and verify each installation 
and application. Submit test report signed and verified by system installer’s authorized 
representative and manufacturer’s representative. 

.10 Acceptable certification to also include certification by Underwriters Laboratories of 
Northbrook IL, using tests conforming to ULC-S115 and given cUL listing published by UL 
in their "Products Certified for Canada (cUL) Directory". 

.11 Acceptable manufacturers are: 

.1 Specified Technologies Inc.; 

.2 3M Canada Inc.; 

.3 Tremco; 

.4 A/D Fire Protection Systems; 

.5 Nelson; 

.6 Hilti Canada. 

2.04 FASTENING AND SECURING HARDWARE 

.1 Concrete inserts - Crane Canada Ltd., No. 4-M for concrete work for single or double 
conduit, cable tray, etc., runs and equipment. Unistrut Ltd. multiple type inserts for runs of 
three (3) or more conduits etc., or where a grid support system is required. 

.2 Concrete fasteners – "WEJ-IT" anchors, lead cinch anchors and/or "STAR" or "PHILLIPS" 
self-drilling anchors. 

.3 Masonry inserts – "WEJ-IT" expansion shields and machine bolts or, for light loads, fibre 
or lead plugs and screws. 

.4 Drywall or plaster wall and/or ceiling fasteners – 2-wing spring toggles. 

.5 Structural steel - Crane Canada Ltd., beam clamps. 
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.6 Metal framing channels – typical 40 mm (1-5/8") width but increased where required to 
suit application, galvanized steel channels complete with required fittings and ancillary 
hardware. Acceptable manufacturers of framing channels are: 

.1 Unistrut; 

.2 Thomas & Betts; 

.3 Hilti; 

.4 Eaton B-Line. 

.7 Acceptable manufacturers of fastening and securing hardware: 

.1 Crane; 

.2 Hilti; 

.3 Thomas & Betts.  

.8 Metal "J" hooks or Panduit "J-Pro" cable support systems for communications system 
cabling in accessible ceiling spaces were conduit or cable tray is not being provided. Use 
of J-hooks is subject to approval from Owner and review with Consultant. 

.9 Velcro tie wraps for bundling and securing cables. 

2.05 ROOFTOP CONDUIT SUPPORT SYSTEM 

.1 Cooper B-Line "Dura – Blok" series rooftop support systems with features as follows: 

.1 CSA approved and/or ULC listed and labelled; 

.2 non-penetrating of roof; 

.3 vibration dampening; 

.4 does not float; 

.5 suitable for outdoor wet and freezing environments without damage caused by 
weather or freeze and thawing when exposed to de-icing chemicals; 

.6 environmental friendly; 

.7 constructed of recycled rubber. 

.2 Materials: 

.1 Dura-Blok Curb base made of 100% recycled rubber and polyurethane pre-polymer 
with a uniform load capacity to suit specific load application of support (minimum 
744 kg/m [500 pounds/linear foot]); each base to have a reflective red stripe. 
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.2 DB Series base: Dimensions: 150 mm (6") wide by 125 mm (5") tall by required 
overall length (minimum 225 mm [9"]); this is to be minimum dimensions, but base 
requirements must be increased to suit specific applications as recommended by 
system manufacturer; includes low base steel frame C channel 1.9 mm (14 gauge) – 
25 mm (1") high strut galvanized per ASTMA653; and pipe roller assembly. 

.3 Attaching hardware: Zinc-plated threaded rod, nuts and attaching hardware per 
ASTM B633. 

.4 Conduit clamps: single pipe supports constructed of galvanized steel and sized to 
accommodate sizing of installed conduits. 

.3 Confirm with system manufacturer that selected products provide proper support for 
application.  

.4 Acceptable manufacturers are as follows: 

.1 Cooper B-Line; 

.2 Clearline Technologies (C-Port); 

.3 Erico (Caddy Pyramid). 

3  EXECUTION 

3.01 GENERAL CONDUIT INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS 

.1 Install conduit concealed in finished areas, and concealed to degree made possible by 
finishes in partially finished and unfinished areas. Conduit may be exposed in unfinished 
areas such as Electrical and Mechanical Rooms, unless otherwise noted on drawings or 
specified herein. Refer to and examine architectural drawings and room finish schedules 
to determine finished, partially finished or unfinished areas of building. Documents do not 
identify exact routing. Where shown, routing is diagrammatic, identifying general 
requirements of routing and locations. Include for necessary offsets, fittings, 
transformations and similar items required as a result of obstructions and other 
architectural or structural details not shown. 

.2 Where conduits are exposed, arrange them to avoid interference with other work, parallel 
to building lines and install as high as possible. Do not install conduits within 150 mm (6") 
of "hot" pipes or equipment unless conduits are associated with equipment. Independently 
run conduit to be supported from wall/ceiling structure, not from ceiling hangers, ductwork, 
piping, cable trays, formed steel decking, etc. Do not run conduits within 900 mm (3') of 
equipment access opening covers. 

.3 So as not to impair required strength of structure, following criteria to be generally 
followed but which is to be reviewed and coordinated with Consultant prior to start of 
Work: 

.1 where conduits pass by a column, stay at least two times thickness of slab and drop 
away from column; 

.2 where conduits terminate adjacent to a column or wall, bring conduit in toward 
column/wall as close to 90° to face of column as possible within two times thickness 
of slab and drop away from column; 
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.3 maximum size of conduit in structural slabs is 1/5 of solid portion of slab thickness; 

.4 where more than two conduits are adjacent to each other, they are to be spaced 
greater of 3 diameters or 100 mm (4") apart; 

.5 total of depth of conduits crossing over each other is to be less than one-third 
thickness of slab; 

.6 place conduit in middle third of thickness of slab; do not lay conduit directly on 
reinforcing steel; 

.7 do not run conduit adjacent to parallel reinforcing bars; 

.8 do not run conduit longitudinally in beam without approval of Owner and review with 
Consultant; pass through beams at right angles to span of beam; 

.9 where conduits pass through beams, maintain at least twice depth of beam 
separation away from supports; 

.10 do not run conduits in slab beside a drop or beam within twice depth of slab from 
edge of drop or beam; 

.11 do not run conduits through shear walls or columns without approval of Owner and 
review with Consultant; 

.12 do not place conduit in structural elements in parking garage structures, water 
retaining structures or structures subjected to de-icing chemicals, without approval of 
Owner and review with Consultant. 

.4 For proposed use of conduit runs underground below slab include following provisions: 

.1 concrete encased ductbank with conduits of non-ferrous materials and sloped to 
drain properly into pit; 

.2 proper drain pit; 

.3 system to be a pull-in system; 

.4 20% spare conduits (with minimum of at least 1); 

.5 system proposal to consider and address any effects of magnetic fields. 

.5 For isolation rooms, seal conduits that penetrate through walls, floor, or ceilings with 
suitable elastomeric and intumescent materials around penetrating item and within any 
openings of item to ensure complete isolation of rooms. Such sealing materials are to be 
suitable for specific applications and maintain fire rating of penetrated surface and not be 
of a hazardous material. Submit shop drawings of proposed materials. 

.6 Conduits are sized on drawings, but in absence of type and sizing, type and size to suit 
intended application in accordance with applicable local governing electrical code 
requirements. Sizes identified on drawings are minimum sizes and are not to be 
decreased unless approved by Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 
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.7 Where receptacle type devices are located in existing floors and/or where feeds are 
required to furniture systems in open spaces, and where chasing of floor slab to run 
conduit is not acceptable to Owner  after review with Consultant provide fire rated "poke-
thru" assembly installed through floor and feed from conduit runs provided in ceiling space 
of floor below. 

3.02 INSTALLATION OF CONDUIT 

.1 Provide conduit for conductors except armoured cable and copper sheathed mineral 
insulated conductors, and except where duct or similar raceway materials are provided. 

.2 Provide conduit as follows: 

.1 for interior building surface mounted conductors greater than 600 V – rigid galvanized 
steel; 

.2 for exposed conduit outside building, for semi-exterior areas such as loading areas 
and within parking garage floor areas – rigid galvanized steel (rigid PVC where 
permitted by local codes and Owner and reviewed with Consultant); 

.3 for exposed conduit in non-climate controlled areas, in areas of corrosive elements – 
epoxy coated ridged galvanized steel; 

.4 for short branch circuit connectors to motorized equipment and distribution 
transformers (minimum length 450 mm (18"), maximum length 600 mm (24") with 
180° loop where possible) – galvanized steel flexible liquid-tight conduit; 

.5 for branch circuit conductors associated with isolated power systems and located in a 
concealed space in a wall or in a concrete floor slab-rigid PVC with separate 
insulated ground conductor; 

.6 at points, where conductors cross building expansion joints – galvanized steel flexible 
conduit with no less than 600 mm (24") of extra curve; 

.7 for branch circuit conductors in poured concrete slab – rigid PVC; 

.8 for interior conduit above 50 mm (2") diameter containing distribution conductors or 
communication systems conductors (fire alarm, telephone etc.) (except as noted 
above) – EMT with separate insulated ground conductor; 

.9 for corrosive environments – epoxy coated rigid steel; 

.10 for conductors except as noted above or elsewhere in this Specification – EMT. 

.3 Run rigid conductors in rigid type conduits suitable for application. Do not use flexible 
conduit. 

.4 Secure conduit located in poured concrete work in place in a manner such that conduit will 
not float or move when concrete is poured. Adequately protect such conduit from damage 
prior to and during concrete pour, and from concrete and water penetration. 

.5 Review with Consultant prior to Start of Work, maximum allowable size of conduit for 
installation in poured concrete. Placement of reinforcing steel in structural concrete work 
will take precedence over placement of conduit. Spaced adequately multiple runs of 
conduit in poured concrete work, as reviewed with Consultant. 
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.6 Install flexible polyethylene conduit in continuous lengths wherever possible and "snake" 
conduit in trench. Where joints are necessary, make same with nylon inserts and stainless 
steel gear type clamps. Terminate with rigid conduit threadless connectors. Grade bed to 
provide proper drainage of conduits. 

.7 Support underground conduit on a well-tamped flat bed of earth, free from rocks or 
protrusions of any kind. Grade and slope bed to provide conduits and ducts with proper 
drainage. Coordinate with General Trades Contractor for provision of means to carry away 
drainage water. Obtain required approvals of work from local governing electrical utility 
and review with Consultant prior to back filling and covering. Provide pull cord in each 
duct run. 

.8 Provide manufactured expansion joints in rigid PVC plastic conduit at spacing as 
recommended by conduit manufacturer. 

.9 Provide a separate ground conductor in plastic conduits. 

.10 Support and secure surface mounted and suspended single or double runs of metal 
conduit at support spacing in accordance with local governing electrical code 
requirements by means of galvanized pipe straps, conduit clips, ringbolt type hangers, or 
by other proper manufactured devices. 

.11 Support multiple mixed size metal conduit runs with Unistrut Ltd., Electrovert Ltd. 
"CANTRUSS" or Burndy Ltd. "FLEXIBLE" conduit racks spaced to suit spacing 
requirements of smallest conduit in group. 

.12 Unless otherwise noted, provide conduit fittings constructed of same materials as conduit 
and which are suitable in respects for application. 

.13 Provide proper adaptors for joining conduits of different materials. 

.14 Cut square and properly ream site cut conduit ends. 

.15 Provide conduit as sized on drawings. Size conduit not sized on drawings in accordance 
with latest edition of local governing electrical code with consideration that sizes of branch 
circuit conductors indicated are minimum sizes and must be increased as required to suit 
length of run and voltage drop in accordance with voltage drop schedule found on 
drawings or at end of this section. Where conductor sizes are increased to suit voltage 
drop requirements, increase scheduled or specified conduit size to suit. Unless otherwise 
noted on drawings or required by local governing electrical code or specified elsewhere, 
conduit to be of minimum size 13 mm (1/2") diameter. Structured network cabling system 
conduit to be of minimum 19 mm (3/4") diameter, unless otherwise noted. 

.16 Site made bends for conduit to maintain full conduit diameter with no kinking, and conduit 
finishes are not flake or crack when conduit is bent. 

.17 Plug ends of roughed-in conduits which are exposed during construction with approved 
plugs. 

.18 Ensure that conduit systems which are left empty for future wiring are clean, clear, capped 
and properly identified at each termination point. Provide end bushing and suitable fish 
wires in such conduits. 

.19 Provide empty conduits to ceiling spaces from flush mounted panelboards located below 
and/or near hung ceiling. Refer to drawing detail. 
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3.03 EXPANSION FACILITIES FOR CONDUIT CROSSING BUILDING EXPANSION JOINTS 

.1 Wherever concealed or surface mounted conduits cross building expansion joints, provide 
expansion facilities to permit free movement without imposing additional stress or loading 
upon support system, and to prevent excessive movement at joints and connections, in 
accordance with drawing details and local governing inspection approvals. 

3.04 INSTALLATION OF OUTLET BOXES AND BACK BOXES 

.1 Provide an outlet box or back box for each luminaire, wiring device, telephone outlet, fire 
alarm system component, communications systems components, and each other such 
outlet. 

.2 Size boxes to accommodate exact supplied components and for bending radii of installed 
cables. Confirm requirements with respective system vendors. 

.3 Outlet boxes flush mounted in interior construction, surface mounted in concealed interior 
locations, and surface mounted in exposed interior locations where connecting conduit is 
EMT, to be stamped and galvanized steel outlet boxes unless otherwise noted. 

.4 Provide sealing around boxes in walls where insulation and vapour barrier is present or for 
walls of rooms that are sealed. Maintain sealing system of wall. 

.5 Outlet boxes in underground plastic conduit systems to be rigid PVC plastic outlet boxes, 
unless otherwise noted. 

.6 Outlet boxes for flush floor mounted devices to be concrete tight formed galvanized steel 
fully adjustable flush floor boxes. Locate in to position and install in accordance with 
manufacturer’s instructions. Coordinate installation with trades pouring concrete floor slab 
or trade responsible for floor construction. 

.7 Provide barriered outlet box for switches connected to normal and emergency power and 
share a common faceplate. 

.8 Provide outlet boxes for special wiring devices, for special equipment and special 
applications. Refer to requirements specified in other Sections and/or on drawings. 

.9 Size and arrangement of outlet boxes to suit device which they serve. 

.10 Mounting heights and locations for outlet boxes are typically indicated on drawings, 
however confirm exact location and arrangement of outlets prior to roughing-in. 
Architectural drawings and Consultant’s instructions have precedence over electrical 
drawing diagrammatic layouts and specified mounting heights and locations. 

.11 Do not install outlet or back boxes "back-to-back" in walls and partitions. Stagger such 
outlets and seal against noise transmission in accordance with drawing details. "Thru-wall" 
type boxes will not be permitted for any application. 

3.05 INSTALLATION OF PULLBOXES AND JUNCTION BOXES 

.1 Provide pullboxes in conduit systems wherever shown on drawings, and/or wherever 
necessary to facilitate conductor installations. Generally, conduit runs exceeding 30 m 
(100") in length, or with more than two - 90° bends, are to be equipped with a pullbox 
installed at a convenient and suitable intermediate accessible location. 
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.2 Size boxes to accommodate exact supplied system and for bending radii of installed 
cables. Confirm requirements with respective system vendors. 

.3 Provide junction boxes wherever required and/or indicated on drawings and as required 
by local governing electrical code. 

.4 Provide sealing around boxes in walls where insulation and vapour barrier is present or for 
walls of rooms that are sealed. Maintain sealing system of wall. 

.5 Boxes in rigid conduit and EMT inside building to be stamped galvanized or prime coated 
steel. 

.6 Boxes in exterior rigid conduit and boxes in perimeter wall where insulation and vapour 
barrier is present, to be "Condulet" cast gasketted boxes, unless otherwise noted. 

.7 Boxes in plastic conduit to be rigid PVC plastic boxes complete with required couplings. 

.8 Pullboxes and junction boxes to be accessible after work is completed. 

.9 Accurately locate and identify concealed pullboxes and junction boxes on "As-built" record 
drawings. 

.10 Clearly identify main pull or junction boxes (excluding obvious outlet boxes) by painting 
outside of covers. Spray painting is not permitted unless approved by Owner and 
reviewed with Consultant. Paint colours to be in accordance with following schedule: 

.1 normal power-blue; 

.2 essential power-orange; 

.3 fire alarm-red; 

.4 telephone-green; 

.5 miscellaneous signals-brown. 

.11 In addition to painting miscellaneous signal boxes, clearly identify specific system in which 
box is installed. 

.12 Cover boxes in fire walls with aluminium tape and seal with caulking. 

3.06 INSTALLATION OF FIRESTOPPING AND SMOKE SEAL MATERIALS 

.1 Where work penetrates or punctures fire rated construction, provide ULC certified, listed 
and labelled firestopping and smoke sealing packing material systems to seal openings 
and voids around and within raceway and to ensure that continuity and integrity of fire 
separation is maintained. Openings not in immediate vicinity of working areas are to be 
firestopped and sealed same day as being opened. 

.2 Install firestopping and smoke seal materials for each installation in strict accordance with 
specific ULC certification number and manufacturer’s instructions. Comply with local 
governing building code requirements and obtain approvals from local building inspection 
department. Ensure that openings through fire separations do not exceed maximum size 
wall opening, and maximum and minimum dimensions indicated in ULC Guide No. 40 U19 
for Service Penetration Assemblies and firestopping materials. 
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.3 Ensure that continuity and integrity of fire separation is maintained and conform to 
requirements of latest edition of ULC publication "List of Equipment and Materials, Volume 
II, Building Construction". 

.4 Comply with following requirements: 

.1 Examine substrates, openings, voids, adjoining construction and conditions under 
which firestop and smoke seal system is to be installed. Confirm compatibility of 
surfaces. 

.2 Verify penetrating items are securely fixed and properly located with proper space 
allowance between penetrations and surfaces of openings. 

.3 Report any unsuitable or unsatisfactory conditions to Consultant in writing, prior to 
commencement of work. Commencement of work will mean acceptance of conditions 
and surfaces. 

.4 Mask where necessary to avoid spillage and over coating onto adjoining surfaces. 
Remove stains on adjacent surfaces. 

.5 Prime substrates in accordance with product manufacturer’s written instructions. 

.6 Provide temporary forming as required and remove only after materials have gained 
sufficient strength and after initial curing. 

.7 Tool or trowel exposed surfaces to a neat, smooth, and consistent finish. 

.8 Remove excess compound promptly as work progresses and upon completion. 

.5 Notify Consultant when work is complete and ready for inspection, and prior to concealing 
or enclosing firestopping and smoke seal materials and service penetration assemblies. 
Arrange for final inspection of work by local governing authority inspector prior to 
concealing or enclosing work. Make any corrections required. 

.6 On completion of firestopping and smoke sealing installation, submit a Letter of Assurance 
to Consultant certifying the firestopping and smoke sealing installation has been carried 
out throughout the building to service penetrations and that installation has been 
performed in strict accordance with requirements of local governing building code, any 
applicable local municipal codes, ULC requirements, and manufacturer’s instructions. 

.7 Manufacturer’s authorized representative to inspect and verify each installation and 
provide a test report signed by installing trade and manufacturer’s representative. Test 
report to list each installation and respective ULC certification and number. 

.8 Where work requires removal of existing firestopping materials and replacement of 
firestopping materials after cabling changes have been made, ensure that replacement 
material is same material and manufacturer of existing if any remains in place, or ensure 
that all existing material is removed before installation of replacement material. 

3.07 INSTALLATION OF FASTENING AND SECURING HARDWARE 

.1 Provide fasteners and similar hardware required for conduit, duct, raceway, conductors, 
etc. and for equipment hanger and/or support material unless otherwise noted. 
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.2 Accurately and properly set concrete inserts in concrete framework. Where multiple type 
inserts are used, space same to suit requirements of smallest conduit, etc., in group. 

.3 Fasten hanger and support provisions to masonry with expansion shields and machine 
bolts, or, for light loads, use plugs, and screws. 

.4 In drywall or plaster walls and/or ceilings use two wing toggles and for heavy loads, 
provide steel anchor plates with two or more toggles to spread load. 

.5 Provide beam clamps for attaching hanging and/or support provisions to structural steel, 
or where approved by Owner and reviewed with Consultant, weld hanging and support 
provisions to structural steel. 

.6 Explosive powder actuated fasteners are not permitted unless specific approval for their 
use and type has been obtained from Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 

.7 Under no circumstances use ceiling suspension hangers or grids for suspension of 
conduit and conductors. Install supports to permanent structure of building, limited to 
areas that will not damage structural stability. 

.8 Comply with Consultant’s (Structural Engineer’s) limitations for maximum penetrations of 
securing hardware into concrete slabs. 

3.08 INSTALLATION OF ROOFTOP SUPPORT SYSTEM 

.1 Install rooftop support system for conduits/raceways in accordance with manufacturer’s 
instructions and recommendations to suit type of raceway and roofing materials. 

.2 If gravel top roof, remove gravel from around and under pipe support. Coordinate work 
with building roofing vendor confirmed with Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 

.3 Consult existing roofing vendor for roof membrane compression capacities and roof 
loading limitations. Comply with restrictions.  

.4 Use properly sized clamps to suit conduit sizes. Ensure that installation and use of system 
does not invalidate existing roof warranties. 

.5 Engage existing roofing vendor to inspect installation and verify that installation has not 
damaged roof. 

3.09 DISCONNECTION, REMOVAL AND RELOCATION WORK 

.1 Where indicated on drawings or where required to perform Work of this Project, 
disconnect and remove items of existing obsolete electrical work. Relocate required 
devices as required to accommodate work of other Divisions. Where luminaires, switches, 
receptacles, and other devices and/or equipment is removed, disconnect at point of 
electrical supply, remove obsolete wiring and conduit up to source, unless otherwise 
noted, and make system safe to Owner’s satisfaction and as reviewed with Consultant. 
Remove obsolete conduit/raceways in accessible ceiling spaces, exposed locations, etc. 
Where existing obsolete conduit and similar raceway material cannot be removed, such 
as embedded in concrete, cut back and cap obsolete conduit and raceways. Refer to 
specific notes on drawings. 
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.2 When respective work is deleted, such deletions are to in no way affect operation of any 
existing interconnected mechanical or electrical components that remain. When existing 
circuits are being disconnected, maintain supervision of area to ensure that such circuits 
do not affect essential existing circuits being retained. 

.3 Refer to architectural drawings which define extent of areas being demolished in existing 
building. Review drawings and site and include for demolition and/or renovation of 
services as required to accommodate alterations detailed. 

.4 Unless otherwise noted, obsolete materials which are removed and are not to be 
relocated or reused are to become your property. Remove from site and properly dispose. 
Obtain from Owner and review with Consultant, a list of existing electrical items which are 
to be removed and turned over to Owner. Said items are to remain property of Owner. 

.5 Where existing services pass through or are in an area to serve items which are to 
remain, or pass through areas that are to be deleted, maintain services, but re-route as 
required. Include for rerouting existing services concealed behind existing finishes and 
which become exposed during renovation work, so as to be concealed behind new or 
existing finishes. Confirm with Owner services which are to be kept in service and 
operational. 

.6 Revise panelboard directories accordingly, if affected by any renovation, disconnection, or 
removal of work. Use Owner’s actual room names/numbers. 

.7 Protect existing devices being relocated or deleted to ensure that they are not damaged. 
Test such devices prior to disconnection and de-energization, to ensure that each device 
is in proper working condition. Ensure that motors are in proper rotation direction. 
Examine each device for damage. Report devices not working or with damage to 
Consultant prior to initiating any work. It will be assumed that devices are in proper 
working order and good condition if not reported. 

.8 Provide junction boxes, outlet boxes, wiring, plates, etc., as necessary for complete 
relocation of devices. Clean relocated or temporary removed devices and equipment, and 
ensure that they are in good operating condition before being reinstalled. Where existing 
luminaires are relocated, clean luminaires and inspect for damage. Relamp relocated 
luminaires. Report defects or damages to Consultant. Do not splice conductors unless 
approved by Owner and reviewed with Consultant. Utilize junction boxes and terminal 
devices for proper extension of circuits where approved. Otherwise replace circuits with 
home run continuous run of suitable lengths. 

.9 Provide blank coverplates on existing obsolete boxes which are to remain in position. 

.10 After installation is complete, test parts of re-used or relocated electrical equipment and 
correct faults and grounds. Include for fire alarm verification company to verify any 
relocated devices and downstream affected devices, and verify system as required by 
local fire authority to suit actual relocation work. For other existing systems, engage 
manufacturers authorized representative or Owner’s system maintenance contractor, to 
inspect and verify relocated devices. Review exact requirements with Owner and 
Consultant. Document testing in test reports, signed by testing technician. Submit copies 
to Consultant. 
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.11 Interior, exterior or underground electrical services (including auxiliary services, 
telephone, fire alarm, P.A. System, etc.) to operating parts of building are not to be 
hampered under any conditions and to that effect, necessary work may have to be carried 
out on an overtime basis, at no additional cost to this project. Existing risers are to be 
maintained in service as required to feed other areas of building(s). Do not interrupt any 
services without prior written approval by Owner and review with Consultant. Submit 
formal requests to Consultant outlining in detail requirements of proposal and wait for 
instructions from Consultant. 

.12 Be present when new doors or openings are being cut into existing walls and ceilings. 
Should any damage occur to electrical system, restore system to a safe and sound 
condition. 

.13 Where references are made on drawings that existing receptacles, etc., be extended 
and/or relocated to suit new construction, receptacles, etc., are to be tested and if found 
defective, be replaced with new devices. Cracked or broken cover plates are to be 
replaced and match Architectural finishes. Contractor may optionally replace existing 
basic receptacles, switches, and faceplates with devices matching existing devices. 

.14 Be responsible for disconnecting power supply to branch circuits controlling lighting, 
receptacles, panels, mechanical equipment, etc., for safe removal of equipment, conduit, 
wiring, boxes, etc., affected by demolition. 

.15 Close openings in boxes, panels, etc., that result from removal of equipment, conduit, 
wiring, fixtures, etc. Close openings in a proper manner and properly terminate and 
insulate cables to restore system to a safe operating condition, to Consultant's 
satisfaction. 

.16 Be present and supervise removal of electrical equipment, P.A. speakers, etc., during 
demolition of ceilings, walls, floors, etc. Existing equipment which is not to be relocated 
but interferes with demolition, are to be temporarily relocated until demolition work is 
completed. Services to temporarily relocated equipment are to be maintained at all times. 

.17 Remove and re-install existing ceiling tiles as required to perform work. Prior to removal, 
inspect tiles for damage and report any to Owner and Consultant. Any loose cabling is to 
be secured, and luminaires additionally supported with cables secured to ceiling slab. 
After work has been completed and successfully inspected, re-install ceiling tiles to 
existing standards and re-install devices. Be responsible for replacement of tiles and grid 
members damaged during work of Electrical Division. Comply with applicable governing 
authority requirements with regards to ceiling work in special areas. 

.18 Where existing surfaces are damaged by Electrical Divisions work and/or where existing 
devices are removed from wall, ceilings, floors and other surfaces, and such deleted 
devices are not being replaced in same locations, patch locations of these removed 
devices and re-finish. Patching and finishing is to be provided by tradesmen skilled in 
particular trade or application worked on, to Owner’s approval and review with Consultant. 
Where openings are left in existing ceiling tiles, replace ceiling tiles with new matching 
tiles approved by Owner and reviewed with Consultant. Unless otherwise included for in 
other Divisions, include for: 

.1 preparing existing surfaces to be filled and repainted to be cleaned as required to 
remove dirt, dust, oil, grease, loose paint, rust and any other foreign matter which 
would prevent proper bonding of new finish; sand glossy surfaces to uniform dull 
texture; 
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.2 filling in and patching surfaces with same material as existing surfaces; finished 
surfaces to match and line with existing adjoining surfaces; 

.3 providing fire stopping materials to maintain fire rating of the existing surfaces; refer 
to specification article entitled - Firestopping and Smoke Seal Materials. 

.4 using paint rollers and/or brushes to apply and extend paint finish over full height 
and/or width of area affected, to a straight line in location reviewed with Consultant; 

.5 applying sufficient number of coats such that patched area is indistinguishable to 
surrounding area; 

.6 materials used to be of equivalent quality to existing finishes standards and be 
compatible with finishes to which they are applied; 

.7 finishes to be approved by Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 

.19 Check luminaires to be deleted for PCB ballasts. Disconnect and remove such ballasts. 
As specified previously, include for company specialized in such hazardous materials to 
remove and dispose such materials off-site in compliance with Ministry of Environment, 
Ministry of Transport and any other governing authority regulations. 

.20 If at any time during course of building work, asbestos containing materials are 
encountered or suspected, cease work in area in question and immediately notify 
Consultant. Comply with local governing authority regulations. Do not resume work in 
affected area without approval from Owner and review with Consultant. 

3.10 INTERRUPTIONS TO AND SHUT-DOWNS OF SERVICES AND SYSTEMS 

.1 Shutdowns and interruptions to existing systems and services are to be coordinated fully 
with and performed at times acceptable to Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 
Generally, shutdown may be performed only between hours of 12:00 midnight Sunday 
until 6:00 a.m. Monday morning. Include for costs of premium time to perform work during 
nights, weekends or other times outside of normal working hours, which may be 
necessary to comply with stipulations specified herein this Article. Services for operation 
of existing non-renovated areas of building are to be maintained. 

.2 Within 10 working days upon award of contract, submit to Consultant for review and 
approval, a list of anticipated shut-down times and their maximum duration. 

.3 Prior to each shut-down or interruption, inform Consultant and Owner in writing minimum 
5 working days in advance of proposed shut-down or interruption and obtain written 
consent to proceed. Do not shut down or interrupt any system or service without written 
consent. Note that shutdowns of some essential services may require additional advance 
notification time. 

.4 Work associated with shut-downs and interruptions are to be carried out as continuous 
operations to minimize shut-down time and to reinstate systems as soon as possible. Prior 
to any shut-down, ensure that materials and labour required to complete work for which 
shut-down is required are available at site. 

.5 Review with Consultant if any conductor/feeder is designated for special considerations 
and if designated as such and is to be interrupted, ensure that at least following 
preparations are met: 
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.1 provide a schedule of proposed feeders to be interrupted; propose one feeder at a 
time to be worked on per scheduled shutdown; 

.2 provide a method of procedure for work; 

.3 prepare above documentation and submit for review by Consultant at least fifteen 
working days prior to date of each proposed work; 

.4 on day/night of proposed feeder work, advise Consultant of which feeder is to be 
worked on; review with Consultant requirements for witnessing work; 

.5 de-energize feeders and perform work as per Consultant and Owner reviewed 
schedule; 

.6 after feeders are re-routed, megger test each feeder. 

.6 Where working in close proximity to "live parts" or inside energized panels or energized 
cubicles of switchboards/substations, provide protection "boots" over bussing and 
insulating mats to cover areas of exposed live parts. 

3.11 CUTTING, PATCHING AND CORE DRILLING 

.1 Unless otherwise provided by General Trades, perform cutting, patching, and core drilling 
of existing building required for installation of your work. Perform cutting in a neat and true 
fashion, with proper tools and equipment. Patching is to exactly match existing finishes 
and be performed by tradesmen skilled in particular trade or application. Work is subject 
to acceptance by Owner and review with Consultant.  

.2 Criteria for cutting holes for additional services: 

.1 cut holes through slabs only; no holes to be cut through beams;  

.2 cut holes 150 mm (6") diameter or smaller only; review with and obtain direction from 
Consultant (Structural  Engineer) for larger holes; 

.3 keep at least 100 mm (4") clear from beam faces; 

.4 space at least 3 hole diameters on centre; 

.5 for holes that are required closer than 25% of slab span from supporting beam face, 
use cover meter above slab to clear slab top bars; 

.6 for holes that are required within 50% of slab span, use cover meter underside of 
slab to clear slab bottom bars; 

.7 submit sleeving drawings indicating holes and their locations for Consultant’s 
(Structural Engineer’s) review. 

.3 Where conduits and/or conductors penetrate existing construction, core drill or saw cut an 
opening. Size openings to leave 13 mm (1/2") clearance around conduit and/or 
conductors, and pack and seal and void between opening and conduit and/or conductor 
for length of opening with ULC listed and labelled material in accordance with article 
entitled "Firestopping And Smoke Seal Materials" specified herein this Section. 
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.4 Do not cut or drill any existing work without approval of Owner and review with Consultant. 
Be responsible for damage done to building and services caused by cutting or drilling. 

.5 Prior to drilling or cutting an opening, determine, in review with Consultant and Owner, 
and by use of non-destructive radar scan (magnetic scan) of slab or wall, presence of any 
existing services and reinforcement bars concealed behind building surface to be cut and 
locate openings to suit. Be responsible for damage to existing services caused by core 
drilling or cutting openings. Coring is not permitted through concrete beams or girders. 

.6 Fire stop and seal openings as specified, and patch as required before end of workday. 
No openings are to be left open overnight unless approved by Owner and reviewed with 
Consultant. 

3.12 FINISH PAINTING OF ELECTRICAL WORK 

.1 Unless otherwise noted, finish painting of exposed Electrical Divisions work is to be 
performed as part of work of Division 09. 

.2 Provide identification painting for electrical distribution equipment in accordance with 
application requirements of Division 09. Review exact finish colours with Consultant. 
Equipment requiring special colour identification painting to include but not be limited to 
following: 

.1 pull boxes and junction boxes; 

.2 communication system conduit; 

.3 genset exhaust piping. 

.3 Spray painting is not permitted unless approved in writing by Owner and reviewed with 
Consultant. 

END OF SECTION 
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1  GENERAL 

1.01 SUBMITTALS 

.1 Submit shop drawings for products and accessories. 

.2 Submit samples of conductors, when requested by Consultant. 

2  PRODUCTS 

2.01 GENERAL POWER CABLES 

.1 CSA approved, ULC labelled and certified. Unless otherwise noted, conductors to be 
copper and be suitable for applications as noted in governing local electrical code.  

.2 "RW90" CSA certified, single copper conductor to CSA C22.2 No. 38, 600/1000 volts, 
maximum 90°C (194°F) conductor temperature, -40°C (-40°F) minimum installation 
temperature, X-link polyethylene (XLPE) insulation, colour coded. 

.3 Solid conductors to and including No. 10 AWG; stranded conductors in sizes larger than 
No. 10 AWG; branch circuit conductors constructed of 98% conductive copper; and 
approved for minimum 600 volts, with minimum 1000 volts where noted. 

2.02 CONNECTORS 

.1 Armoured cable connectors must be proper squeeze type connectors and plastic anti-
short bushings at terminations. 

.2 Connectors for conductors connecting to devices as per local governing electrical 
requirements to be equal to IDI Electric (Canada) Ltd., "Ideal" No. 451, No. 452 and No. 
453, "Wing-Nut", CSA certified, 600 volts, rated pressure type connectors. 

.3 Splice connectors to line voltage branch circuit conductors and feeders to be CSA 
approved compression type connectors as follows: 

.1 of voltage rating to suit application; 

.2 typically for conductors No 8 AWG and greater; 

.3 long barrel, double crimp compression; 

.4 tin plated seamless copper tubing; 

.5 chamfered barrel; 

.6 colour coded for die identification; 

.7 used with manufacturer’s matching dies and compression tool; 

.8 covered with suitable 3M or Raychem flexible polyolefin, fire resistant, heat shrink 
tubing. 

.4 For conductors sized 3/0 and greater, provide long barrel double crimp, 2 hole 
compression type lug connectors, unless otherwise noted. 
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2.03 CONDUCTOR PULLING LUBRICANT 

.1 IDI Electric (Canada) Ltd., "Ideal Yellow 77" or "Wire Lube" as required. 

2.04 CABLE SPLICE KITS 

.1 3M Company, cold shrink in line splice kits as follows: 

.1 CSA approved; 

.2 meets requirements of ANSI C119-1 Standard with voltage ratings up to 1 kV; 

.3 cold shrink design which requires no application of heat source for installation; 

.4 open-ended, tubular, rubber sleeves which are factory expanded and assembled 
onto removable core; 

.5 core is removed after the tube has been positioned for installation over an inline 
connection, terminal lug, etc., allowing tube to shrink and form a water-resistant seal; 

.6 cold shrink tubing constructed of EPDM rubber; 

.7 suitable for indoor ,outdoor and direct burial applications; 

.8 additionally include required compression lugs of type compatible with cable type and 
electrical vinyl or silicone tape. 

.2 Provide exact splice type as per termination manufacturer’s recommendations to match 
(or exceed where applicable) cable properties including following: 

.1 voltage class rating and insulation BIL level; 

.2 conductor material, conductor size and cable/shielding type; 

.3 indoor or outdoor application. 

.3 Install splice kits in accordance with manufacturer’s detailed instructions. Prepare cable 
for accommodating splice jacketing tubes and body in accordance with splice kit 
manufacturer’s instructions. Install proper lugs using matching size die and crimping tool. 
Apply overall taping. After installation has been completed and inspected, test splice as 
per manufacturer’s recommendations. 

.4 Acceptable manufacturers are: 

.1 3M Company; 

.2 Tyco Raychem; 

.3 Prysmian Cables. 

3  EXECUTION 

3.01 PROJECT CONDITIONS 

.1 If identified in documents, verify that field measurements and conditions are as identified.  
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.2 Cable routing on drawings is schematic and approximate. Route cable as required to meet 
project conditions. Determine exact routing and lengths on site. 

.3 Confirm fire protection ratings of construction to ensure that rooms and paths of 
conductors are fire rated in accordance with local governing codes requirements. Include 
fire rated conductors as required to meet local governing codes requirements. 

3.02 CO-ORDINATION 

.1 Co-ordinate work with work provided under other electrical work and work of other trades. 

.2 Determine required separation between cable and other work. 

.3 Determine cable routing to avoid interference with other work. 

.4 Submit any alternative cable routing to Consultant for review prior to proceeding with 
work. 

3.03 INSTALLATION OF CONDUCTORS  

.1 Provide required conductors. Ensure fire rated conductors are provided for applications as 
required by local governing codes, standards and local governing authorities. 

.2 In applications where multiple conductors in conduit are being run, provide a trapeze 
configuration of metal C-channels and threaded rod hangers to support cable/conduit from 
ceiling slab. Wall mounted cable/conduit brackets and ring type conduit hangers may also 
be permitted in applications approved by Owner and reviewed with Consultant. Provide 
required cable support system accessories which are not specified herein or shown on 
drawings but are required for proper installation. 

.3 Conductors, unless otherwise noted, to be as follows: 

.1 underground inside or outside building and for non-climate controlled areas - "TWU" 
or "RWU90"; 

.2 for climate controlled areas wiring except as noted above or specified elsewhere in 
Specification or as noted on drawings - "T90 Nylon" or "RW90". 

.4 Support flexible armoured cable in ceiling spaces and in stud wall construction with steel 
2 hole cable straps to "Code" requirements. Flexible armoured cables must run in a neat 
manner parallel to building lines. Utilize centralized conduit runs to maintain maximum 
permitted runs of flexible armoured cables as specified. Provide insulating grommet at cut 
ends of flexible armoured cable to protect conductor insulation. 

.5 Splicing of conductors is permitted for replacement of existing conductors and extension 
as noted on drawings and where approved by Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 
Splicing of conductors is subject to following conditions: 

.1 splicing to extend existing conductors; 

.2 for low voltage control and signal conductors, splicing made within an electrical box 
with terminal strips; 
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.3 for interior line voltage conductors, splicing made within an electrical box with cold 
shrink splice kits and mechanical compression connectors; full assembly to suit type 
and size of conductors and as reviewed with Consultant; 

.4 for exterior line voltage conductors, splicing made with outdoor weatherproof cold 
shrink splice kits and mechanical compression connectors; full assembly to suit type 
and size of conductors and as reviewed with Consultant; 

.5 splice/splice box properly identified with suitable painting or labelling; 

.6 splice/splice box clearly identified on "as-built" drawings; 

.7 use of pressure type twist connectors only with review with Consultant, but generally 
not permitted; 

.8 use of "split bolts" is not permitted. 

.6 Install compression connectors with proper dies and compression tool as per connector 
manufacturer’s instructions. Install cold shrink tubing and associated materials as per 
manufacturer’s instructions. 

.7 Low voltage conductors to typically be No. 18 AWG "TEW" except for use in fire alarm 
system applications, unless otherwise noted. Provide specified fire alarm cables for fire 
alarm system applications or security system applications as approved by Code and local 
governing authorities. Conductors not installed in conduit or raceways to be fire insulated 
rated in accordance with latest governing Code Flame Spread requirements. 

.8 Generally, conductor sizes are indicated on drawings. Such sizes are minimum 
requirements and must be increased, where required, to suit length of run and voltage 
drop in accordance with applicable conductor voltage drop schedule appended to end of 
this Section. Conductors not sized or specified of type, to be sized and of type in 
accordance with requirements of local electrical code.  

.9 Do not use conductors smaller than No. 12 AWG in systems over 30 volts, unless 
otherwise noted. Do not use conductors smaller than No. 6 AWG for exterior luminaire 
wiring unless otherwise noted. 

.10 Colour code conductors throughout to identify phases, neutrals and ground by means of 
self-laminating coloured tape, coloured conductor insulation, or properly secured coloured 
plastic discs. Colours, unless otherwise noted, to be as follows: 

.1 Phase A - red; 

.2 Phase B - black; 

.3 Phase C - blue; 

.4 Ground - green; 

.5 Neutral - white; 

.6 Control - orange. 

.11 When pulling wires into conduit use lubricant and ensure that wires are kept straight and 
are not twisted or abraised. 
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.12 Control conductors, in addition, to be numbered with Brady Ltd. or Electrovert Ltd. Z type 
markers. 

.13 Colour code conductors for communications systems in accordance with system 
component manufacturer’s recommendations. 

.14 Neatly secure exposed wire in apparatus enclosures with approved supports or ties. 

.15 Install low voltage conductors in conduits, unless otherwise noted within Documents. 

END OF SECTION 
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APPENDIX – VOLTAGE DROP SCHEDULES 

MAXIMUM BRANCH WIRING DISTANCE FOR 120 VOLT SYSTEM AT 3% VOLTAGE DROP 

WIRE SIZE BREAKER 
SIZE 
(AMPERES) 

15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 100 

MAX LOAD 
AT 80% 
(AMPERES) 

12 16 24 32 40 48 56 68 80 

No. 12 - 24.4 18.3 - - - - - - - 

No. 10 - 38.1 29.0 19.1 - - - - - - 

No. 8 - 59.4 44.2 30.5 22.9 - - - - - 

No. 6 - 91.4 70.1 47.2 35.1 28.2 23.6 - - - 

No. 4 - - 109.7 73.2 54.9 42.7 38.1 32.0 27.4 - 

NO. 2 - - - 114.3 85.3 68.6 57.9 50.3 41.1 35.0 

No. 1 - - - - 103.6 85.3 73.2 61.0 54.9 43.4 

No. 1/0 - - - - 128.0 102.9 85.3 73.2 64.0 48.8 

No. 2/0 - - - - - 121.9 100.6 86.9 74.7 60.9 

No. 3/0 - - - - - - 118.1 102.1 88.4 70.1 

No. 4/0 - - - - - - - 120.4 102.9 83.8 

250 MCM  - - - - - - - - 114.3 91.4 

300 MCM - - - - - - -  - 103.6 

 
Note: Distances indicated in metres from panel to load for single phase. 

END OF APPENDIX 
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1  GENERAL  

1.01 SUBMITTALS 

.1 Submit shop drawings for products and accessories. 

2  PRODUCTS 

2.01 BASIC MATERIALS 

.1 Ground Conductors: Solid copper, insulated and bare to suit application and code 
requirements; and bond conductors. 

.2 Ground Connections: 

.1 Above Grade or in Manholes: Compression type connectors; Exothermic connections 
permitted above grade if approved by Consultant. 

.2 When making ground and bonding connections, apply a corrosion inhibitor to contact 
surfaces. Use corrosion inhibitor appropriate for protecting a connection between 
metals used. 

.3 Miscellaneous ancillary components to complete grounding and bonding work to 
requirements of local governing electrical authority and codes. 

3  EXECUTION 

3.01 GENERAL GROUNDING AND BONDING REQUIREMENTS 

.1 Provide required grounding and bonding work in accordance with drawings, local 
governing electrical authority, governing authorities having jurisdiction and local governing 
electrical inspection authority. Provide local governing electrical utility’s grounding 
requirements for stations, vaults and electrical rooms, as applicable. Confirm 
requirements with local governing electrical utility. 

.2 Ground and bond other equipment such as transformers, switchboards, panelboards, and 
similar metal work to perimeter ground bus. Provide minimum No. 3/0 insulated ground 
wire from ground bus in electrical rooms to switchboards, transformers, structure, floor, 
etc. 

.3 Effectively bond metallic pipe services such as, gas mains, water mains, and dry risers, to 
main grounding terminal at their point of entry. Make connections to services with 
purpose-made grounding clamps. 

.4 When buses are in place, bolts have been tightened, and lugs have been installed, coat 
entire installation with two (2) 100% covering coats of suitable shellac to prevent bus from 
oxidizing. 

.5 Throughout complex, solidly ground systems and make required grounding connections to 
electrical devices and apparatus. Ground conductors to be insulated copper wire 
connected with approved fittings in accordance with local governing electrical code. 

.6 Effectively bond building structures to main grounding system (grid). 

.7 Provide separate insulated ground wire for each isolated ground receptacle. 
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.8 Extend isolated grounding conductors of computer receptacles to isolated ground bus of 
computer panel board serving area. From ground bus extend ground conductors to 
building grounding station. 

.9 Connect grounding conductors to motors 10 hp and above or circuits 20A or above, with a 
solderless terminal and a bolt tapped to motor frame or equipment housing. Connect to 
smaller motors or equipment by fastening terminal to a connection box. Connect junction 
boxes to equipment grounding system with grounding clips mounted directly on box or 
with machine screws. Completely remove paint, dirt, or other surface coverings at 
grounding conductor connection points so good metal-to-metal contact is made. 

.10 Ground metal sheathing and any exposed metal vertical structural elements of buildings. 
Ground metal fences enclosing electrical equipment. Bond any metal equipment platforms 
which support electrical equipment to equipment ground. Bond rooftop equipment. 

.11 Ground and bond various telecommunications, audio visual systems, security, life safety 
and control systems in accordance with respective system manufacturers 
recommendations and in accordance with local governing electrical code requirements. 

.12 Make ground connections in slab or buried underground using local governing electrical 
authority approved welded copper connections.  

.13 Ground conductors not sized on drawings are to be sized in accordance with local 
governing electrical authority requirements. Ground conductor size is to be no smaller 
than requirements specified herein this article or on drawings. 

END OF SECTION 
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1  GENERAL 

1.01 SUBMITTALS 

.1 Submit shop drawings for products specified in this Section. 

1.02 SERIES RATED COMBINATIONS 

.1 Series rated combinations of over-current protective devices are not permitted. 

1.03 BREAKERS 

.1 Breakers to be NEMA rated types, and for switchboards and distribution panelboards, 
breakers when frame sized 225 amperes and greater, to be provided with solid state 
adjustable trip units with long time, short time and instantaneous time (LSI) functions and 
time delays. Set trip units at ratings as per coordination study as required for proper 
selective coordination. Provide ground fault alarm and trip functions at breaker trip rating 
above 600A, as coordinated with results of coordination study and as confirmed with 
Consultant. 

.2 Size breakers as per drawings and/or schedules, but in absence of direction, size 
breakers to suit intended application, to suit coordination study requirements and in 
accordance with local governing electrical code. 

2  PRODUCTS 

2.01 ADDITIONAL DEVICES FOR EXISTING EQUIPMENT 

.1 Additional breakers and switch and fuses assemblies for existing panelboards or 
switchboards are to match existing device standards and be completely compatible to 
board in which they are installed. During Bidding period, check and verify exact 
requirements of existing equipment to ensure that additional devices are accommodated. 
Make necessary modifications to equipment to accommodate device and feeder 
installation. Provide suitable engraved lamacoid identification nameplate on additional 
components. Revise typed circuit directory cards on branch circuit panelboards. Mount 
additional devices to standards of existing equipment manufacturer. Refer to notes on 
drawings. 

.2 For additional breakers and components as noted specifically on drawings, provide 
following: 

.1 required contacts; 

.2 current transformers; 

.3 potential transformers; 

.4 wiring in conduits; 

.5 test blocks and terminals; 

.6 necessary components for remote connection of alarms and monitoring points to 
BAS; co-ordinate work with BAS Contractor. 

.3 Provide additional retrofit work to existing equipment as noted on drawings. 
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.4 Products to be of types from existing equipment manufacturers. 

2.02 DISCONNECT SWITCHES 

.1 Eaton, heavy duty, CSA approved, disconnect (safety) switches. Features include: 

.1 front operated with a handle suitable for padlocking in "OFF" position and arranged 
so that enclosure cover cannot be opened while handle is in "ON" position 

.2 operating mechanisms: quick-break, positive acting with visible blades and a line 
terminal shield; 

.3 fusible units with fuse clips suitable for HRC fuses, unless otherwise noted; 

.4 ampere rating, number of poles and fuse requirements as indicated on drawings; 

.5 factory primed and painted switch enclosures. 

.2 Disconnects for variable speed drives to be suitable for use with such drives and include 
auxiliary switch/contact to de-energize control power circuit, as required and as 
applicable. 

.3 Enclosures for disconnects mounted in interior climate controlled areas and standard non-
climate controlled areas to be NEMA 3R . For corrosive environmental applications, 
enclosures to be minimum NEMA 4X. 

.4 Acceptable manufacturers are: 

.1 Eaton; 

.2 Siemens Electric Ltd.; 

.3 Schneider Electric (Square D). 

2.03 FUSES 

.1 Unless otherwise indicated, fuses to be Form I, Class "J" HRC fuses for constantly 
running equipment, and Form II, Class "C" HRC fuses for motorized equipment that cycle 
"ON" and "OFF". 

.2 Unless otherwise indicated, fuses for use in motor control centres and motor starters to be 
equivalent to Mersen Class "J" type "AJT", dual element time delay type and in 
accordance with UL standards 248-8 and 198L. 

.3 Fuses to be of type suitable for applications as required by local governing electrical 
codes and in coordination with respective equipment manufacturer’s recommendations in 
which fuses are required. Coordinate also with Mechanical Division Contractor for 
requirements for Mechanical Division equipment. 

.4 Fuses to be of product of one manufacturer. 

.5 Acceptable manufacturers are: 

.1 Mersen (Ferraz Shawmut); 
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.2 English Electric Ltd.; 

.3 Noram; 

.4 Cooper Bussmann. 

3  EXECUTION 

3.01 INSTALLATION OF DISCONNECT SWITCHES 

.1 Provide disconnects switches and install into locations and connect complete. Ensure 
adequate clearance is provided as per local code requirements and as required for access 
for operation and maintenance. Install as follows: 

.1 wherever shown on drawings and/or specified herein; 

.2 wherever required by MCC/VFD/starter schedule drawings; 

.3 for motorized equipment which cannot be seen from motor starter location or is more 
than 9 m (30') from starter location (in accordance with local governing electrical 
code requirements); 

.4 for "packaged" equipment fed from a motor starter panel. 

.2 Ensure enclosure ratings are suitable for intended applications. 

.3 Provide engraved Lamacoid nameplate with nomenclature reviewed with Consultant. 

3.02 INSTALLATION OF FUSES 

.1 Install fuses in mounting devices immediately before energizing circuit.  

.2 Ensure correct fuses fitted to physically matched mounting devices. 

.3 Ensure correct fuses fitted to assigned electrical circuit. 

.4 Provide a complete set of fuses for each fusible disconnect, motor starter, and similar 
fusible equipment provided or supplied. 

.5 Supply 3 spare fuses of each size and type used on project, mount fuses in cabinet. 
Secure cabinet in wall location as reviewed with Consultant. 

3.03 ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS FOR MECHANICAL, OWNER’S, ETC., EQUIPMENT 

.1 Provide required electrical connections to apparatus provided and/or supplied by Electrical 
Divisions. Review shop drawings and coordinate with each equipment vendor, 
requirements for power feeds and control/communication interconnections and provide 
these requirements to complete installations work. 

.2 In addition to providing electrical feeders and connections to equipment provided by 
Electrical Divisions, provide required electrical connections to apparatus provided and/or 
supplied by Mechanical Divisions, Owner and as part of other Divisions. 
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.3 Unless otherwise noted, provide electrical connections including power and control wiring 
for equipment supplied by Owner or by other Divisions, and except where specified for 
control wiring of Mechanical Divisions automatic control systems specification Section. 
Provide complete wired and empty conduit systems with fish cord, junction boxes, pull 
boxes, outlet boxes, faceplates, sleeves, etc. Provide disconnect switches, receptacles 
and other required wiring and connection accessories. Coordinate work with respective 
Consultants and suppliers of equipment to be provided with electrical connections. 

.4 Refer to Division 11, and include for coordination and interconnections of Division 11 
requirements and equipment schedule. 

.5 Coordinate with trades of other Divisions to ensure provision of proper electrical 
requirements. Unless otherwise noted or reviewed with Consultant, be responsible for 
provision of interconnect wiring between remote operator devices, controllers, and 
equipment being controlled by operator devices, whether or not such devices/controllers 
are supplied by Electrical Divisions. Where equipment is of split unit design and line 
voltage is required to both units, be responsible for feeders to each unit as coordinated 
with equipment manufacturer and Division responsible for equipment. Provide disconnect 
switches, receptacles and other required wiring and connection accessories. Provide 
system/equipment power feeds with hard wired or receptacle type connections, as 
required. Coordinate exact requirements prior to start of work, at time of shop drawing 
submissions and prior to roughing-in of work. Coordinate work with suppliers of equipment 
to be provided with electrical connections which may include but not be limited to 
following: 

.1 telecommunication systems; 

.2 mechanical systems and equipment. 

.6 Provide coordination of alarm connections of equipment with Mechanical Divisions BAS 
Contractor. Refer to drawings of both Electrical Divisions and Mechanical Divisions for 
BAS points to be connected. Include for wiring in conduit, contacts, termination/junction 
boxes, etc., as required for inter connection.  

.7 Mechanical Divisions are responsible for supply of motor control centres (MCCs), motor 
starters and variable frequency drives (VFDs) (also known as variable speed drives –
VSDs) and harmonic filters for motorized apparatus supplied by them and is to provide 
Lamacoid identification throughout. Motor starters, VFDs and/or MCCs are generally to be 
as scheduled. Generally starters are supplied in following manner: 

.1 loose starters for mounting adjacent to apparatus or on motor starter panels; 

.2 mounted starters in factory assembled and pre-wired motor control centres; 

.3 mounted starters on factory assembled and pre-wired packaged equipment. 

.8 MCCs and VFDs (with harmonic filters where required) are to be supplied and set in 
position by Mechanical Divisions. Coordinate installation and connection requirements 
with Mechanical Divisions and respective equipment manufacturers. Obtain required 
wiring diagrams. Provide required connections. 

.9 Be responsible for following work: 

.1 mounting loose starters and providing "line" and "load" power connections; 
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.2 providing motor starter panels - conduit work at motor starter panels to be 
horizontally and vertically plumb; plan installation to avoid crossovers; 

.3 making "line" side power connections to motor control centres and "load" side 
connections to motors or other apparatus supplied power from motor control centres - 
where applicable, sub-feed refrigeration machine starter from double lugs furnished 
in adjacent motor control centre for refrigeration equipment; 

.4 making "line" side power connections to starters on "packaged" equipment; 

.5 coordinating feeder entries to starters and starter assemblies with Mechanical 
Divisions; 

.6 providing additional disconnect switches (complete with identification) detailed on 
drawings, or required by Code, or for apparatus which cannot be seen from its starter 
or is in excess of 9 m (30') from its starter; 

.7 connections to thermistors and provision of additional relays as required for 
connections to starters; generally, Mechanical Divisions are to supply required 
thermistors and relays necessary for starters; review Mechanical Divisions 
specifications and/or drawings defining these requirements and include necessary 
work, wiring, conduit and components not being supplied by Mechanical Divisions; 

.8 performing required motor starter interlocking in accordance with requirements 
specified and as outlined on MCC/starter schedules; coordinate interlocking 
requirements with Mechanical Divisions;  

.9 ensure that an identification nameplate is provided on each motor starter or 
disconnect;  

.10 ensure that an identification nameplate is provided on each motor control centre  
nameplate is to identify name, for example, MCC No. 1, and voltage, for example, 
600 V; 

.11 ensure that an identification nameplate is provided and attached with stainless steel 
screws to each separately mounted 3-phase motor starter or group of 3-phase motor 
starters a suitably sized black-white-black Lamacoid nameplate engraved to read: 

"MOTOR(S) IS CAPABLE OF MAKING TWO (2) STARTS IN SUCCESSION, 
COASTING TO REST WITH APPROXIMATELY 15 MINUTES ELAPSED TIME 
BETWEEN STARTS, WITH MOTOR INITIALLY AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, OR 
OF MAKING ONE (1) START WITH MOTOR INITIALLY AT A TEMPERATURE NOT 
EXCEEDING ITS RATED LOAD OPERATING TEMPERATURE, IF ΩK2 OF LOAD, 
LOAD TORQUE DURING ACCELERATION, APPLIED VOLTAGE AND METHOD 
OF STARTING ARE THOSE FOR WHICH MOTOR WAS DESIGNED." 

.12 Replace motors due to abuse of above prior to acceptance of work. If additional 
starts are required, it is recommended that none be made until conditions affecting 
motor operation have been thoroughly investigated and apparatus examined for 
evidence of excessive heating. Restrict number of motor starts to absolute minimum 
since life of motor is affected by number of starts. 
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.13 Where supplied by Mechanical Divisions and connected by Electrical Divisions, 
connect VFDs and harmonic filters with power, control and monitoring conductors in 
strict accordance with manufacturer’s instructions and local governing electrical code. 
Provide manufacturer’s recommended conductors and connectors to suit respective 
connected equipment. Provide required upstream fused disconnects or breakers and 
overload protection. Maintain separation of power and control conductors as per 
manufacturer’s requirements to minimize effects of electromagnetic interference. 
Properly ground and bond equipment. Coordinate exact installation requirements 
with Mechanical Division and equipment vendors. 

.10 Refer also to testing and verification requirements in Section entitled Electrical Work 
Analysis and Testing and include applicable requirements. 

END OF SECTION 
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1  GENERAL 

1.01 SUBMITTALS 

.1 Submit shop drawings for products specified in this Section. Include annunciator 
schedules, revised system programming and sample of revised graphic annunciator 
layout and nomenclature. 

.2 Submit copies of final system testing and verification reports and certificates of approvals 
from local governing inspection authority. 

2  PRODUCTS 

2.01 EXISTING FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 

.1 Existing fire alarm system serving complex is Notifier NFS-320C. Provide additional 
devices and work to retrofit and extend system to serve additional and renovated areas. 
Additional devices to be 100% compatible with and of same manufacture as per existing 
system. Include provision of necessary control panel and annunciator work of existing 
system to accommodate integration of additional devices. 

.2 Include for and engage Owner’s existing system manufacturer’s authorized technicians to 
provide and perform required system products and work (Vipond, 613-225-0538). 

.3 Verify with existing fire alarm system manufacturer during Bid period, exact requirements 
needed to provide renovation work. If necessary, visit site with manufacturer to review 
existing conditions. Confirm and coordinate exact work responsibilities with system 
vendor. Review items of clarification or proposed revisions to Bid Documents with 
Consultant during Bid Period. 

2.02 ADDITIONAL FIRE ALARM SYSTEM WORK 

.1 System retrofit work to include but not be limited to provision of following:  

.1 additional initiating devices (pull stations, heat/smoke/flame detectors); 

.2 additional wiring in conduit and/or fire rated cables. 

.2 Additional system components to be listed as products of a single manufacturer under 
appropriate category, by Underwriter’s Laboratories of Canada and bear ULC label. 
System components and work in conjunction with system installation to meet specific 
application requirements of local governing authorities, codes, standards, regulations and 
requirements of following: 

.1 CAN/ULC-S524, Standard For Installation Of Fire Alarm Systems; 

.2 CAN/ULC-S527, Control Units For Fire Alarm Systems; 

.3 CAN/ULC-S537, Standard For Verification Of Fire Alarm Systems ; 

.4 local governing building code; 

.5 local governing electrical code; 

.6 local governing building permit applications for approvals; 
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.7 other requirements of local governing authorities. 

2.03 RETROFIT WORK AND DEVICES 

.1 Retrofit control panels and annunciators to supervise and annunciate additional and 
relocated devices. Additional initiating devices shall be devices that are 100% compatible 
with existing controls and be ULC listed and labelled for connecting to respective control 
units. Include costs for manufacturer’s authorized representative to perform control 
panel/transponder work and to reprogram system software to accommodate renovation 
work. Provide additional zone modules as required and additional batteries as required to 
supply back-up battery capacity to the additional components. 

.2 Additional devices to be ULC listed and labelled devices suitable for fire alarm 
applications. Power supplies and other components to be CSA approved where required 
by local governing authorities and codes. 

.3 Exact type of device to be used in each area of installation to be as recommended by 
system manufacturer to suit specific applications and to be approved for such use as per 
ULC standards. Devices in non-climatic controlled areas to be weatherproof, corrosion 
resistant and ULC listed for use in below freezing temperatures. System manufacturer to 
be responsible for ensuring compliance with these requirements. 

.4 Devices:  

.1 Additional smoke detectors and heat detectors: to be of type and rating to suit 
specific application as per existing system manufacturer’s recommendations. 

.2 Ancillary devices as required to complete system. 

.3 Refer to drawings for additional device requirements. 

.5 End-Of-Line Resistors and Isolators: 

.1 End-of-line resistors for standard alarm and signalling circuits to be sized to ensure 
correct supervisory current flows in each circuit. 

.2 End-of-line resistors to be mounted on a stainless steel plate for mounting on a 
standard single gang box and bear ULC label. 

.3 Isolators to be provided in accordance with code requirements and installed as per 
system manufacturer’s requirements to isolate/monitor zones, loops, group of 
devices within building and between buildings. 

.6 Wiring: 

.1 CSA approved and ULC listed wire and cable, approved for fire alarm circuits; with 
colour coded, insulated solid copper conductors; of type as per local governing 
electrical code and local governing fire authority requirements. 

.2 Sized and installed in accordance with system manufacturer’s instructions and local 
governing electrical code. 

.3 To be mechanically protected to satisfaction of local fire authority. 

2.04 TESTING AND VERIFICATION WORK 
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.1 Refer to Part 3 for system testing, verification and certification Work. 

3  EXECUTION 

3.01 INSTALLATION – GENERAL 

.1 Prior to start of Work as part of shop drawing submission process, review with system 
manufacturer following: 

.1 device types to ensure that selected type is suitable for intended application on 
project; 

.2 locations of devices to ensure proper operation and coverage are in compliance with 
requirements of local fire authorities; 

.3 device mounting heights to ensure proper operation and coverage are in compliance 
with requirements of local fire authorities; 

.4 device back box requirements to ensure size and depth suit system manufacturer’s 
recommendations for specific devices; 

.5 proposed revisions required to existing system sequence of operation. 

.2 Immediately advise Consultant of any requirements of above that may necessitate 
revisions to design documents. 

.3 Install fire alarm system components and connect complete. 

.4 Perform Work in conjunction with this installation to meet requirements of latest editions of 
local governing building code, local governing electrical code, ULC Standards including 
Installation Standard CAN/ULC-S524, and any applicable local governing codes. If any 
requirements of these specifications are different, omitted or contrary to ULC-S524 
Standard, then ULC Standard governs and overrides these specifications, but in no 
instance will standards established by drawings and specifications be reduced by any of 
Codes referred to previously. Control units and annunciators to be in accordance to latest 
requirements of ULC Standard CAN/ULC-S527 "Control Units for Fire Alarm Systems. 

.5 In addition, work to meet Owner’s standards, and recommendations and instructions from 
system manufacturer. 

.6 During work to existing fire alarm system, proposed time and duration of interruption to be 
approved by Owner and reviewed with Consultant. At any time due to emergency 
situations, Owner may request by-passed zone(s) to be re-instated immediately. In all 
areas where renovation work requires shutdown of any part of fire alarm protection 
system, provide manual fire alarm protection (Fire Warden) by means of supervising area 
as approved by local governing authorities. At no time allow fire alarm system or any one 
zone to be left inoperative overnight. Provide required bypass wiring and temporary wiring 
to maintain all parts of fire alarm system operative during construction and alterations. 

.7 Fire alarm system manufacturer’s authorized technician to supervise control panel, 
transponder, and annunciator work. 

.8 Provide sequence of operation for fire alarm system as approved by local fire authority 
and reviewed with Consultant. Refer to additional requirements on drawings. 
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.9 Demonstrate system to local Fire Department and obtain their approval for complete 
system. 

3.02 INSTALLATION OF DEVICES 

.1 Install required devices. Do not install devices in locations that may hamper proper 
operation of devices including adjacent devices. 

.2 Obtain required training from manufacturer’s representative on any special installation 
procedures. Install devices and perform work in accordance with manufacturer’s 
instructions and requirements and in accordance to applicable codes of local governing 
authorities having jurisdiction. 

.3 Review device finishes with Consultant prior to ordering. 

.4 Install mounting plate of thermal detectors to ceiling mounted boxes as required. Secure 
detectors to plates. Refer to floor plans and drawing symbol list to determine rating of 
detectors in any given area. Generally, do not install rate-of-rise type detectors in areas 
subject to sudden changes in temperatures, such as entrance vestibules. Confirm 
application requirements with system manufacturer and ensure that devices are ULC 
listed for such applications and are approved by local fire authority for such use. 

.5 Secure base of each ceiling mounted products of combustion detectors to boxes as 
required, either flush or surface mounted as required. Secure detector heads to bases.  

.6 Install cross zoned connection of detectors and remote indicating devices for areas of 
raised floors or within accessible ceiling spaces or for applications detailed on drawings. 

.7 Mount each duct mounted products of combustion detector on duct in question and 
connect with smoke sampling tubes which extend into duct air stream. Install a remote 
alarm lamp assembly for each duct mounted detector. Wall mount each lamp assembly on 
a standard 100 mm (4") outlet box as close as possible or practicable to detector. Do not 
locate duct detectors within 1 m (3') of duct size increaser or decreaser fittings or any duct 
elbow. Provide wiring in conduit and extend to connect back to system control unit. 

.8 Provide double voltage relays, with multiple contacts as required, to shut down fans as 
noted on drawings. Arrange relays to be energized at all times from fire alarm system to 
ensure that they are fail safe. 

.9 Install visual notification appliances 2400 mm (8') above floor or 300 mm (12") below 
finished ceiling line. Provide visual notification devices in areas subject to high ambient 
noise levels, such as mechanical equipment rooms, computer equipment rooms, parking 
garage, etc., and areas designated for hearing impaired as per local building code 
requirements. Provide minimum 2 circuits per floor and connect devices in alternating 
scheme. 

.10 Provide required additional devices and install existing devices as required. Circuit 
device’s to existing standards and in compliance with local governing codes and 
authorities. Determine exact quantities of circuits based on requirements of governing 
codes and standards, and recommendations of system manufacturer. 

.11 Unless otherwise noted in Contract Documents, do not load device circuits more than 
80% capacity. 
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.12 Devices in non-climate controlled areas to be weatherproof, corrosion resistant, ULC 
listed for operation in below freezing temperatures, and as recommended by system 
manufacturer for use for each specific application. Where electronics are not 
recommended for cold temperature applications, include for manufacturer’s 
recommendations and directions in remotely locating addressable modules in closest 
heated areas and connecting to respective device in non-climate controlled areas. 

3.03 REQUIREMENTS FOR INTEGRATED SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

.1 Perform required fire alarm system wiring connections to mechanical equipment and other 
building systems to perform required interrelated functions. Provide required wiring, relays 
and/or contactors between fire alarm system and various equipment to achieve automatic 
or manual control and monitoring of equipment and to perform required integrated to fire 
alarm system functions. Provide shunt trip breakers as required. Provide fire rated 
conductors where required by local codes and local authorities. 

3.04 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

.1 Install wiring in conduit unless otherwise approved by Owner and reviewed with 
Consultant. Perform wiring connections associated with fire alarm system on terminal 
strips in junction boxes and colour coded. Provide wiring colour coding consistent for 
entire length of each run. When pulling wires into conduit, use lubricant and run wires 
straight and not twisted or abraded. Neatly secure exposed wires in apparatus enclosures 
with approved supports or ties. Clearly identify wiring at each termination point. In 
addition, number wiring with Brady Ltd. or Electrovert Ltd. Z-type markers. Colour 
conductors for each part of system in accordance with system equipment manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Paint conduit couplings red of paint type suitable for application to 
standards of Division 09. 

.2 Install wiring in accordance to requirements of applicable governing electrical code and to 
requirements of local governing authorities. 

.3 Provide engraved Lamacoid identification nameplates for each equipment or wiring 
housing and secure to front of housing. Review exact wording designations and sizes to 
with Consultant prior to manufacture. 

.4 Review nomenclature of annunciator identification with Consultant prior to ordering. 

.5 Install end-of-line resistors to electrically supervise wiring. Generally, locate end-of-line 
resistors at ceiling lines above a pull station location. Provide isolators and install in 
accordance with ULC standards. Properly label and identify. Do not locate end-of-line 
resistors and isolators in concealed locations. Generally install in equipment rooms. 

.6 Refer to drawing riser diagram and connection schedules. Riser drawings are 
diagrammatic and are not to be used for determining quantities or lengths. Quantities of 
components to be as per floor plans. 

.7 Review exact location of components with Consultant prior to roughing-in. 

.8 Ground and bond system as required by local governing electrical code and authority and 
system manufacturer. 

3.05 SYSTEM TESTING, VERIFICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
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.1 Submit to Owner and Consultant, proposed schedule for testing and verification of 
system. Obtain such reviews prior to start of testing. Consultant and/or other Owner’s 
representatives to have option to witness all or part of testing and verification work. Notify 
Consultant and Owner minimum 7 working days in advance of testing. 

.2 Include for fire alarm system manufacturer to inspect, test, verify and certify system 
components and wiring, individually and as a complete system, in accordance with 
requirements of CAN/ULC S537. Work to include but not be limited to provision of 
following: 

.1 to ensure that type of equipment installed is that designated by Contract Documents; 

.2 to ensure that wiring connections to equipment components show that installer 
observed ULC and CSA requirements; 

.3 to ensure that equipment was installed in accordance manufacturer’s 
recommendations, and that signalling devices of whatever manufacture were 
operated or tested to verify their operation; 

.4 to ensure that supervisory wiring of those items of equipment connected to a 
supervised circuit is operating and that governmental regulations, if any, concerning 
such supervisory wiring, have been met to satisfaction of inspecting officials; 

.5 to ensure that sequence of operation is in accordance with existing sequence of 
operation and any modifications identified on documents and are approved by local 
fire authority; 

.6 to ensure that devices are commissioned and operable. 

.3 System manufacturer to also be responsible for but not be limited to provision of following 
additional work to existing systems: 

.1 coordinate with local fire authority inspector and Electrical Division Contractor, 
required testing and verification work in order to obtain certification and meet local 
fire code and local fire authority requirements; 

.2 test system battery power supplies and demonstrate compliance with local governing 
building code and local fire authority requirements that battery supplies are capable 
of providing required 24 hours of supervisory power followed by local governing 
building code required time (or time directed by local fire authority) of full load power; 
exact method of testing to be approved by local fire authority, Consultant and Owner; 
confirm and review exact procedures with previously named parties prior to testing; 
include for sufficient sound measurement devices and personnel in order to 
successfully comply with this requirement; 

.3 full review, testing, and verification of operation of building ventilation and smoke 
exhaust system and its integrated operation with fire alarm system and various 
pieces of air handling equipment; 
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.4 full review, testing and verification of operation of integrated systems such as 
elevators and their emergency sequence of operation, supervisory annunciation of 
sprinkler/standpipe monitor switches, pressure switches and flow switches, diesel 
genset alarms, security alarms, BAS alarms, release of door holders and 
electromagnetic locks, and any other integrated components; coordinate 
requirements with trades responsible for integrated components and systems who 
will be present at time of testing and verification work; 

.5 test that system audible devices provide alarm sound levels in areas as per local 
governing building code and local fire authority requirements; site adjust tap settings 
of audible devices as required to achieve required audibility levels; also test that 
emergency voice communication system meets or exceed intelligibility requirements 
of local governing building code and is approved by local fire authority; 

.6 assist in testing and verification of electromagnetic door locks to meet requirements 
of authorities having jurisdiction and to obtain overall approval of installation; 

.7 coordination with Electrical Divisions and local fire authority to provide requirements 
to obtain certificates of approvals from local fire authority; 

.8 provide full detailed test sheets of tested components and provide certification that 
system work has been fully tested, that devices have passed testing and that system 
is in proper work order in compliance to local governing code requirements and 
project documents; testing report documents to be additionally provided in electronic 
format as confirmed with Owner and reviewed with Consultant. 

.4 Where project work is phased and Owner requires occupancy at various stages, include 
for providing system testing, verification and certification after completion of each phase of 
work, to approval of local governing authorities. Upon Substantial Performance of the 
Work, include for providing system testing, verification and certification of entire system 
work. 

.5 Contact local fire authority inspector and coordinate and arrange for Fire Inspector to 
perform required inspections. Integrate local fire authority inspection requirements with 
testing and verification work to extent as per Fire Inspector’s directions. Obtain full 
approval and certification by local fire authority. 

.6 Local fire authority inspector, Consultant and Commissioning Agent to at their discretion 
test system or parts of system in their review of test reports. Correct/repair any failures or 
deficiencies found in system, whether or not identified in test reports of manufacturer. Re-
test and re-verify until successfully passed, at no extra cost to Owner. 

.7 Obtain from local fire authority required certificate of approval of system and forward to 
Consultant. 

.8 Arrange for manufacturers to supply reasonable amounts of technical assistance with 
respect to any changes required to conform to paragraphs above. During period of 
inspection, testing and verification, make Electricians available to do any required 
correction work and to assist during this Work. Include for trades responsible for 
integrated components (i.e. exhaust fans, sprinklers, elevators, gensets, etc.) and 
systems to be present at time of testing and verification work. 
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.9 On completion of verification, inspection and testing of system, obtain from manufacturer 
and forward to Consultant, a verification certificate together with detailed inspection 
reports listing each and every system component, its location in building and its 
acceptability. Verification certificate and inspection reports to be prepared and signed by 
certified testing technicians of manufacturer. Signed test reports to confirm that systems 
are installed and perform in accordance with requirements specified above. 

.10 Obtain from system manufacturer and testing agency and forward to Consultant a 
certificate of liability insurance of minimum amount of Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) 
that is to be registered for this project to show satisfactory proof of manufacturer’s liability 
coverage for both their product and personnel. 

.11 Unless approved in writing by Owner and reviewed with Consultant, do not use open 
flame and/or smoke for testing. 

.12 Testing technicians to be registered technicians in good standing with Canadian Fire 
Alarm Association (CFAA) or be a Certified Fire Alarm Electrician (CFAE) with Electrical 
Contractors Association of Ontario (ECAO) as deemed acceptable to Ontario Fire 
Marshall. 

.13 Additionally, refer to testing, coordination and verification requirements in Section entitled 
Electrical Work Analysis and Testing and include applicable requirements. 

3.06 MONITORING OF SYSTEMS  

.1 In areas that remain occupied and used by Owner during Work, daily monitor and 
supervise existing fire alarm system and other fire protection systems serving 
renovation/working areas. Ensure that system is left in proper operating condition at end 
of each working day. Include for but not be limited to performing following: 

.1 under presence of Owner’s representative, check each morning and evening (start 
and end of work) of each day, system to ensure that it is in proper working condition; 

.2 if portions of system are not in proper working order, provide temporary bypass wiring 
(if fire alarm system, must be subject to approval of local fire authority), and/or 
provide supervisory personnel to monitor systems for area affected; 

.3 document and sign off with Owner’s representative signing off also, each respective 
daily check condition; 

.4 retrofitting work to system in manner that does not affect portion of system serving 
areas outside of renovation/working areas.  

.2 Maintain fire protection of areas which may include fire watch during temporary shutdowns 
of existing systems, in accordance with requirements of local governing code and local 
governing authorities. 

END OF SECTION 
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	1.02 Application
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	.9 "BAS" – means building automation system; "BMS" – means building management system; "FMS" – means facility management system; and “DDC” means direct digital controls; references to "BAS", "BMS", "FMS" and “DDC” generally mean same.
	.10 "governing authority" and/or "authority having jurisdiction" and/or "regulatory authority" and/or "Municipal authority" – means government departments, agencies, standards, rules and regulations that apply to and govern work and to which work must adhere.
	.11 "OSHA" and "OHSA" – stands for Occupational Safety and Health Administration and Occupational Health and Safety Act, and wherever either one is used, they are to be read to mean local governing occupational health and safety regulations that apply to and govern work and to which work must adhere, regardless if Project falls within either authority's jurisdiction.
	.12 "Mechanical Divisions" – refers to Divisions 20, 21, 22, 23, 25 and other Divisions as specifically noted, and which work as defined in Specifications and/or on drawings is responsibility of Mechanical Contractor, unless otherwise noted.
	.13 "Electrical Divisions" – refers to Divisions 26, 27, 28 and other Divisions as specifically noted, and which work as defined in Specifications and/or on drawings is responsibility of Electrical Contractor, unless otherwise noted.
	.14 "Consultant" – means person, firm or corporation identified as such in Agreement or Documents, and is licensed to practice in Place of the Work, and has been appointed by Owner to act for Owner in a professional capacity in relation to the Work.
	.15 Wherever words "indicated", "shown", "noted", "listed", or similar words or phrases are used in Contract Documents they are understood, unless otherwise defined, to mean product referred to is "indicated", "shown", "listed", or "noted" on Contract Documents.
	.16 Wherever words "reviewed", "satisfactory", "as directed", "submit", or similar words or phrases are used in Contract Documents they are understood, unless otherwise defined, to mean that work or product referred to is "reviewed by", "to the satisfaction of", "submitted to", etc., Consultant.

	1.04 Documents
	.1 Documents for bidding include but are not limited to issued Drawings, Specifications and Addenda.
	.2 Specification is arranged in accordance with CSI/CSC 50 Division Sections MasterFormat.
	.3 Drawings and Specifications are portions of Contract Documents and identify labour, products and services necessary for performance of work and form a basis for determining pricing. They are intended to be cooperative. Perform work that is shown, specified, or reasonably implied on the drawings but not mentioned in Specification, or vice-versa, as though fully covered by both.
	.4 Review Drawings and Specifications in conjunction with documents of other Divisions and, where applicable, Code Consultant’s report.
	.5 Unless otherwise specifically noted in Specifications and/or on Drawings, Sections of Mechanical Divisions are not intended to delegate functions nor to delegate work and supply of materials to any specific trade, but rather to generally designate a basic unit of work, and Sections are to be read as a whole.
	.6 Drawings are performance drawings, diagrammatic, and show approximate locations of equipment and connecting services. Any information regarding accurate measurement of building is to be taken on site. Do not scale Drawings, and do not use Drawings for prefabrication work.
	.7 Drawings are intended to convey the scope of work and do not show architectural and structural details. Provide, at your cost, offsets, fittings, transformations and similar products required as a result of obstructions and other architectural and/or structural details but not shown on Drawings.
	.8 Locations of equipment and materials shown may be altered, when reviewed by Consultant, to meet requirements of equipment and/or materials, other equipment or systems being installed, and of building, all at no additional cost to Contract.
	.9 Specification does not generally indicate specific number of items or amounts of material required. Specification is intended to provide product data and installation requirements. Refer to schedules, Drawings (layouts, riser diagrams, schematics, details) and Specification to provide correct quantities. Singular may be read as plural and vice versa.
	.10 Be responsible for reviewing starter, MCC, VFD, and motor specification requirements prior to Bid submission. Confirm and coordinate exact scope of work and responsibility of work between Mechanical Divisions and Electrical Divisions.
	.11 Drawings and Specifications have been prepared solely for use by party with whom Consultant has entered into a contract and there are no representations of any kind made by Consultant to any other party.
	.12 In the case of discrepancies between the drawings and specifications, documents will govern in order specified in “General Conditions”, however, when scale and date of drawings are same, or where discrepancy exists within specification, most costly arrangement will take precedence.

	1.05 Metric and Imperial Measurements
	.1 Generally, both metric and imperial units of measurement are given in Sections of Specification governed by this section. Measurement conversions may be generally "soft" and rounded off. Confirm exact measurements based on application. Where measurements are related to installation and onsite applications, confirm issued document measurements with applicable local code requirements, and/or as applicable, make accurate measurements onsite. Where significant discrepancies are found, immediately notify Consultant for direction.

	1.06 Examination of Documents and Site
	.1 Carefully examine Documents and visit site to determine and review existing site conditions that will or may affect work, and include for such conditions in Bid Price.
	.2 Report to Consultant, prior to Bid Submittal, any existing site condition that will or may affect performance of work as per Documents. Failure to do so will not be grounds for additional costs.
	.3 Upon finding discrepancies in, or omissions from Documents, or having doubt as to their meaning or intent, immediately notify Consultant, in writing.

	1.07 Work Standards
	.1 Where any code, regulation, bylaw, standard, contract form, manual, printed instruction, and installation and application instruction is quoted it means, unless otherwise specifically noted, latest published edition at time of submission of Bids adopted by and enforced by local governing authorities having jurisdiction. Include for compliance with revisions, bulletins, supplementary standards or amendments issued by local governing authorities.
	.2 Where regulatory codes, standards and regulations are at variance with Drawings and Specification, more stringent requirement will apply unless otherwise directed by Owner and reviewed with Consultant.
	.3 Supplementary mandatory specification and requirements to be used in conjunction with project include but are not limited to following:
	.4 Where any governing Code, Regulation, or Standard requires preparation and submission of special details or drawings for review they are to be prepared and submitted to appropriate authorities. Be responsible for costs associated with these submittals.
	.5 Unless otherwise specified, install equipment in accordance with equipment manufacturer’s recommendations and instructions, and requirements of governing Codes, Standards, and Regulations. Governing Codes, Standards, and Regulations take precedence over manufacturer’s instructions. Notify Consultant in writing of conflicts between Contract Documents and manufacturer's instructions.
	.6 Work is to be performed by journeyperson tradesmen who perform only work that their certificates permit, or by apprentice tradesmen under direct on site supervision of experienced journeyperson tradesman. Journeyperson to apprentice ratio is not to exceed ratio determined by the Board as stated in Ontario College of Trades and Apprenticeship Act or local equivalent governing body in Place of the Work.
	.7 Journeyperson tradesmen are to have a copy of valid trade certificates available at site for review with Consultant at any time.
	.8 Experienced and qualified superintendent is to be on-site at times when work is being performed.
	.9 Protect existing areas above, below and adjacent areas of Work from any debris, noise, or interruptions to existing services to satisfaction of Owner and reviewed with Consultant. Maintain in operation existing services to these areas to allow Owner to continue use of these areas. If services that are required to be maintained run through areas of renovations, provide necessary protection to services or reroute, in coordination with Owner and Consultant. Include for required premium time work to meet these requirements.
	.10 Work being performed within occupied spaces and work affecting surfaces adjacent to occupied spaces may need to be performed after regular business hours. For areas where spaces are used by Owner on a 24 hours basis or over various hours, coordinate hours of work with Owner on a regular basis to suit Owner’s schedule. Execute work at times confirmed with and agreed to by Owner and reviewed with Consultant, so as not to inconvenience Owner’s occupation or in any way hinder Owner’s use of building. Include for required premium time work to meet these requirements.
	.11 Coordinate work inspection reviews and approvals with governing inspection department to ensure construction schedule is not delayed. Be responsible for prompt notification of deficiencies to Consultant and submission of reports and certificates to Consultant.
	.12 Properly protect equipment and materials on site from damage and defacement due to elements and work of trades, to satisfaction of Owner and reviewed with Consultant. Equipment and materials are to be in new condition upon Substantial Performance of the Work.
	.13 Mechanical piping system work, including equipment, must comply in all respects with requirements of local technical standards authorities and CSA B51, Boiler, Pressure Vessels and Pressure Piping Code. Where required, mechanical work products are to bear a CRN number.
	.14 Electrical items associated with mechanical equipment are to be certified and bear stamp or seal of a recognized testing agency such as CSA, UL, ULC, ETL, etc., or bear a stamp to indicate special electrical utility approval.

	1.08 Permits, Certificates, Approvals and Fees
	.1 Contact and confirm with local authorities having jurisdiction including utility providers, requirements for approvals from such authorities. Obtain and pay for permits, certificates, and approvals required to complete Work.
	.2 Be responsible for ensuring that authorities having jurisdiction which require on-site inspection of work, have ample notification to perform inspection, with sufficient lead time to correct deficiencies in a manner that will not impede schedule of completion of Work. If any defect, deficiency or non-compliant is found in work by inspection, be responsible for costs of such inspection, including any related expenses, making good and return to site, until work is passed by governing authorities.
	.3 Obtain and submit to Consultant, approval/inspection certificates issued by governing authorities to confirm that Work as installed is in accordance with rules and regulations of local governing authorities and are acceptable.
	.4 Include in each copy of operating and maintenance instruction manuals, copies of approvals and inspection certificates issued by regulatory authorities.

	1.09 Workplace Safety
	.1 Comply with requirements of Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) regarding use, handling, storage and disposal of hazardous materials. Submit WHMIS MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheets) for products where required, and maintain one copy at site in a visible and accessible location available to personnel.
	.2 Comply with requirements of Occupational Health and Safety Act and other regulations pertaining to health and safety, including worker’s compensation/insurance board and fall protection regulations. When working in confined spaces, comply with requirements of Occupational Health and Safety Act - Ontario Regulation 632, "Confined Spaces" and any other applicable Ministry of Labour requirements.
	.3 If at any time during course of existing building work, hazardous materials other than those identified in Documents and pertaining to Project Scope of Work, are encountered or suspected that were not identified as being present and which specific instructions in handling of such materials were not given, cease work in area in question and immediately notify Consultant. Comply with local governing regulations with regards to working in areas suspected of containing hazardous materials. Do not resume work in affected area without approval from Owner and reviewed with Consultant.

	1.10 Planning and Layout of Work
	.1 Base installation layout, design, terminations, and supply of accessories, on Contract Documents with specific coordination with reviewed shop drawings.
	.2 Plan, coordinate, and establish exact locations and routing of services with affected trades prior to installation such that services clear each other as well as other obstructions.
	.3 Do not use Contract Drawing measurements for prefabrication and layout of piping, sheet metal work and such other work. Locations and routing are to generally be in accordance with Contract Drawings, however, prepare layout drawings for such work. Use established bench marks for both horizontal and vertical measurements. Confirm inverts, coordinate with and make allowances for work of other trades. Accurately layout work, and be entirely responsible for work installed in accordance with layout drawings. Where any invert, grade, or size is at variance with Contract Drawings, notify Consultant prior to proceeding with work.
	.4 Carry out alterations in arrangement of work that has been installed without proper coordination, study, and review, even if in accordance with Contract Documents, in order to conceal work behind finishes, or to allow installation of other work, without additional cost. In addition, make necessary alterations in other work required by such alterations, without additional cost.
	.5 Shut-off valves, balancing devices, air vents, equipment and similar products must be located for easy access for servicing and/or removal. Products which do not meet this location requirement are to be relocated to an accessible location at no additional cost.
	.6 Be responsible for making necessary changes, at no additional cost, to accommodate structural and building conditions that were missed due to lack of coordination.

	1.11 Phasing
	.1 Include for scheduling, coordination, and construction phasing to suit project as specified in Division 01. Review exact phasing requirements with Owner prior to start of Work.
	.2 Phasing and scheduling of Work is required in order to maintain existing building operations. Include costs (including costs for "off hours" work) for scheduling, co-ordination, and construction phasing to suit this project as specified in Division 01 and on drawings. Review phasing requirements with Owner prior to start of Work.

	1.12 Coordination of Work
	.1 Review Contract Documents and coordinate work with work of each trade. Coordination requirements are to include but not be limited to following:
	.2 Ensure materials and equipment are delivered to site at proper time and in such assemblies and sizes so as to enter into building and be moved into spaces where they are to be located without difficulty.
	.3 Wherever possible, coordinate equipment deliveries with manufacturers and/or suppliers so equipment is delivered to site when it is required, or so it can be stored within building, subject to available space as confirmed with Owner and reviewed with Owner, and protected from elements.
	.4 Ensure proper access and service clearances are maintained around equipment, and, where applicable, access space for future equipment removal or replacement is not impeded. Comply with code requirements with regards to access space provision around equipment. Remove and replace any equipment which does not meet this requirement.
	.5 Where work is to be integrated, or is to be installed in close proximity with work of other trades, coordinate work prior to and during installation.

	1.13 Products
	.1 Be responsible for ordering of products (equipment and materials) in a timely manner in order to meet project-scheduling timelines. Failure to order products to allow manufacturers sufficient production/delivery time to meet project-scheduling timelines is an unacceptable reason to request for other suppliers or substitutions.
	.2 Provide Canadian manufactured products wherever possible or required and when quality and performance is obtainable at a competitive price. Products are to be supplied from manufacturer’s authorized Canadian representative, unless otherwise noted. Unless otherwise specified, products are to be new and are to comply with applicable respective Canadian standards. References to UL listings of products to include requirements that products are to be also Underwriters Laboratories of Canada (ULC) listed for use in Canada. Products are to meet or exceed latest ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 90.1 standards, as applicable. Do not supply any products containing asbestos materials or PCB materials.
	.3 Systems and equipment of this Project are to be "State of the Art" and be most recent and up to date series/version of product that is available at time of shop drawing review process. Products that have been stored or "on shelf" for an extended period of time will not be accepted. Software is to be of latest version available and be provided with updates available at time of shop drawing review process. Systems are to be designed such that its software is backwards compatible. Future upgrades are not to require any hardware replacements or additions to utilize latest software.
	.4 Products scheduled and/or specified have been selected to establish a performance and quality standard, and, in some instances, a dimensional standard. In most cases, base specified manufacturers are stated for any product specified by manufacturer’s name and model number. Where acceptable manufacturers are listed, first name listed is base specified company. Bid Price may be based on products supplied by any of manufacturers’ base specified or named as acceptable for particular product. If acceptable manufacturers are not stated for a particular product, base Bid Price on product supplied by base specified manufacturer.
	.5 Documents have been prepared based on product available at time of Bidding. If, after award of Contract, and if successful manufacturer can no longer supply a product that meets base specifications, notify Consultant immediately. Be responsible for obtaining other manufacturers product that complies with base specified performance and criteria and meets project timelines. Proposed products are subject to review and consideration by Consultant and are considered as substitutions subject to a credit to Contract. In addition, if such products require modifications to room spaces, mechanical systems, electrical systems, etc., include required changes. Such changes are to be submitted in detail to Consultant for review and consideration for acceptance. There will be no increase in Contract Price for revisions. Above conditions supplement and are not to supersede any specification conditions with regards to substitutions or failure to supply product as per issued documents.
	.6 Listing of a product as "acceptable" does not imply automatic acceptance by Consultant and/or Owner. It is responsibility of Contractor to ensure that any price quotations received and submittals made are for products that meet or exceed specifications included herein.
	.7 If products supplied by a manufacturer named as acceptable are used in lieu of base specified manufacturer, be responsible for ensuring that they are equivalent in performance and operating characteristics (including energy consumption) to base specified products. It is understood that any additional costs (i.e. for larger starters, larger feeders, additional spaces, etc.), and changes to associated or adjacent work resulting from provision of product supplied by a manufacturer other than base specified manufacturer, is included in Bid Price. In addition, in equipment spaces where equipment named as acceptable is used in lieu of base specified equipment and dimensions of such equipment differs from base specified equipment, prepare and submit for review accurately dimensioned layouts of rooms affected, identifying architectural and structural elements, systems and equipment to prove that equipment in room will fit properly meeting design intent. There will be no increase in Contract Price for revisions.
	.8 In addition to manufacturer’s products base specified or named as acceptable, other manufacturers of products may be proposed as substitutions to Consultant for review and consideration for acceptance, listing in each case a corresponding credit for each substitution proposed. However, base Bid Price on products base specified or named as acceptable. Certify in writing to Consultant that proposed substitution meets space, power, design, energy consumption, and other requirements of base specified or acceptable product. It is understood that there will be no increase in Contract Price by reason of any changes to associated equipment, mechanically, electrically, structurally or architecturally, required by acceptance of proposed substitution. Consultant has sole discretion in accepting any such proposed substitution of product. Indicate any proposed substitutions in areas provided on Bid Form. Do not order such products until they are accepted in writing by Consultant.
	.9 Indicate in Supplementary Mechanical Bid Form, name of proposed manufacturer for ROOFTOP AIR HANDLING UNIT. Names of proposed manufacturer must be one of the names stated as acceptable in the specification, unless prior approval from Owner has been given for use of products by other manufacturers. Submit to Consultant for review as directed.
	.10 Where products are listed as "or approved equal", certify in writing that product to be used in lieu of base specified product, at least meets space, power, design, energy consumption, and other requirements of base specified product and is equivalent or better than base specified product. When requested by Consultant, provide full design detail drawings and specifications of proposed products. Acceptance of these "or approved equal" products is at sole discretion of Consultant. It is understood that there will be no increase in Contract Price by reason of any changes to associated equipment, mechanically, electrically, structurally or architecturally, required by acceptance of approved equal product. There must be no increase in Contract price due to Consultant’s rejection of proposed equivalent product.
	.11 Whenever use of product other than base specified product is being supplied, ensure corresponding certifications and product information (detailed catalogue and engineering data, fabrication information and performance characteristics) are submitted to Consultant for review. Failure of submission of these documents to Consultant in a timely manner to allow for review will result in base specified product to be supplied at Consultant’s discretion, at no additional cost to Contract.
	.12 Products supplied by a manufacturer/supplier other than a manufacturer listed as acceptable may be considered for acceptance by Consultant if requested in writing with full product documentation submitted, a minimum of 10 working days prior to Bid closing date.
	.13 Any proposed changes initiated by Contractor after award of Contract may be considered by Consultant at Consultant’s discretion, with any additional costs for such changes if accepted by Owner and reviewed with Consultant, and costs for review, to be borne by Contractor.
	.14 Whenever use of product other than based specified products or named as acceptable is being supplied, time for process of submission of other products and Consultant's review of products will not alter contract time or delay work schedule.

	1.14 Shop Drawings
	.1 At start-up meeting, review with Consultant products to be included in shop drawing submission. Prepare and submit list of products to Consultant for review.
	.2 Submit electronic copies of shop drawings unless otherwise directed by Consultant. Coordinate exact requirements with Consultant.
	.3 Submit for review, drawings showing detail design, construction, and performance of equipment and materials as requested in Specification. Submit shop drawings to Consultant for review prior to ordering and delivery of product to site. Include minimally for preparation and submission of following, as applicable:
	.4 Each shop drawing or product data sheet is to be properly identified with project name and product drawing or specification reference. Shop drawing or product data sheet dimensions are to match dimension type on drawings.
	.5 Where any item of equipment is required by Code or Standard or By-Law to meet a specific energy efficiency level, or any other specific requirement, ensure this requirement is clearly indicated on submission.
	.6 Ensure proposed products meet each requirement of Project. Endorse each shop drawing copy "CERTIFIED TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL REQUIREMENTS". Include company name, submittal date, and sign each copy. Shop drawings that are received and are not endorsed, dated and signed will be returned to be resubmitted.
	.7 Consultant to review shop drawings and indicate review status by stamping shop drawing copies as follows:
	.8 Following is to be read in conjunction with wording on Consultant’s shop drawing review  stamp applied to each and every shop drawing or product data sheet submitted:
	"THIS REVIEW BY CONSULTANT IS FOR SOLE PURPOSE OF ASCERTAINING CONFORMANCE WITH GENERAL DESIGN CONCEPT. THIS REVIEW DOES NOT MEAN THAT CONSULTANT APPROVES DETAILED DESIGN INHERENT IN SHOP DRAWINGS, RESPONSIBILITY FOR WHICH REMAINS WITH CONTRACTOR.  CONSULTANT’S REVIEW DOES NOT RELIEVE CONTRACTOR OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN SHOP DRAWINGS OR OF CONTRACTOR’S RESPONSIBILITY FOR MEETING REQUIREMENTS OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. BE RESPONSIBLE FOR DIMENSIONS TO BE CONFIRMED AND CORRELATED AT JOB SITE, FOR INFORMATION THAT PERTAINS SOLELY TO FABRICATION PROCESSES OR TO TECHNIQUES OF CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION, AND FOR COORDINATION OF WORK OF SUB-TRADES."
	.9 Submit each system and each major component as separate shop drawing submissions. Submit together, shop drawings for common devices such as devices of each system are to be submitted together.
	.10 Obtain shop drawings for submission from product manufacturer’s authorized representatives and supplemented with additional items specified herein.
	.11 Do not order product until respective shop drawing review process has been properly reviewed with Consultant.
	.12 Where extended warranties are specified for equipment items, submit specified extended warranty with shop drawing submittal.
	.13 Applicable mechanical equipment has been selected to meet energy efficiency requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 90.1, Energy Standards for Buildings, and shop drawings/product data submittals for such equipment are to indicate compliance with this Standard or they will be returned for correction and re-submittal.

	1.15 Equipment Loads
	.1 Supply equipment loads (self-weight, operating weight, etc.) to Consultant, via shop drawing submissions, prior to construction.
	.2 Where given choice of specific equipment, actual weight, location and method of support of equipment may differ from those assumed by Consultant for base design. Back-check equipment loads, location, and supports, and include necessary accommodations.

	1.16 Openings
	.1 Prior to leaving site at end of each day, walk through areas of work and check for any openings, penetrations, holes, and/or voids created under scope of work of project, and ensure that any openings created under scope of work have been closed off, fire-stopped and smoke-sealed. Unless otherwise directed by Owner and reviewed with Consultant, do not leave any openings unprotected and unfinished overnight.

	1.17 Scaffolding, Hoisting and Rigging
	.1 Unless otherwise specified or directed, supply, erect and operate scaffolding, rigging, hoisting equipment and associated hardware required for work, and subject to approval from Owner and reviewed with Consultant.
	.2 Use scaffolds in such a manner as to interfere as little as possible with work of other trades.
	.3 Do not place major scaffolding/hoisting equipment loads on any portion of structure without approval from Owner and reviewed with Consultant. No supports, clips, brackets or similar devices are to be welded, bolted or otherwise affixed to any finished member or surface without approval from Owner and review with Consultant.
	.4 Immediately remove from site scaffolding, rigging and hoisting equipment when no longer required.

	1.18 Changes in the Work
	.1 Whenever Consultant proposes in writing to make a change or revision to design, arrangement, quantity or type of work from that required by Contract Documents, prepare and submit to Consultant for review, a quotation detailing proposed cost for executing change or revision.
	.2 Quotation is to be a detailed and itemized estimate of product, labour, and equipment costs associated with change or revision, plus overhead and profit percentages and applicable taxes and duties.
	.3 If overhead and profit percentages are not specified in front end specification documents, but allowable under Contract as reviewed with Consultant prior to contract signing, then allowable maximum percentages for overhead and profit are to be 10% and 5% respectively.
	.4 Unless otherwise specified in front end specification documents , following additional requirements apply to all quotations submitted:
	.5 Quotations submitted that are not in accordance with requirements specified above will be rejected and returned for re-submittal. Failure to submit a proper quotation to enable Consultant to expeditiously process quotation and issue a Change Order will not be grounds for any additional change to Contract time.
	.6 Make requests for changes or revisions to work in writing to Consultant and, if accepted by Owner, Notice of Change to be issued.
	.7 Do not execute any change or revision until written authorization for the change or revision has been obtained from Consultant.

	1.19 Progress Payment Breakdown
	.1 Prior to submittal of first progress payment draw, submit a detailed breakdown of work cost to assist Consultant in reviewing and approving progress payment claims.
	.2 Payment breakdown is subject to Owner’s approval and Consultant’s review. Progress payments will not be processed until an approved breakdown is in place. Breakdown is to include one-time claim items such as mobilization and demobilization, insurance, bonds (if applicable), shop drawings and product data sheets, commissioning including testing, adjusting and balancing, system testing and verification, and project closeout submittals.
	.3 Indicate equipment, material and labour costs for site services (if applicable) and indicate work of each trade in same manner as indicated on progress draw.

	1.20 Notice for Required Field Reviews
	.1 Whenever there is a requirement for Consultant to perform a field review prior to concealment of any work, to inspect/re-inspect work for deficiencies prior to Substantial Performance of the Work, for commissioning demonstrations, and any other such field review, give minimum 5 working days' notice in writing to Consultant.
	.2 If Consultant is unable to attend a field review when requested, arrange an alternative date and time.
	.3 Do not conceal work until Consultant advises that it may be concealed.
	.4 When Consultant is requested to perform a field review and work is not ready to be reviewed, reimburse Consultant for time and travel expenses.

	1.21 Preliminary Testing
	.1 When directed by Consultant, promptly arrange, pay for, and perform site tests on any piece of equipment or any system for such reasonable lengths of time and at such times as may be required to prove compliance with Specification and governing Codes and Regulations, prior to Substantial Performance of the Work.
	.2 When, in Consultant’s opinion, tests are required to be performed by a certified testing laboratory, arrange and pay for such tests.
	.3 These tests are not to be construed as evidence of acceptance of work, and it is agreed and understood that no claim for delays or damage will be made for injury or breakage to any part or parts of equipment or system due to test where such injuries or breakage were caused by faulty parts and/or workmanship of any kind.
	.4 When, in Consultant’s opinion, tests indicate that equipment, products, etc., are defective or deficient, immediately remove such equipment and/or products from site and replace them with acceptable equipment and/or products, at no additional cost.

	1.22 Maintaining Equipment Prior to Acceptance
	.1 Maintain equipment in accordance with manufacturer's instructions prior to start-up, testing and commissioning.
	.2 All filters are to be new upon Substantial Performance of the Work. This is in addition to any spare filters specified.

	1.23 Cleaning
	.1 During construction, keep site reasonably clear of rubbish and waste material resulting from work on a daily basis to the satisfaction of Owner and Consultant. Before applying for a Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work, remove rubbish and debris, and be responsible for repair of any damage caused as a result of work.
	.2 Clean equipment and devices installed as part of this project.

	1.24 Record As-Built Drawings
	.1 Drawings for this project have been prepared on a CAD system using AutoCAD software of release version reviewed with Consultant. For purpose of producing record "as built" drawings, copies of Contract Drawings can be obtained from Consultant.
	.2 As work progresses at site, clearly mark in red in a neat and legible manner on a set of bound white prints of Contract Drawings, changes and deviations from routing of services and locations of equipment shown on Contract Drawings, on a daily basis. Changes and deviations include those made by addenda, change orders, and site instructions. Use notes marked in red as required. Maintain white print red line as-built set at site for exclusive use of recording as-built conditions, keep set up-to-date at all times, and ensure set is always available for periodic review. As-built set is also to include the following:
	.3 Before applying for a Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work, update a clean copy of Contract Drawing set in accordance with marked up set of "as-built" white prints including deviations from original Contract Drawings, thus forming an "as-built" drawing set. Submit "as-built" site drawing prints to Consultant for review. Make necessary revisions to drawings as per Consultant’s comments, to satisfaction of Consultant.
	.4 Use final reviewed "as-built" drawing set to provide CAD files of drawings thus forming true "as-built" set of Contract Drawings. Identify set as "Project Record Copy". Load digital copies of final reviewed by Consultant as-built drawings onto USB type flash drive. Provide 2 complete sets of "as-built" drawings on separate USBs. Submit "as-built" sets of white prints and USBs to Consultant.
	.5 Submitted drawings are to be of same quality as original Contract Drawings. CAD drawing files are to be compatible with AutoCAD software release version confirmed with Consultant.
	.6 Unless otherwise noted in front end specification documents, failure to maintain accurate record drawings will incur additional 5% holdback on progress claims until drawings are brought up to date to satisfaction of Owner and reviewed with Consultant.

	1.25 Operating and Maintenance Manuals
	.1 For each item of equipment for which a shop drawing is required (except for simple equipment), supply minimum 1 hard copy and 2 USB copies of project specific, indexed, equipment manufacturers' operating and maintenance (O&M) instruction data manuals. Review exact quantity of manuals with Consultant. Consolidate each copy of data in an identified hard cover three "D" ring binder. Each binder to include:
	.2 Generally, binders are not to exceed 75 mm (3") thick and not to be more than 2/3 full.
	.3 Operating and maintenance instructions are to relate to job specific equipment supplied under this project and related to Owner’s building. Language used in manuals is to contain simple practical operating terms and language easy for in-house maintenance staff to understand how to operate and maintain each system.
	.4 Before applying for a Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work, assemble one copy of O & M Manual and submit to Consultant for review prior to assembling remaining copies. Incorporate Consultant's comments into final submission.
	.5 Provide 2 digital copies of contents of operating and maintenance manuals and load onto separate USB type flash drives and submit to Consultant. Prepare digital copies using version of Adobe Acrobat Portable Document Format or equal as reviewed with Consultant and enhanced with bookmarks and internal document links.
	.6 Owner reserves the right to holdback $5,000 of contractor price until O&M have been reviewed and deemed to be acceptable.

	1.26 Commissioning
	.1 After successful start-up and prior to Substantial Performance of the Work, commission the mechanical work. Commissioning work is the process of Contractor demonstrating to Owner and Consultant, for purpose of final acceptance, by means of successful and documented functional performance testing, that systems and/or subsystems are capable of being operated and maintained to perform in accordance with requirements of Contract Documents, as further described below.

	1.27 Warranty
	.1 Unless otherwise specified in Divisions 00 and 01, warrant mechanical work to be in accordance with Contract Documents and free from defects for a period of 1 year from date of issue of a Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work.
	.2 Where equipment includes extended warranty period, e.g., 5 years, first year of warranty period is to be governed by terms and conditions of warranty in Contract Documents, and remaining years of warranty are to be direct from equipment manufacturer and/or supplier to Owner. Submit signed and dated copies of extended warranties to Consultant.
	.3 Warranty to include parts, labour, travel costs and living expenses incurred by manufacturer’s authorized technician to provide factory authorized on-site service.
	.4 Repair and/or replace any defects that appear in Work within warranty period without additional expense to Owner. Be responsible for costs incurred in making defective work good, including repair or replacement of building finishes, other materials, and damage to other equipment. Ordinary wear and tear and damage caused wilfully or due to carelessness of Owner’s staff or agents is exempted.
	.5 Do not include Owner deductible amounts in warranties.
	.6 Visit building during warranty period with Owner representatives. Owner to organize these visits. At these meetings, Owner representatives are to review performance of systems. If performance is satisfactory, then no further action needs to be taken. If unsatisfactory, then correct deficiencies, as directed by Owner representatives, to satisfaction of Owner's representatives. These site visits to occur:

	1.28 Project Closeout Submittals
	.1 Prior to application for Substantial Performance of the Work, submit required items and documentation specified, including following:

	1.29 Instructions to Owner
	.1 Train Owner’s designated personnel in aspects of operation and maintenance of equipment and systems as specified. Demonstrations and training are to be performed by qualified technicians employed by equipment/system manufacturer/supplier. Supply hard copies of training materials to each attendee.
	.2 Unless where specified otherwise in trade Sections, minimum requirements are for manufacturer/suppliers of each system and major equipment, to provide minimum two separate sessions each consisting of minimum 4 hours on site or in factory training (at Owner’s choice), of Owner’s designated personnel (for up to 6 people each session), on operation and maintenance procedures of system.
	.3 For each item of equipment and for each system for which training is specified, prepare training modules as specified below. Use Operating and Maintenance Manuals during training sessions. Training modules include but are not limited to:
	.4 Before instructing Owner’s designated personnel, submit to Consultant for review preliminary copy of training manual and proposed schedule of demonstration and training dates and times. Incorporate Consultant’s comments in final copy.
	.5 Obtain in writing from Consultant list of Owner’s representatives to receive instructions. Submit to Consultant prior to application for Certificate of Substantial Performance of the Work, complete list of systems for which instructions were given, stating for each system:
	.6 Obtain signatures of Owner’s staff to verify they properly understood system installation, operation and maintenance requirements, and have received operating and maintenance instruction manuals and "as-built" record drawings.
	.7 Submit to Consultant, copy of electronic version of training materials loaded on USB flash drive. Include in operating and maintenance manuals submission.
	.8 Provide a custom video in DVD format that details on site systems and equipment operations and includes following:
	.9 Supply minimum quantity of 3 copies of DVDs for each system/equipment.
	.10 Owner reserves the right to hold back $2,000 of contractor price until satisfactory training is provided (at sole discretion of owner).

	1.30 Final Inspection
	.1 Submit to Consultant, written request for final inspection of systems. Include written certification that:


	2  Products
	NOT USED

	3  Execution
	NOT USED
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	1  General
	1.01 Reference
	.1 Division 00 and Division 01 apply to and are a part of each Mechanical Division Section.

	1.02 Application
	.1 This Section specifies products, criteria and characteristics, and methods and execution that are common to one or more Sections of Mechanical Divisions. It is intended as a supplement to each Section and is to be read accordingly.

	1.03 Submittals
	.1 Submit weight loads for rooftop units.
	.2 Submit samples of materials and any other items as specified in Sections of Mechanical Divisions.
	.3 Submit a list of equipment identification nameplates indicating proposed wording and sizes.
	.4 Submit a list of pipe and duct identification colour coding and wording.
	.5 As specified in Part 2 of this Section, submit a spare belt set, tagged and identified, for each belt driven piece of equipment.
	.6 Submit any other submittals specified in this Section or other Sections of Mechanical Divisions.


	2  Products
	2.01 Firestopping and Smoke Seal Materials
	.1 Firestopping and smoke seal system materials for mechanical penetrations through fire rated construction are specified in Section entitled Firestopping and Smoke Seal Systems and work is to be included as part of mechanical work.

	2.02 Waterproofing Seal Materials
	.1 Modular, mechanical seal assemblies consisting of interlocking synthetic rubber links shaped to continuously fill annular space between pipe and pipe sleeve or wall opening, assembled with stainless steel bolts and pressure plates and designed so when bolts are tightened the links expand to seal the opening watertight. Select seal assemblies to suit pipe size and sleeve size or wall opening size.
	.2 Acceptable products are:

	2.03 Piping Hangers and Supports
	.1 Pipe hanger and support materials, including accessories, are to be, unless otherwise specified, in accordance with Manufacturers Standardization Society (MSS) Standard Practice Manual SP-58, Pipe hangers and Supports-Materials, Design and Manufacture, and where possible, MSS designations are indicated with each product specified below.
	.2 for piping on existing roof – Roof Top Blox, prefabricated portable pipe support system components to suit pipe, complete with required accessories including bases, galvanized structural steel frames, and galvanized steel pipe hangers and supports conforming to MSS SP-58;

	2.04 Equipment Belt Drives
	.1 ANSI/RMA Standard V-belt type rated at minimum 1.5 times motor nameplate rating, and in accordance with following requirements:
	.2 Supply a spare belt set (tagged and identified) for each belt drive and hand to Owner upon Substantial Performance of the Work.

	2.05 Equipment Drive Guards and Accessories
	.1 For V-belt drives – removable, 4-sided, fully enclosed, galvanized sheet steel guards to OHSA standards, cleaned, factory primed and painted with yellow equipment enamel, complete with a 2-piece full length hinged front panel to permit belt maintenance or replacement without removing guard, and 40 mm (1-½") diameter tachometer openings at each shaft location.
	.2 For flexible couplings – removable "U" shaped galvanized steel guards to OHSA Standards with a 2.3 mm (3/32") thick frame and expanded mesh face.
	.3 For unprotected fan inlets and outlets – unless otherwise specified, removable 20 mm (¾") galvanized steel wire mesh with galvanized steel frames, all to OHSA Standards.

	2.06 Electric Motors
	.1 Unless otherwise specified, motors are to conform to NEMA Standard MG1, applicable IEEE Standards, and applicable CSA C22.2 Standards, and are to meet NEMA standards for maximum sound level ratings under full load. Confirm motor voltages prior to ordering.
	.2 Efficiency of 3-phase motors 1 HP and larger is to be in accordance with CAN/CSA C390 or IEEE 112B.
	.3 Unless otherwise specified, motors ½ HP and larger are to be totally enclosed, fan cooled, 3-phase, T-frame, squirrel cage continuous duty induction motors suitable for voltages indicated on Drawings, NEMA Design "B" for normal starting torque or Design "C" for high starting torque as required by the application, each complete with Class "B" insulation, a 1.15 service factor at 40°C ambient temperature, grease lubricated open ball bearings with grease fittings to permit re-lubrication without dismantling motor, a cast iron frame with cast iron feet where required, cast iron end bracket and precision machined bearing fit, and balanced carbon steel shaft assembly with die-cast aluminum rotor windings.
	.4 Explosion-proof 3-phase motors are to be totally enclosed fan cooled motors in accordance with CSA C22.2 No. 145, generally as specified above for standard 3-phase motors but suitable for use in Class 1 Group D hazardous locations and with a 1.0 service factor at 40°C (105°F) ambient temperature.
	.5 Motors for equipment with variable frequency drives are to be generally as specified above but inverter duty type to NEMA Standard MG-1 Part 31, quantified by CSA for operation from a variable frequency drive of type specified, and complete with Class "H" insulation. Motors are to be equipped with AEGIS, or approved equal, shaft grounding ring system to protect bearings from damage by diverting harmful shaft voltages and bearing currents to ground.
	.6 Motors for equipment which is scheduled or specified with a corrosion resistant coating or constructed from corrosion resistant materials are to be factory coated with a primer and epoxy paint finish.
	.7 Acceptable manufacturers are:

	2.07 Mechanical Work Identification Materials
	.1 Equipment nameplates are to be minimum 1.6 mm (1/16") thick 2-ply laminated coloured plastic plates, minimum 12 mm x 50 mm (½" x 2") for smaller items such as damper motors and control valves, minimum 25 mm x 65 mm (1" x 2-½") for equipment, and minimum 50 mm x 100 mm (2" x 4") for control panels and similar items. Additional requirements are as follows:
	.2 Identification wording and colours for pipe identification materials are to be as follows:
	.3 Duct identification is to be custom made Mylar stencils with 50 mm (2") high lettering to accurately describe duct service, i.e. "AHU-1 SUPPLY", complete with a directional arrow, and coloured ink with ink pads and roller applicators. Ink colour is generally to be black but must contrast with lettering background.


	3  Execution
	3.01 General Piping and Ductwork Installation Requirements
	.1 Install pipes parallel to building lines and to each other.
	.2 Neatly group and arrange exposed work.
	.3 Locate work to permit easy access for service or maintenance as required and/or applicable. Locate valves, dampers and any other equipment which will or may need maintenance or repairs and which are to be installed in accessible construction so as to be easily accessible from access doors. Where valves, dampers and similar piping or ductwork accessories occur in vertical services in shafts, pipe spaces or partitions, locate accessories at floor level.
	.4 Make connections between pipes of different materials using adapters suitable for application. Provide cast brass dielectric type adapters/unions at connections between ferrous and copper pipe.
	.5 Comply with equipment and material manufacturer's installation instructions unless otherwise specified herein or on drawings, and unless such instructions contradict governing codes and regulations.
	.6 Carefully clean ducts, pipe and fittings prior to installation. Temporarily cap or plug ends of pipe, ducts and equipment which are open and exposed during construction.
	.7 Inspect surfaces and structure prepared by other trades before performing work. Verify surfaces or structure to receive work has no defects or discrepancies which could result in poor application or cause latent defects in installation and workmanship. Report defects in writing. Installation of work will constitute acceptance of such surfaces as being satisfactory.
	.8 Any ferrous piping that exhibits in excess of 5% surface rust, either inside or outside or both, is to be wire brush cleaned to bare metal and coated with suitable primer. Steel pipe, fittings and accessories are to be free of corrosion and dirt when work is complete or prior to being concealed from view. Where dirt is evident, clean piping prior to being concealed.
	.9 For factory applied finishes, repaint or refinish surfaces damaged during shipment and installation. Quality of repair work is to match original finish. This requirement also applies to galvanized finishes.
	.10 Unless otherwise specified and except where space limitations do not permit, piping elbows are to be long radius. Eccentric reducers are to be installed with straight side at top of piping.

	3.02 Pipe Joint Requirements
	.1 Do not make pipe joints in walls or slabs.
	.2 Ream piping ends prior to making joints.
	.3 Properly cut threads in screwed steel piping and coat male threads only with Teflon tape or paste, or an equivalent thread lubricant. After pipe has been screwed into fitting, valve, union, or piping accessory, not more than 2 pipe threads are to remain exposed.
	.4 Site bevel steel pipe to be welded or supply mill bevelled pipe. Remove scale and oxide from bevels and leave smooth and clean. Use factory made welding tees or welding outlet fittings for piping branches off mains. Do not use shop or site fabricated fittings unless written approval has been obtained.
	.5 Welded joints are to be made by CWB certified licensed journeyman welders qualified in accordance with CSA B51, Boiler Pressure Vessel and Pressure Piping Code, and who are in possession of a proper certificate of qualification for each procedure to be performed. Each weld is to be identified with the welder’s identification symbol, and welds are not to be concealed until they have been inspected and approved. Electrodes are to be in accordance with CSA W48 Series, Electrodes, and requirements of CAN/CSA W117.2, Safety in Welding, Cutting and Allied Processes are to be followed.
	.6 Unless otherwise specified make soldered joints in copper piping using flux suitable for and compatible with type of solder being used. Clean the outside of pipe end and inside of fitting, valve, or similar accessory prior to soldering.
	.7 Solvent weld PVC piping in 2 parts, primer stage and cementing stage, in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations, ASTM D2855, and CSA requirements.

	3.03 Installation of Pipe Sleeves
	.1 Sleeves in waterproofed slabs or walls are to be lengths of Schedule 40 mild galvanized steel pipe with a waterstop plate in accordance with drawing detail. Provide waterproof sleeves in following locations:
	.2 Size sleeves, unless otherwise specified, to leave 12 mm (½") clearance around pipes, or where pipe is insulated, a 12 mm (½") clearance around pipe insulation.
	.3 Pack and seal void between pipe sleeves and pipe or pipe insulation in non-fire rated construction for the length of sleeves as follows:
	.4 Terminate piping for sleeves that will be exposed so sleeve is flush at both ends with building surface concerned so sleeve may be completely covered by an escutcheon plate, except for sleeves in waterproof floors which are to terminate 100 mm (4") above finished floor.
	.5 "Gang" type sleeving will not be permitted.

	3.04 Installation of Waterproof Mechanical Seals
	.1 Provide watertight link type mechanical seals in exterior wall openings.
	.2 Assemble and install each mechanical seal in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.
	.3 After installation, periodically check each mechanical seal installation for leakage and, if necessary, tighten link seal bolts until seal is completely watertight.

	3.05 Installation of Pipe Escutcheon Plates
	.1 Provide escutcheon plates suitably secured over exposed piping passing through finished building surfaces. A finished building surface is any surface with a factory finish or that receives a site applied finish.
	.2 Install plates so they are tight against building surface concerned, completely covering pipe sleeves and/or openings, except where waterproof sleeves extend above floors, in which case fit plate tightly around sleeve.

	3.06 Installation of Fastening and Securing Hardware
	.1 Provide fastening and securing hardware required for mechanical work to maintain installations attached to structure or to finished floors, walls and ceilings in a secure and rigid manner capable of withstanding dead loads, live loads, superimposed dead loads, and any vibration of installed products.
	.2 Use fasteners compatible with structural requirements, finishes and types of products to be connected. Do not use materials subject to electrolytic action or corrosion where conditions are liable to cause such action.
	.3 Where floor, wall or ceiling construction is not suitable to support loads, provide additional framing or special fasteners to ensure proper securement to structure that is to support the products. Provide reinforcing or connecting supports where required to distribute loading to structural components.
	.4 Do not attach fasteners to steel deck without written consent from Consultant.

	3.07 Installation of Pipe Hangers and Supports
	.1 Provide required pipe hangers and supports.
	.2 Provide any additional structural steel channels, angles, inserts, beam champs and similar accessories required for hanging or supporting pipe. Unless otherwise shown or specified, hang or support pipes from structure only.
	.3 Space hangers and supports in accordance with following:
	.4 Where pipes change direction, either horizontally or vertically, provide a hanger or support on horizontal pipe not more than 300 mm (12") from elbow, and where pipes drop from tee branches, support tees in both directions not more than 50 mm (2") on each side of tee.
	.5 Unless otherwise shown or specified, support vertical piping by means of supports specified in Part 2 of this Section, spaced in accordance with following:
	.6 Support piping on the roof as follows:
	.7 Do not support piping from steel deck without written consent from Consultant.

	3.08 Installation of Valves
	.1 Generally, valve locations are indicated or specified on drawings or specified in Sections of the Specification where valves are specified, however, regardless of locations shown or specified, following requirements apply:

	3.09 Installation of Equipment Drive Guards and Accessories
	.1 Provide OHSA guards for exposed accessible rotating parts such as belt drives, couplings, fan wheels, and shaft ends on mechanical equipment.
	.2 Install belt guards to allow movement of motors for adjusting belt tension.
	.3 Provide a means to permit lubrication and use of test instruments with guards in place.
	.4 Secure guards to equipment or equipment base but do not bridge sound or vibration isolation.
	.5 Where equipment oil level gauges, oil reservoirs, grease cups, or grease gun fittings are integral with equipment but are not easily accessible for service, extend to an accessible location using aluminium or copper tubing.

	3.10 Mechanical Work Identification
	.1 Identify new exposed piping and ductwork as per Part 2 of this Section in locations as follows:
	.2 Paint new natural gas piping with primer and 2 coats of yellow paint in accordance with Code requirements and requirements of Painting Section in Division 09. Identify piping at intervals as specified above.

	3.11 Finish Painting of Mechanical Work
	.1 Touch-up paint damaged factory applied finishes on mechanical work products.

	3.12 Pipe Leakage Testing
	.1 Tests are to be witnessed by Consultant and/or Owner's representative, and, where required, representatives of governing authorities. Give ample notice of tests in writing and verify attendance. Have completed test report sheets dated and signed by those present to confirm proper test results.
	.2 When circumstances prevent scheduled tests from taking place, give immediate and adequate notice of cancellation to all who were scheduled to attend.
	.3 Natural Gas Piping
	.4 Following requirements apply to all testing:

	3.13 Interruption to and Shut-Down of Mechanical Services and Systems
	.1 Coordinate shut-down and interruption to existing mechanical systems with Owner.  Generally, shut-downs may be performed only between the hours of 12:00 midnight Friday until 6:00 a.m. Monday morning. Include for costs of premium time to perform work during nights, weekends or other times outside of normal working hours, which may be necessary to comply with stipulations specified herein this Article. Services for operation of existing non-renovated areas of building are to be maintained.
	.2 Within 10 working days upon award of a Contract, submit a list of anticipated shut-down times and their maximum duration.
	.3 Prior to each shut-down or interruption, inform Owner and Consultant in writing 5 working days in advance of proposed shut-down or interruption and obtain written consent to proceed. Do not shut-down or interrupt any system or service without such written consent. Shutdowns of some essential services may require additional advance notification time.
	.4 Perform work associated with shut-downs and interruptions as continuous operations to minimize shut-down time and to reinstate systems as soon as possible, and, prior to any shut-down, ensure materials and labour required to complete the work for which shut-down is required are available at site.

	3.14 Cutting, Patching and Core Drilling
	.1 Unless otherwise provided by General Trades, perform cutting, patching, and core drilling of existing building required for installation of mechanical work. Perform cutting in a neat and true fashion, with proper tools and equipment to Consultant’s approval. Patching is to exactly match existing finishes and be performed by tradesmen skilled in particular trade or application. Work is subject to review and acceptance by Consultant.
	.2 Criteria for cutting holes for additional services:
	.3 Do not cut or drill any existing work without approval from Owner and Consultant. Be responsible for damage done to building and services caused by cutting or drilling.
	.4 Prior to drilling or cutting an opening, determine, in consultation with Consultant and Owner, and by use of non-destructive radar scan (magnetic scan) of slab or wall, presence of any existing services and reinforcement bars concealed behind building surface to be cut and locate openings to suit. Coring is not permitted through concrete beams or girders.
	.5 Where drilling is required in waterproof slabs, size opening to permit snug and tight installation of a pipe sleeve sized to leave 12 mm (½") clearance around pipe or pipe insulation. Provide a pipe sleeve, constructed of Schedule 40 galvanized steel pipe with a flange at one end and of a length to extend 100 mm (4") above slab, in opening. Secure flange to the underside of slab and caulk void between sleeve and slab opening with proper non-hardening silicone base caulking compound to produce a water-tight installation.

	3.15 Packing and Sealing Core Drilled Pipe Openings
	.1 Pack and seal void between pipe opening and pipe or pipe insulation for length of opening as follows:

	3.16 Cleaning Mechanical Work
	.1 Clean mechanical work prior to application for Substantial Performance of the Work.
	.2 Include for vacuum cleaning interior of air handling units and ductwork systems.

	3.17 Fan Noise Levels
	.1 Submit sound power levels with fan shop drawings/product data, with levels measured to AMCA 300 and calculated to AMCA 301.

	3.18 Equipment and System Manufacturer’s Certification
	.1 When equipment/system installation is complete, but prior to start-up procedures, arrange and pay for equipment/system manufacturer’s authorized representative to visit site to examine installation, and after any required corrective measures have been made, to certify in writing to Consultant that equipment/system installation is complete and in accordance with equipment/system manufacturer’s instructions.

	3.19 Equipment and System Start-Up
	.1 When installation of equipment/systems is complete but prior to commissioning, perform start-up for equipment/systems as specified in mechanical work Sections in accordance with following requirements:
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	1  General
	1.01 Submittals
	.1 Submit shop drawings with product data sheets for variable frequency drives (VFDs). Include:
	.2 Submit a start-up and installation certification letter from supplier of VFDs as specified in Part 3 of this Section;
	.3 Prepare list of parameters for uploading for Owner’s future use as specified in Part 3 of this Section. Load on USB type flash drive and submit to Consultant.
	.4 Where extended warranty is specified to be included, include a copy of VFD extended warranty in each Operating and Maintenance Manual. Prior to Substantial Performance of Work, submit a copy of warranty to Owner.
	.5 Additionally, coordinate with Prime Contractor and Electrical Contractor to ensure shop drawings clearly identify proposed VFDs and connected motors are 100% compatible and Mechanical Contractor to sign off on selected VFDs.

	1.02 Coordination with Electrical Divisions
	.1 This Section specifies VFD requirements for motors. VFDs packaged with various system equipment are to comply with specifications of this Section.
	.2 Coordinate and review with Electrical Divisions, responsibility requirements for supply of VFDs and requirements for control and power conductors and connections.
	.3 Check motors are equipped with AEGIS or approved equal, shaft grounding ring system to protect bearings from damage in motors by diverting harmful shaft voltages and bearing currents to ground.
	.4 Additionally, review and confirm responsibilities with Consultant and Prime Contractor.


	2  Products
	2.01 VFD Basic Requirements
	.1 VFDs supplied on project to be products of same manufacturer and be CSA approved, ULC listed and labelled. Base specified product is Danfoss VLT FC-102 that include compliance with following standards:
	.2 VFDs to include following basic requirements:

	2.02 VFD Ratings
	.1 VFDs to be rated to operate from 3 phase input voltage of 208 or 600 volts ± 10%, as scheduled, and frequency range from 48 to 63 Hz. In addition, a tolerated voltage window to allow system to operate from a line of +30% to -35% nominal voltage. System to incorporate circuitry that allows drive contactor to remain “sealed in” over this voltage tolerance at a minimum.
	.2 VFDs to employ a full wave rectifier to prevent input line notching and operate at a minimum fundamental input power factor of 0.97 at all speeds and loads.
	.3 VFDs efficiency to be 97% or better at full speed and load.
	.4 Output voltage and current ratings to match adjustable frequency operating requirements of standard 3 phase, 60 Hz, NEMA design B inverter-duty motors in compliance with NEMA-MG1, Part 31 Standard. Overload current capacity for variable torque overload capacity to be 110% of rated current for 1 minute out of 10 minutes and 130% for 2 seconds. Output frequency to be adjustable between 0 and 500 Hz.
	.5 Open loop static speed regulation to be 0.1% to 0.3% (10% of motor slip). Dynamic speed accuracy to be 4%-sec. or better open loop.
	.6 When a suitable motor is used, drive provides breakaway torque equal to 200% of rated motor torque. Torque response time to be 5 ms or less.
	.7 Enclosures:

	2.03 Controls and Adjustment Functions
	.1 Include for following:
	.2 Operator Control Panel:

	2.04 Protective Functions
	.1 For each programmed warning and fault protection function, keypad displays a message in complete words or standard abbreviations. Three most recent fault messages and times are stored in drive’s fault history.
	.2 VFDs include metal oxide varistors (MOV’s) for phase to phase and phase to ground line voltage transient protection.
	.3 Short circuit current rating of 100,000 amps to be provided per UL 508C without relying on line fuses.
	.4 Ground fault protection, motor phase loss protection and phase unbalance protection to be provided. Single phase protection to be provided on input and output.
	.5 VFDs to provide electronic motor overload protection qualified per UL 508C.
	.6 Protection to be provided for AC line or DC bus overvoltage at 130% of maximum rated or undervoltage at 65% of minimum rated.
	.7 Stall protection to be programmable to provide a warning or stop VFD after motor has operated above a programmable torque level for a programmed time limit.
	.8 Underload protection to be programmable to provide a warning or stop VFD after motor has operated below a selected underload curve for a programmed time limit.
	.9 Overtemperature protection to provide a warning if power module temperature is less than 5C° (9F°) below overtemperature trip level.
	.10 Input terminal to be provided for connecting a motor thermistor (PTC type) to drive’s protective monitoring circuitry.  An input to also be programmable to monitor an external relay or switch contact.
	.11 VFDs to be protected from damage from input and output power miss-wiring. VFD to sense this condition and display an alarm on control panel.
	.12 EMI / RFI filters to be provided as per standard EN 61800-3.
	.13 Output dv/dt long lead filter (LRC) to protect motors, to be installed in same VFD enclosure.
	.14 Automatic reset feature to automatically reset selected faults and attempt to restart drive based on control parameters such as adjustable time delays, number of restart attempts and duration of restart attempts. Faults include following:
	.15 Additional built-in protection circuits include:

	2.05 Communications
	.1 VFD to be complete with communications connections of integrated RS-485 port suitable to allow for VFD to be controlled, supervised, monitored and programmed from one remote control panel or PC with VFD system Windows based application software.
	.2 Communications protocol to be industry standard compatible to BAS of building. Coordinate exact requirements with Mechanical Divisions controls contractor and BAS vendor to ensure appropriate interface module is supplied for drive system to communicate with BAS being used in building with interface capability to include serial communication standard protocols as follows:
	.3 Serial communication to be used for drive setup, diagnostic analysis, monitoring and control with capabilities to include, but not be limited to:

	2.06 Warranty
	.1 VFDs to be warranted free from defective labour and materials for period of 36 months from date of Substantial Performance of the Work. Include for initial one year Contract warranty and an additional 2 year extended warranty direct to Owner. Extended warranty terms and conditions are to be identical to one year Contract warranty, and extended warranty period is to commence day Contract warranty expires.

	2.07 Site Services, Training and Maintenance Manuals
	.1 Provide onsite inspection, testing, start up and verification work of VFDs and filters by manufacturer’s authorized technician.  Allow a minimum of 1/2 day per system.  Also include for a second visit to site of one (1) day duration to train operating personnel in operation and maintenance of drives. Provide verification reports and supply soft copy of system programming parameters.
	.2 Upon completion of installation, supplier of VFDs to supply minimum one hard copy of complete sets of service and maintenance manuals including wiring and connection diagrams. Include for digital copy loaded onto a USB type flash drive.
	.3 Provide system training and instructions on operating and maintenance procedures. Refer to additional requirements in General Instructions section and Division 01.

	2.08 Acceptable Manufacturers
	.1 Acceptable VFD manufacturers are:


	3  Execution
	3.01 Installation of Variable Frequency Drives
	.1 Provide variable frequency drives for motorized equipment in accordance with drawing requirements. Coordinate requirements for conductors and connections with Electrical Divisions Contractor.
	.2 VFDs supplied to be products of same manufacturer.
	.3 Install VFDs in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. VFDs installation to include upstream protection, either fuses or circuit breakers in accordance with VFD manufacturer’s recommendations and local electrical code requirements. Advise Electrical Divisions Contractor of these requirements in addition to required conductors and connections. Provide required control wiring and connections.
	.4 Review VFD and related connected motor installation. Provide local disconnect to VFD in accordance with local governing code requirements.
	.5 Mount VFDs operating controls/display at approximately 1.5 m (5') above finished floor level. Provide additional supports and/or bracing as required. Properly support VFDs. Coordinate exact locations on site with Consultant.
	.6 Ground and bond equipment as per local governing electrical code requirements and manufacturer’s instructions.
	.7 Provide engraved lamacoid nameplate identifying each piece of equipment. Review exact nomenclature with Consultant.

	3.02 Testing, Start-Up and Verification
	.1 When installation of VFDs and filters are complete, arrange for respective equipment manufacturer/supplier to:
	.2 Perform following:
	.3 Document testing and results in a report signed by a Professional Engineer licensed in the Place of Work and authorized by equipment manufacturer. Include for minimum 3 hard copies and electronic copy of report to be submitted to Consultant for review.
	.4 Additionally, refer to applicable installation, testing, coordination and verification requirements in Electrical Divisions Sections.
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	1  General
	1.01 Application
	.1 This Section specifies requirements, criteria, methods and execution for mechanical demolition work that are common to one or more mechanical work Sections, and it is intended as a supplement to each Section and is to be read accordingly.

	1.02 Submittals
	.1 Submit documentation to confirm that reclaimed heat transfer fluid (50% E.G.) and refrigerant (R-22) has been properly removed and stored, recycled, or disposed of as applicable.


	2  Products
	Not Used

	3  Execution
	3.01 Disconnection and Removal of Existing Mechanical Work
	.1 Where indicated on drawings, disconnect and remove existing mechanical work, including hangers, supports, insulation, etc. Disconnect at point of supply, remove obsolete connecting services and make system safe. Cut back obsolete piping and cap water-tight unless otherwise specified.
	.2 Scope and extent of demolition or revision work is only generally indicated on drawings. Estimate scope, extent and cost of work at site during bidding period site visit(s). Claims for extra costs for demolition work not shown or specified but clearly visible or ascertainable at site during bidding period site visits will not be allowed.
	.3 If any re-design is required due to discrepancies between mechanical drawings and site conditions, notify Consultant who will issue a Site Instruction. If, in the opinion of Consultant, discrepancies between mechanical drawings and actual site conditions are of a minor nature, required modifications are to be done at no additional cost.
	.4 Unless otherwise specified, remove from site and dispose of existing materials which have been removed and are not to be relocated or reused.

	3.02 Hazardous Waste
	.1 If hazardous waste not listed in Specification is found, notify Owner and Consultant immediately and await directions.

	3.03 Interruption to and Shut-Down of Mechanical Services and Systems
	.1 Co-ordinate shut-down and interruption to existing mechanical systems with Owner. Generally, shut-downs may be performed only between the hours of 12:00 midnight Friday until 6:00 a.m. Monday morning.
	.2 Within 10 working days upon award of a Contract, submit a list of anticipated shut-down times and their maximum duration.
	.3 Prior to each shut-down or interruption, inform Owner in writing 5 business days in advance of proposed shut-down or interruption and obtain written consent to proceed. Do not shut-down or interrupt any system or service without such written consent.
	.4 Perform work associated with shut-downs and interruptions as continuous operations to minimize shut-down time and to reinstate systems as soon as possible, and, prior to any shut-down, ensure materials and labour required to complete the work for which shut-down is required are available at site.

	3.04 Decommissioning or Alterations to Refrigeration Equipment
	.1 Remove and reclaim refrigerant from applicable equipment to be decommissioned and/or altered. Refrigerant reclaim and recycling work is to be in accordance with Refrigerant Management Canada guidelines, and governing codes and regulations. Do not under any circumstances vent refrigerant from existing equipment to atmosphere.
	.2 Use refrigerant recovery equipment designed specifically to reclaim and recycle refrigerant, and use only skilled refrigeration mechanics to perform reclaim and recycle work.
	.3 Provide approved, properly sized and sealable refrigerant containers for reclaimed refrigerant.
	.4 Dispose of reclaimed refrigerant by engaging services of a licensed firm specializing in recycling of reclaimed refrigerant. Submit documentation to confirm refrigerant has been properly removed from site and recycled or disposed.
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	1  General
	1.01 Application
	.1 This Section specifies mechanical system testing, adjusting, and balancing requirements that are common to mechanical work Sections of the Specification and it is a supplement to each Section and is to be read accordingly.

	1.02 Definitions
	.1 “Agency” – means agency to perform testing, adjusting and balancing work.
	.2 “TAB” – means testing, adjusting and balancing to determine and confirm quantitative performance of equipment and systems and to regulate specified fluid flow rate and air patterns at terminal equipment, e.g., reduce fan speed, throttling, etc.
	.3 “hydronic systems” – includes heating water, chilled water, glycol-water solution, condenser water, and any similar system.
	.4 “air systems” – includes outside air, supply air, return air, exhaust air, and relief air systems.
	.5 “flow rate tolerance” – means allowable percentage variation, minus to plus, of actual flow rate values in Contract Documents.
	.6 “report forms” – means test data sheets arranged for collecting test data in logical order for submission and review, and these forms, when reviewed and accepted, should also form permanent record to be used as basis for required future testing, adjusting and balancing.
	.7 “terminal” – means point where controlled fluid enters or leaves the distribution system, and these are supply inlets on water terminals, supply outlets on air terminals, return outlets on water terminals, and exhaust or return inlets on air terminals such as registers, grilles, diffusers, louvers, and hoods.
	.8 “main” – means duct or pipe containing system’s major or entire fluid flow.
	.9 “submain” – means duct or pipe containing part of the systems’ capacity and serving 2 or more branch mains.
	.10 “branch main” – means duct or pipe servicing 2 or more terminals.
	.11 “branch” – means duct or pipe serving a single terminal.

	1.03 Submittals
	.1 Submit sample test forms, if other than those standard forms prepared by Associated Air Balance Council (AABC) or National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB), are proposed for use.
	.2 Submit a report by Agency after each site visit made by Agency during construction phase of this Project.
	.3 Submit a draft report, as specified in Part 3 of this Section.
	.4 Submit a final report, as specified in Part 3 of this Section.
	.5 Submit a testing and balancing warranty as specified in Part 3 of this Section.
	.6 Submit reports listing observations and results of post construction site visits as specified in Part 3 of this Section.

	1.04 Quality Assurance
	.1 Employ services of Capital Airflow (attention Kevin Harney, 613-612-0178) to test, adjust, and balance building mechanical systems to produce design objectives. Alternative balancing contractors will not be accepted.
	.2 Testing, adjusting and balancing of complete mechanical systems is to be performed over entire operating range of each system in accordance with one of the following publications:


	2  Products
	Not Used

	3  Execution
	3.01 Scope of Work
	.1 Perform total mechanical systems testing, adjusting, and balancing. Requirements include measurement and establishment of fluid quantities of mechanical systems as required to meet design specifications and comfort conditions, and recording and reporting results.
	.2 Mechanical systems to be tested, adjusted and balanced include:

	3.02 Testing, Adjusting and Balancing
	.1 Conform to following requirements:
	.2 Prepare reports as indicated below.
	.3 When final report has been accepted, Contractor is to submit to Owner, in name of Owner, a certificate equal to AABC National Guaranty Certification or a NEBB Quality Assurance Program Bond, and in addition, Contractor is to submit a written extended warranty from Agency covering one full heating season and one full cooling season, during which time any balancing problems which occur, with exception of minor revision work done during scheduled site visits, will, at no cost, be investigated by Agency and reported on to Owner, and if it is determined that problems are a result of improper testing, adjusting and balancing, they are to be immediately corrected without additional cost to Owner.
	.4 After acceptance of final report, Agency is to perform post testing and balancing site visits in accordance with following requirements:
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	1  General
	1.01 Application
	.1 This Section specifies material requirements for firestopping and smoke seal systems that are common to mechanical work Sections and it is a supplement to each Section and is to be read accordingly.

	1.02 Submittals
	.1 Submit a product data sheet and WHIMIS sheet for each firestopping and smoke seal product.
	.2 Submit for review, full company name and experience of proposed firestopping and smoke seal system applicator.
	.3 Submit letter of proper firestopping and smoke seal certification as specified in Part 3 of this Section.

	1.03 Quality Assurance
	.1 Applicator is to have a minimum of 3 years of successful experience on projects of similar size and complexity, and applicator's qualifications are to be submitted to Consultant for review.
	.2 Comply with firestopping and smoke seal product manufacturer’s recommendations regarding suitable environment conditions for product installation.


	2  Products
	2.01 Firestopping and Smoke Seal System Materials
	.1 Asbestos-free, elastomeric materials and intumescent materials, tested, listed and labelled by ULC in accordance with CAN/ULC S115, and CAN/ULC S101 for installation in ULC designated firestopping, and smoke seal systems to provide a positive fire, water and smoke seal and a fire resistance rating (flame, hose stream and temperature) no less than fire rating for surrounding construction.
	.2 Firestopping and smoke seal material system to be specifically ULC certified with designated reference number for its specific installation. As part of shop drawing submission, submit copies of firestopping drawings with ULC certificate and system number for each specific installation.
	.3 Materials are to be compatible with abutting dissimilar materials and finishes and complete with primers, damming and back-up materials, supports, and anchoring devices in accordance with firestopping manufacturer’s recommendations and ULC tested assembly. Coordinate material requirements with trades supplying abutting areas of materials.
	.4 Submit schedule of opening locations and sizes, penetrating items, and required listed design numbers to seal openings to maintain fire resistance ratings.
	.5 Typically, for openings of up to 250 mm (10") in diameter, provide putty pad type firestop materials equivalent to Specified Technologies Inc. "SpecSeal" intumescent, non-hardening, water resistant putties containing no solvents, inorganic fibres or silicone compounds.
	.6 Typically, for openings of greater than 250 mm (10") in diameter, and for rectangular openings, provide pillow type firestop materials equivalent to Specified Technologies Inc. "SpecSeal" re-enterable, non-curing, mineral fibre core encapsulated on six sides with intumescent coating contained in a flame retardant poly bag.
	.7 Pipe insulation forming part of a fire and smoke seal assembly is specified in Section entitled Mechanical Insulation.
	.8 Supply products of a single manufacturer for use on work of this Division.
	.9 Installer to be manufacturer trained and certified on specific product. Submit copy of certificate with shop drawings.
	.10 Include for manufacturer’s authorized representative to inspect and verify each installation and application. Submit test report signed and verified by system installer’s authorized representative and manufacturer’s representative.
	.11 Acceptable certification to also include certification by Underwriters Laboratories of Northbrook IL, using tests conforming to ULC-S115 and given cUL listing published by UL in their "Products Certified for Canada (cUL) Directory".
	.12 Acceptable manufacturers are:


	3  Execution
	3.01 Installation of Firestopping and Smoke Seal Materials
	.1 Where work penetrates or punctures fire rated construction, provide ULC certified, listed and labelled firestopping and smoke sealing packing material systems to seal openings and voids around and within raceway and to ensure that continuity and integrity of fire separation is maintained. Openings not in immediate vicinity of working areas are to be firestopped and sealed same day as being opened.
	.2 Install firestopping and smoke seal materials for each installation in strict accordance with specific ULC certification number and manufacturer's instructions. Comply with local governing building code requirements and obtain approvals from local building inspection department. Ensure that openings through fire separations do not exceed maximum size wall opening, and maximum and minimum dimensions indicated in ULC Guide No. 40 U19 for Service Penetration Assemblies and firestopping materials.
	.3 Ensure that continuity and integrity of fire separation is maintained and conform to requirements of latest edition of ULC publication "List of Equipment and Materials, Volume II, Building Construction".
	.4 Comply with following requirements:
	.5 Notify Consultant when work is complete and ready for inspection, and prior to concealing or enclosing firestopping and smoke seal materials and service penetration assemblies. Arrange for final inspection of work by local governing authority inspector prior to concealing or enclosing work. Make any corrections required.
	.6 On completion of firestopping and smoke sealing installation, submit a Letter of Assurance to Consultant certifying the firestopping and smoke sealing installation has been carried out throughout the building to service penetrations and that installation has been performed in strict accordance with requirements of local governing building code, any applicable local municipal codes, ULC requirements, and manufacturer’s instructions.
	.7 Manufacturer's authorized representative to inspect and verify each installation and provide a test report signed by installing trade and manufacturer's representative. Test report to list each installation and respective ULC certification and number.
	.8 Where work requires removal of existing firestopping materials and replacement of firestopping materials after cabling changes have been made, ensure that replacement material is same material and manufacturer of existing if any remains in place, or ensure that all existing material is removed before installation of replacement material.
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	1  General
	1.01 Submittals
	.1 Submit shop drawings/product data sheets for all products specified in this Section except pipe and fittings.
	.2 Submit a copy of plumbing inspection certificate prior to application for Substantial Performance of the Work.


	2  Products
	2.01 Pipe, Fittings and Joints
	.1 PVC - DWV


	3  Execution
	3.01 Demolition
	.1 Refer to demolition requirements specified in Section entitled Demolition and Revision Work.

	3.02 Drain and Vent Piping Installation Requirements
	.1 Provide required drainage and vent piping. Pipe, unless otherwise specified, as follows:
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	1  General
	1.01 Submittals
	.1 Submit shop drawings/product data for all products specified in Part 2 of this Section except for pipe, fittings, and unions. Indicate performance criteria, conformance to appropriate reference standards, and limitations.
	.2 For each gas pressure regulating station, submit:

	1.02 Quality Assurance
	.1 Gas system work is to be in accordance with requirements of CAN/CSA B149.1, Natural Gas and Propane Installation Code, as amended by local Gas Codes.
	.2 Gas system work is to be performed only by licensed gas pipe fitters (holding Gas Technician 1 Certificate) authorized under TSSA Act.


	2  Products
	2.01 Pipe, Fittings and Joints
	.1 Uncoated Black Steel - Screwed Joints
	.2 Uncoated Black Steel - Welded Joints

	2.02 Piping Unions
	.1 Screwed Piping

	2.03 Shut-Off Valves
	.1 Ball Type

	2.04 Pressure Regulators
	.1 CSA certified pressure regulators as follows:
	.2 Acceptable manufacturers are:


	3  Execution
	3.01 Demolition
	.1 Perform required gas system demolition work. Refer to demolition requirements specified in Section entitled Demolition and Revision Work.

	3.02 Natural Gas Piping Installation Requirements
	.1 Provide required natural gas distribution piping and connect gas fired or operated equipment, and provide required vent piping to atmosphere, including vent piping from pressure regulators. Perform piping work in accordance with requirements of CAN/CSA B149.1, Natural Gas and Propane Installation Code, as amended by local Gas Codes.
	.2 Piping is to be as follows:
	.3 Slope gas piping in direction of flow to low points.
	.4 Ensure supports for roof mounted piping are sized (height) to accommodate roof slope and required piping slope, and to permit installation of low point dirt pockets.
	.5 Provide full pipe diameter 150 mm (6") long drip pockets at piping low points and wherever else shown and/or required.
	.6 Identify natural gas piping aboveground with 2 coats of safety yellow enamel applied over primer, and SMS Ltd. or equal coil type vinyl identification makers with arrows.

	3.03 Installation of Shut-Off Valves
	.1 Provide CSA approved ball type or lubricated plug type shut-off valves to isolate equipment, and wherever else shown.
	.2 Ensure valves are located for easy accessibility and maintenance.

	3.04 Installation of Pressure Regulators
	.1 Provide pressure regulators in gas distribution piping where indicated and/or required.
	.2 Use vented type pressure regulators for all applications.
	.3 Install regulating stations in accordance with requirements of CAN/CSA B149.1.
	.4 Provide 6 mm (¼") diameter test ports upstream and downstream of each regulator assembly.
	.5 Locate outdoor regulating stations a minimum of 300 mm (12") away from walkways, and 3 m (10') away from equipment air intakes and building openings. Provide required vent piping and terminate vents in a turn-down elbow fitting with bronze bug screen secured in place.
	.6 Indicate operating set-points, relief settings and vent arrangements for each regulating station on as-built record drawings.
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	1  General
	1.01 Submittals
	.1 Submit shop drawings/product data sheets for all products specified in this Section except shop fabricated ductwork and fittings.


	2  Products
	2.01 Galvanized Steel Ductwork
	.1 Galvanized steel sheet is to be hot dipped in accordance with requirements of ASTM A653. G60 galvanizing for bare uncovered duct to be finish painted. G90 for all other galvanizing.
	.2 Rectangular

	2.02 Metal Duct System Joint Sealant
	.1 ULC listed and labelled, premium grade, grey colour, water base, non-flammable duct sealer, brush, or gun applied, with a CAN/ULC S102 tested maximum flame spread rating of 5 and smoke developed rating of 0.
	.2 Acceptable manufacturers are:


	3  Execution
	3.01 Cleanliness Requirements for Handling and Installation of Ductwork
	.1 Handle and install ductwork in accordance with SMACNA's Duct Cleanliness for New Construction Guidelines at the Advanced Level.

	3.02 Fabrication and Installation of Galvanized Steel Ductwork
	.1 Provide required ductwork.
	.2 It is to be understood that all duct dimensions shown on drawings are clear internal dimensions.
	.3 Unless otherwise specified, construct and install ductwork in accordance with ANSI/SMACNA HVAC Duct Construction Standards Metal and Flexible to suit duct pressure class designation of minimum 1000 Pa (4" w.c.) positive or negative as applicable, a minimum velocity of 10 m/s (2000 fpm), and so ductwork does not "drum". Flat surfaces of rectangular ductwork are to be cross-broken. Duct system sealing is to meet ANSI/SMACNA Seal Class A requirements.
	.4 Confirm routing of all ductwork at site and site measure ductwork prior to fabrication. Duct dimensions may be revised to suit site routing and building element requirements, if dimension revisions are reviewed with and approved by Consultant. Duct routing and/or dimension revisions to suit conditions at site are not grounds for a claim for an extra cost.
	.5 Install (but do not connect) duct system mounted automatic control components supplied as part of the automatic control work.
	.6 Seal all ductwork in accordance with SMACNA Seal Class "A. Apply sealants by brush or gun to cleaned metal surfaces. Where bare ductwork is exposed apply neat uniform lines of sealant. Randomly brushed, sloppy looking sealant applications will be rejected and must be repaired or replaced with a neat application of sealant.

	3.03 Duct System Protection, Cleaning and Start-Up
	.1 Temporarily cover all open ends of ducts during construction.
	.2 Remove all dirt and foreign matter from entire duct systems and clean duct system terminals and interior of air handling units prior to operating fans.
	.3 Prior to starting any supply air handling system provide 50 mm (2") thick glass fibre construction filters at fan equipment in place of permanent filters.
	.4 Provide cheesecloth over duct system inlets and outlets and run system for 24 hours, after which remove cheesecloth and construction filters, and install new permanent filters.
	.5 Include all labour for a complete site walk-through with testing and balancing personnel following route of all duct systems to be tested, adjusted and balanced for the purpose of confirming proper position and attitude of dampers, location of pitot tube openings, and any other work affecting testing and balancing procedures. Perform corrective work required as a result of this walk-through.



	23 41 00 Air Filters and Accessories_0
	1  General
	1.01 Submittals
	.1 Submit shop drawings/product data sheets for all products specified in this Section.
	.2 Prior to Substantial Performance of the Work, submit a set of spare filters in original identified packaging for each air handling unit requiring filters. Store filters on site where directed by Consultant or Owner.


	2  Products
	2.01 General
	.1 Unless otherwise specified or noted, filters are to be synthetic and/or glass fibre disposable media type in accordance with drawing schedule(s).
	.2 Minimum Efficiency Reporting Values (MERV) ratings in accordance with ASHRAE Standard 52.2, Method of Testing General Ventilation Air-Cleaning Devices for Removal Efficiency by Particle Sizes.
	.3 Unless otherwise specified or noted, filters are to be ULC Class 1 in accordance with ULC S111, Standard Method of Fire Tests for Air Filter Units.
	.4 Acceptable manufacturers are:

	2.02 Construction Filters
	.1 Roll type, disposable, MERV 7 to 9 woven glass fibre media, ULC Class 2.


	3  Execution
	3.01 Installation of Construction Filters
	.1 Provide roll type medium efficiency disposable media filter(s) across entire filter bank of each supply air handling unit, to be installed at factory. Secure media in place so it will not be dislodged by fan operation. Replace roll media periodically if it becomes loaded and clogged.
	.2 For exhaust systems, secure filter media across exhaust air openings and ductwork to prevent construction dirt and dust from fouling the fan
	.3 Leave media in place until fan start-up, at which time remove and dispose of construction media.

	3.02 Installation of Filters
	.1 Provide required filter media when fan equipment is ready for start-up and performance testing.
	.2 Prior to Substantial Performance of the Work, supply a complete spare set of filter media in original packaging and clearly identified as to the applicable system for each air handling system with filters. Store filters at site where directed by Owner.
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	1  General
	1.01 Submittals
	.1 Submit shop drawings/product data sheets for all air handling units. Include following:
	.2 Submit manufacturer’s colour chart to indicate standard colour range of paint finishes. Supply 4 L (3.5 qt) of touch-up paint with each air handling unit.
	.3 Submit spare air filters as specified in Part 2 of this Section.
	.4 Rooftop units are to be installed onto existing roof curbs. Contractor to site measure existing curbs to ensure that proposed equipment can be installed without modifications to curbs and without degradation of system performance. Provide with air handling unit shop drawings a layout sheet to describe how the new units will be installed onto the existing curbs.
	.5 Submit with delivery of each unit a copy of factory inspection report, and include a copy of each report with O & M Manual project close-out data.
	.6 Submit a site inspection and start-up report from manufacturer’s representative as specified in Part 3 of this Section.

	1.02 Quality Assurance
	.1 Roof mounted modular air handling equipment is to be rated (capacity, performance, efficiency and sound) and certified in accordance with requirements of following American National Standards Institute/Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute Standards, and Air Movement and Control Association International Inc. Standards:
	.2 Indoor modular air handling equipment is also to be in accordance with requirements of following Codes, Standards, and Regulations:
	.3 The basis of design is a direct replacement Daikin Model #RPS120D. Alternate rooftop units from Engineered Air are acceptable providing that they comply with all of the requirements of the drawings and specification.
	.4 Acceptable manufacturers are:
	.5 Provide all controls and accessories as required to execute Rooftop Unit Control Diagram on drawing M1.


	2  Products
	2.01 Roof MOUNTED Air Handling Units
	.1 Package type, factory tested, outdoor, weatherproof heating and air conditioning units in accordance with drawing schedule with dimensions and arrangements as shown and detailed on drawings. Where required, ship air handling units in sections.
	.2 Cabinet:
	.3 Fans
	.4 Variable Air Volume Control
	.5 Electrical
	.6 Heating and Cooling Sections
	.7 Filters
	.8 Outdoor / Return Air Section
	.9 Air Cooled Condenser
	.10 Scroll Compressors
	.11 Refrigeration Circuit
	.12 Controls
	.13 Warranty
	.14 Start-up and Service


	3  Execution
	3.01 Installation of ROOF MOUNTED Air Handling Units
	.1 Provide roof mounted air handling units.
	.2 Provide required crane rental and rigging, hoisting/moving equipment required to move units to required locations. Perform crane and rigging/hoisting/moving in accordance with unit manufacturer’s directions and details.
	.3 Site assemble units shipped in sections in strict accordance with unit manufacturer’s instructions.
	.4 Provide gasketing material at interface between rooftop units and existing roof curbs.
	.5 Install components shipped loose with units. Install in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations. Calibrate control components requiring field calibration.
	.6 Remove fan base hold-down clamps and other shipping restraints and protective packaging.
	.7 Carefully coordinate installation of each unit with other trades making connections to unit, in particular, control connections.
	.8 Refer to Section entitled Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods for equipment/system start-up requirements.
	.9 Refer to Section entitled Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods for equipment/system manufacturer certification. Submit a copy of the letter prior to Substantial Performance.
	.10 Include for a one half day on-site operation demonstration and training session. Training is to be a full review of all components including but not limited to a full operation and maintenance demonstration, with abnormal events.
	.11 Roof parapet is low in places. All materials on roof must be secured at all times to prevent them from blowing off of the roof.
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	1  General
	1.01 Submittals
	.1 Submit shop drawings/product data sheets for following:
	.2 Submit a site inspection and start-up report from manufacturer’s representative as specified in Part 3 of this Section.
	.3 Submit written confirmation from control component manufacturer that site installation personnel are qualified and experienced in installation of components, and have parts and service availability on a 24/7 basis.

	1.02 Quality Assurance
	.1 Control systems are to be installed by control component manufacturer or by licensed personnel authorized by control component manufacturer. Submit written confirmation from control component manufacturer.
	.2 Control system installation company is to have local parts and service availability on a 24/7 basis.
	.3 Control wiring work is to be performed by licensed journeyman electricians, or under direct daily supervision of journeyman electricians.


	2  Products
	2.01 Control System Components
	.1 Components specified below are required for control of equipment and systems in accordance with drawing control diagrams and sequences of operation. Not all required components may be specified.
	.2 Sensor/transmitter input devices must be suitable in all respects for the application and mounting location. Devices are as follows:
	.3 Pressure transmitters are to be constructed to withstand 100% pressure over-range without damage and to hold calibrated accuracy when subject to a momentary 40% over-range input. Pressure transmitters are to transmit a 0 to 5 VDC, 0 to 10 VDC, or 4 to 20 mA output signal. Differential pressure transmitters used for flow measurement are to be sized to the flow sensing device and supplied with a tee fitting and shut-off valves in the high and low sensing pick-up lines to allow permanent ease of use connection for balancing, etc. Transmitter housing is to suit mounting location. Standalone pressure transmitters are to be mounted in a minimum NEMA 1 (NEMA 2 in sprinklered area) by-pass valve assembly panel with high and low connections piped and valved, air bleed units, by-pass valves, and compression fittings. Transmitters are to be as follows:
	.4 Airflow monitoring stations and probes are to be Air Monitor Corp., Tek-Air Systems Inc., Ebtron, or Dietrich Standard products as follows:
	.5 Duct mounting smoke detectors supplied as part of electrical work for mounting as part of control system work.
	.6 Double contact switches to monitor equipment status and safety conditions, and generate alarms when a failure or abnormal condition occurs. Status and safety switches are to be as follows:
	.7 Control relays as follows:
	.8 Electronic signal isolation transducers equal to Advanced Control Technologies for installation whenever an anolog output signal from building automation system is to be connected to an external control system as an input (i.e. equipment control panel), or is to receive as an input signal from a remote system, and to provide ground plane isolation between systems.
	.9 Each manual override station is to be complete with contacts rated minimum 1 ampere at 24 VAC and is to provide following:
	.10 Electronic/pneumatic transducers equal to Johnson Controls Inc. transducers with an output of from 3 to 15 psig, an input of from 4 to 20 mA or 10 VDC, manual output adjustment, a pressure gauge, and an external replaceable supply air filter.

	2.02 System Wiring Materials
	.1 System wiring, conduit, boxes, and similar materials are to be in accordance with requirements specified in appropriate Section(s) of Electrical Work specification.


	3  Execution
	3.01 Demolition
	.1 Perform required control system demolition work.
	.2 Refer to demolition requirements specified in Section entitled Demolition and Revision Work.

	3.02 General Re: Installation of Controls
	.1 Provide complete systems of control and instrumentation to control and supervise building equipment and systems in accordance with this Section and drawings.
	.2 Provide all hardware, controls infrastructure, writing and programming as required to permit building automation system control and monitoring of input/output points as shown on schedules and drawing control diagrams and operation sequences. To be suitable in all respects for interface with the building automation system.
	.3 Control systems are to generally be as indicated on drawing control diagrams and are to have all the elements therein indicated or implied.
	.4 Control diagrams show only the principal components controlling the equipment and systems. Supplement each control system with all relays, transformers, sensors, etc., required to enable each system to perform as specified and to permit proper operation and supervision.

	3.03 Installation of Control System Components
	.1 Provide required control system components and related hardware. Refer to drawing control diagrams and sequences.
	.2 Where components are pipe, duct, or equipment mounted supply components at proper time, coordinate installation with appropriate trade, and ensure components are properly located and mounted.

	3.04 Control Wiring
	.1 Perform required control wiring work for control systems except:
	.2 Install wiring in conduit. Unless otherwise specified, final 600 mm (2’) connections to sensors and transmitters, and wherever conduit extends across flexible duct connections is to be liquid-tight flexible conduit.
	.3 Wiring work is to be in accordance with certified wiring schematics and instructions, and wiring standards specified in appropriate Sections of Electrical Work Specification.

	3.05 Identification and Labelling of Equipment and Circuits
	.1 Refer to identification requirements specified in Section entitled Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods.
	.2 Identify equipment as follows:

	3.06 Testing, Adjusting, Certification, Start-Up, and Training
	.1 When control work is complete, check installation of components and wiring connections, make any required adjustments, and coordinate adjustments with personnel doing HVAC testing, adjusting and balancing work.
	.2 Refer to Section entitled Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods for equipment/system manufacturer certification requirements.
	.3 Refer to Section entitled Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods for equipment/system start-up requirements.
	.4 Include for 2 full, 8 hour days on-site operation demonstration and training sessions. Training is to be a full review of all components including but not limited to a full operation and maintenance demonstration, with abnormal events.
	.5 Include for 2 follow-up site training and troubleshooting visits, one 6 months after Substantial Completion and other at end of warranty period, both when arranged by Owner and for a full, 8 hour day to provide additional system training as required, and to demonstrate troubleshooting procedures.





